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FLORIDA—THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH

By John Oliver La Gorce

That romantic figure of Spain's glorious days of New World discovery, Ponce de León, probably felt he had earned his golden spurs as an explorer when, as a companion of the Great Admiral on the second voyage, among other achievements, he was named governor and established settlements on the Isle of John the Baptist, which to-day we proudly call our very own Porto Rico.

So it was that Ponce besought his royal master in Spain to grant him the star of leadership to seek out and conquer new fields in the misty area of a continent yet to be cartographically born. That our gallant Ponce was romantic is evidenced by the latitude of his request, which, reduced to a few words, asked permission to find and claim for Spain the fabled Isle of Bimini, on which was thought to exist a gushing fountain of crystal water the discovery of which would be the greatest possible boon to mankind.

These miraculous waters, it was held, would do more than transmute metal, which for ages had been the alchemists' dream; better yet, they possessed the power to wash away the earthly years of man and forthwith restore to him the freshness and strength of youth!

Perhaps the gallant don's heart dilated with pride at the prospect, and his monarch bethought him that, as his personal milestones were moving apace, there might indeed be something to this legendary fountain, since equally amazing things were being discovered in this new world of his; therefore it was at least worth a try. Be that as it may, the royal permission was granted and in due course Ponce set sail into the unknown for many days.

PONCE DE LEÓN FOUND HIS LAND OF FLOWERS

Finally he made his landfall one beautiful morning soon after Easter Sunday, in the year 1512, as many historians hold, and, casting anchor, went ashore with sword, cross, and royal decree, somewhere near the mouth of the placid St. Johns River, and gave his "island" the charming name of Florida.

Don Ponce may have missed his rejuvenating fountain, but surely he found something nearly as wonderful in a health-giving, and consequently life-prolonging, climate that centuries later, with the help of many minds and hands, has come into its own as the winter playground of the eastern half of our continent.

It is true that our Florida of to-day was hazily shown on the Cantino map of 1502, according to the records in the Archives of the Indies, an institution that still flourishes in the Andalusian city of Seville, but on that chart it was only a shadow, and we must, as do most historians, credit Ponce de León and his brave followers with first achieving the goal.

We need not dwell upon the hardships, battle, and sudden death encountered by
these Men of Iron, from Indian ambuscade, from the claws of wild beasts, and from insect stings, for the telling would fill a great volume, as would the trials of those who followed them a lifetime after. When Ribault and his Huguenots landed in 1562 and unfurled the standard of France, lurid lines were ever being written across the historic page of fair Florida, as when Sir Francis Drake in 1586 and Capt. John Davis in 1665, with their "Hounds of Hell," as the dons called them, harried the coast in their adventurous trade of pillage and ransom.

So uncertain was life in a land where, though Nature smiled peacefully man was savage, that the Spaniards did not send forth successful inland settlement shoots from the eastern seaboard until the declining years of the 17th century. However, shortly after Ponce de León established his toehold on the seacoast of northern Florida another adventurous Spaniard, Don Diego Miruelo, appears to have skirted the west coast; but historians require him to give way as a real pathfinder to De Narváez, who, setting sail from Cuba, in 1528, landed somewhere near where the city of Pensacola to-day smiles a welcome to those who come seeking sunshine and comfort from the wintry North. There De Narváez and his several hundred fighters battled it out with Indians and unseen terrors for a few months, only to be defeated, and finally most of his dwindled command drowned while endeavoring to regain their base in some hurriedly constructed and unseaworthy craft.

Inasmuch as this is a bird's-eye view of the sovereign Commonwealth of Florida, we shall not dwell historically, but drive directly into the present, leaving the span between the 16th century and its romantic, if hard-bitten, background to our betters.

FLORIDA'S PLACE IN THE SUN

"You are now 375 miles south of Cairo, Egypt."

So reads a poster in a Key West hotel; and that fact provokes thought. It reveals why, on this pistol-shaped peninsula of Florida, we find some aspects of life.
and work akin to no other State of the Union.

"Climate," said Darwin, "makes a difference in the enjoyment of life." Sun makes climate, and climate, with the aid of trade winds, makes Florida. She tilts her sunburned nose so far down toward the Tropics that only here, in all the United States, can you pick coconuts from their lofty habitat—that is, if you climb well!

Her map spot in the sun gives Florida an odd character. It makes her, economically speaking, dual-faced, and men who do not know her well may misjudge her, because, with two distinct natures, it is hard to see her as a pulsing whole.

On one side, the real Florida: vast, sparsely settled, strewn with fruit and farm colonies, cow ranches, sawmills, turpentine stills, seaports, cigar factories, smelly fisheries, and industries that produce, among other things, in commercial quantities, fuller's earth, kaolin, titanium oxide, and—be it proudly said—about 85 per cent of this country's supply of phosphate rock.

On the other side, familiar to winter visitors, a strangely different State. Through long, dull months she drowses and suns herself; yet from December to the Ides of March, gay, boisterous, and bizarre, she affords an astounding spectacle of massed humanity, idle, yet often athletically active, probably without parallel anywhere.

Pilgrim hordes marching to Mecca, the Moors overflowing into Spain, Chinese streaming into Manchuria—such are among the world's migratory phenomena. But the tourist trek to Florida is unique; for, lured by sun, sea, and the instinctive love of outdoors, people turn toward Florida each winter, at which time her population almost doubles.

MASS MIGRATION

By train, motor, boat, and plane this army comes. One even sees walkers and men on bicycles, a suitcase lashed atop the handlebars. Through Lake City and Jacksonville, more than a motor car a minute, by actual daylight count, during the early months of northern winter.

A graphic picture this, a giant movie-
from Detroit and Cleveland; educators and evangelists, palmists and pugilists; puritans and impuritans; a great circus in winter quarters, its tapiro and giraffes capering in warm sunshine; barbers in green smocks and 399 beauty specialists in the city of Miami alone; taxidermists to mount one's prize tarpon or sailfish; market snake-hunters, with 12-foot tongs wading the Everglades.

Thousands cheering a winning horse thundering down a home stretch; barking greyhounds chasing a whizzing dummy rabbit; elsewhere, churches so packed that sermons are preached twice on Sunday mornings and fire chiefs detail men in uniform to keep the crowds from blocking the aisles; on Tampa's main street a giant scoreboard showing weekly figures of attendance at competing churches, thus proving that sun-hunters are also God-fearing. A million Americans, idle yet doing something, spending upward of $200,000,000 during a 120-day visitation. That is one phase of scintillating Florida.

Then, as suddenly as it began, the visitors' tumult and shouting die. The army departs. It goes pell-mell, swiftly, as noncombatants evacuate a city before advancing enemy troops. Sumptuous, high-priced hotels close and hordes of "snow-bird" waiters, bell hops, maids, and cooks backtrack to prepare the Northern resort hotels for another season.

The tourist wave takes months to reach the high-water stage, yet all want to go North in a week, thus straining even the
splendid facilities of the Atlantic Coast Line and other railways tapping the far south.

Divorced from the tension of winter racket, the real Florida relaxes and breathes easier now. She counts the profits earned from winter paying guests in return for bed, board, and otherwise; then turns to her big job—that is, how to work and prosper during the quiet months, when tourist trade is nil.

THE PROBLEM OF THE SOIL

Some towns and industries are, of course, long established and now stabilized. They would live well without tourists. Yet, to a singular degree, the huge seasonal income from tourists has upset the economic balance of the State. Tourist trade grew suddenly, and much faster than the State could increase its own balanced food production; thus Florida presents an odd picture. At times she throws away surplus fruit and vegetables. Later in the same year she may have to live out of tin cans. She has not yet learned to feed herself, but she is educating herself along these lines rapidly.

Excellent dairy herds are hers, yet she imports about two-thirds of all her butter and milk.

Here virgin America heard the evening low of wandering kine brought by Spanish explorers; here are vast grasslands, potential feed for infinite cattle; yet the State imports seven-eighths of all its meat.

Poultry farms grow flocks of 5,000 and 10,000 chickens, yet a large share of fowls and eggs consumed is bought from other States.

Despite the economic commotion of the past decade, Florida is still in sense a pioneer State. Her growth has been spotty, haphazard, marked by local spurts and lapses, seemingly a precocious child trying to run before she walks.

Riding south to Florida in the winter months along the Atlantic coast, you meet long trains of yellow-hued refrigerator cars rolling north, laden with fish, fruits, and vegetables. One single train hauled 104 cars of tomatoes. Seventy-five million hungry customers live within 36 to 48 hours of her gates, by express and fast
OVER THE ST. JOHNS RIVER BRIDGE AT JACKSONVILLE MOVES A VAST STREAM OF NORTH- AND SOUTH-BOUND MOTOR TOURISTS

Downstream, on the surface of the river, millions of floating wild hyacinths move every spring. Beautiful as these light-blue flowers are, the plant is really a pest, as it gathers in such masses about wharves and piers as frequently to impede navigation.
CHINESE OIL-PRODUCING TUNG NUTS GROWING NEAR GAINESVILLE

Tung oil is used in many trades. For decades America has imported it from China. Now, in Florida, groves of tung trees are introduced with the hope that eventually a part of our oil needs may be met here.

WHEN SIR FRANCIS DRAKE RAIDED ST. AUGUSTINE IN 1586, ONLY THIS HOUSE ESCAPED DESTRUCTION

Known as the Old Spanish Mission Building, it is reputed to be the oldest European-made structure in the United States. It is now used as a museum by the Historical Society of St. Augustine.
freight. Two hundred kinds of crops, fruits, and nuts grow here, and shipments out of the State average one carload every five minutes, the year round! She digs new potatoes and picks beans, peas, tomatoes, celery, pears, papayas, grapefruit, and oranges when New York and Chicago are snow-bound.

Though she ships nearly 100,000 cars of orchard and garden crops a year, or more than 10 per cent of all that is sold in America, only a small part of her available land is tilled. You can ride for miles and miles, over superbly surfaced highways, through grass and pine lands as empty yet of human life as in the dawn of creation. And that is another phase of Florida. The few cents an acre which we allowed Spain when she ceded this land to us in 1821 is still a fair price for lots of it, as viewed through our glasses of to-day.

A curious cosmography; a variety of soil and growing conditions sprawls from lake-strewn ridgelands to Everglades and contributes to confusion of mind in reading the future.

THE INTAKE GATEWAY

North Florida, for example, is as different from south Florida as lower Alabama from Cuba. Colonists had settled
and developed an ante-bellum cotton and tobacco aristocracy at Tallahassee and thereabout when lower Florida was still a howling wilderness. Even to-day, we are told, one-fifth of all Florida’s population was born in Georgia and Alabama; but that will not be true a decade hence.

Long ago, when bears fattened on crabs and turtle eggs where Miami Beach and Palm Beach now blossom, Spaniards built St. Augustine and Pensacola and connected them with a 400-mile military highway. You motor over much of this same old line now when you drive from Jacksonville west to Mobile and New Orleans. In the Cathedral at St. Augustine are to be seen crumbling, parchment-bound records of marriages and baptisms among Spaniards and Indians dating back to 1600.

Yet Florida—but for that settled strip along her upper edge—stood still for generations, while the rest of America was in the making.

The reason, of course, was the trend of migration to the great West!

Till recent years, when better communications came and America’s food habits began to change through intensive distribution methods, refrigerator cars, and high-power advertising, there was no great consumer market for the golden winter
fruits and green vegetables which the State to-day grows. Nor, till long after the Civil War, did manufactured fertilizer, on which Florida agriculture now depends, come into general use.

Also, years ago, there was yellow fever. In epidemic days it paralyzed Pensacola, New Orleans, and Havana. Then came Reed, Carrol, Gorgas, and other great men of medicine, and through science life was made safe for whites in mosquito lands. "When I came to Miami, after the Spanish-American War, it had 300 people," said a leading banker. "To-day we have 157,000 residents. Unless yellow fever and mosquitoes had been conquered, Florida could never have grown as she has."

To-day as utterly as the West has forgot the Indian dangers, so modern Florida has forgotten such past dangers, for practical sanitation and good drinking water prevail, and every intelligent Floridian teaches, preaches, and practices what science has given to mankind for the protection of health.

As science whipped mosquitoes, so bold builders conquered swamps and jungles, and humanized coral-born keys, tlying to the Nation's railway net a new world of strange sights and smells. Down to Tampa the steel was thrust, annexing a quaint, Spanish-speaking city. And down this line in '98 roared boys in uniform, "average Americans," seeing Florida first on their way to help in a war of independence.

"Remember the Maine," cried girls at wayside stations, as troops rolled south to Tampa. Old men rang church bells; boys ran to enlist for the war in "Cuby." Uncle Sam's first armed racket overseas since 1815. On Tampa's sandy, fish-scented flats camped the tangle of raw recruits and balky mules. Dynamic Teddy Roosevelt was there, and methodical, able Leonard Wood; and the whole hybrid town sung and whistled America's new war song, the song that spread around the world—"There'll Be a Hot Time in the Old Town To-night."

THE DETERMINATION OF A GENIUS

Far down the then empty East Coast pushed yet another spearhead of twin steel, a "seagoing" railway. "Flagler's Folly," critics said of the one man with
NOW A FOOD HABIT OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE

Celery was for years a food of limited distribution until swift communications and intensive farming developed both the popular taste and the supply. Packing celery near Sanford, Florida, from whence came nearly 7,000 carloads in one season,

vision who built and paid for it. "A railroad and a string of railroad-owned, millionaire hotels way down in that empty wilderness! There's no freight to haul, no passengers, no customers for all those palatial hotels."

But Flagler looked across at Cuba; he looked up, saw the sun, and felt the trade wind's kiss. Then, in his mind's eye, he probably saw what critics with sensory eyes alone could not see—he saw the earth tracking in space, tilting first one end and then the other, making the play of seasons, but leaving Florida more sun than any other place in the eastern United States!

On down the coast he went with his horse and buggy. Back in New York, where many calamity howlers lived, it was below zero; yet all about warm sunshine bathed this Land of Flowers that lured Ponce de León centuries before. "The people will come," said Flagler. And they came. Hotels built decades ago—and flocks of newer hotels—at times turn real dollars away in droves, so great is the mass demand for bed and board; and thousands more rush on, down over his seagoing railway, to Havana. "Flagler's Folly" indeed!

Then freight came—an amazing traffic with Cuba—even as Flagler dreamed. Cuba is our second best customer in all Latin America, trade statisticians tell us. From Key West now giant ferries carry 30 loaded cars each, cars that float over to Havana, and then run all over the Cuban lines, distributing American-made motor cars, machines, tools, furniture, food, clothing—freight cars from all our home railways. Those cars come back loaded with sugar, tobacco, and other things to pay us for the American-made products we sell her. That is trade.

A NEW ERA OF TRANSPORTATION. DOFIS ITS HAT

Sliding down the sunbeams, like giant roller coasters of the sky, come now the planes. Into greater Miami, with its many airports, flying fields, and seaplane docks, from Cuba, Haiti, Porto Rico, Nassau,
THE FAMOUS HASTINGS POTATO CROP BELT OF ST. JOHNS COUNTY YIELDS FROM 45 TO 90 BARRELS PER ACRE AND ITS EARLY HARVEST REACHES MARKET AT THE MOST FAVORABLE SEASON

Florida's white potato crop, compared with that of nine other potato-raising States, is estimated, over a period of eight years, to be well in advance of all except Virginia's. In this section of Florida, potatoes planted in January may be harvested in April and May, allowing the industrious farmer to grow three crops in one season.

WHILE THE NORTH CRACKS JANUARY ICICLES OFF GARAGE DOORS, FLORIDA IS PICKING STRAWBERRIES

The red fruit reveals to Northern tourists motoring down to Tampa that they are indeed far from home. A berry patch in Hillsborough County.
HOW TO BATTLE GLOBE-TROTTING BUGS AND SAVE FOOD FOR MANKIND IS A NEVER-ENDING PROBLEM TO SCIENCE

Do we realize the grave menace to the world's fruit, vegetable, and grain crops which ever-spreading insect pests have become? To quarantine, to exterminate, to keep orchards, fields, and gardens free—that is science's big job. Spraying a grapefruit grove near Orlando, Florida.
AT LOW TIDE THE WORLD'S FASTEST RACE TRACK APPEARS ON DAYTONA BEACH, FLORIDA

Dazzling white, of coquina and sand, this flat, tide-swept beach is so wide that 50 or more cars may drive abreast. Famous in the annals of speed tests, this beach has seen both motor racing triumphs and tragedies.

THRIVING BENEATH A SLATTED SKY

Acres of Cuban wrapper tobacco, three weeks old in April, planted under a slat shade. The harvest will come in June. This plantation is near the town of Madison.
Panama, and South America come and go the big 3-motoried cabin ships. Customs men are at the airports to inspect bags and ask for duties, while immigration officials examine passports. Ticket office, baggage rooms, restaurant, loading platforms, with tiny but stout "gas mules" that haul big planes to their sheds, and growing crowds traveling now by air and landing as carelessly as back-from-Europe tourists pour down the gangplanks at New York or Boston. Miami—indeed, most of the Florida cities have become air-minded, for flying conditions are just about ideal. And climate is again the answer.

Restless, absorbing America! Land of magic economic change that fathered Florida! You sense its fine aggressive spirit when, riding in from sea, you watch Miami and Miami Beach silhouette their towering architectural masses against a sunset sky. Amazing they are, in their effect of stark simplicity and power, lifted by puny men from the sand spits and mangrove swamps of yesterday.

Always the contrast persists. Ten miles west, the Everglades; a crane gulping down a wriggling snake, a 'gator pulling under a wild duck; a homing Seminole, silent, watchful, in his dugout; abysmal waste, solitude, fascinating to the naturalist.

**CLIMATE STIMULATES CULTURE IN FLORIDA**

Yet, if you think in time and not space alone, you can vision what Florida's population must some day be. It is the way of subtropic lands, where living is easy, as in the West Indies.

Life here has a different tempo, a sort
LIKE A HUGE CIRCUS TENT, THESE CHEESECLOTH SHADES FREQUENTLY COVER FLORIDA TOBACCO FIELDS

In northern Florida, as in Cuba and Porto Rico, these white shades, seen from an airplane, appear to be big squares of snow-covered ground. By thus tempering the hot summer sun, a better wrapper leaf is grown.
MANY DISTRICTS IN THE EVERGLADES AFFORD GOOD GRAZING

On this 40,000-acre ranch near Brighton native cattle have been cross-bred with the humpback, or Brahman, bull of India. This produces a stocky, meat-bearing animal practically immune to tick fever.

PICKING WINTER TOMATOES IN THE FLAT, FAR-FLUNG GREEN FIELDS OF FLORIDA

Through January and into April, Florida meets but little competition from any other tomato-growing State. During this period, however, thousands of carloads are imported from the Mexican west coast and some from the West Indies.
AN UNDERWATER FAIRYLAND IS SEEN AT SILVER SPRINGS

So clear is the water that submarine flora, growing amid fantastic formations of rock and shell, with fish darting about, is plainly visible even where the spring is 80 feet deep. This girl swimmer, feeding the tame fish, is many feet beneath the surface. In the background is the dim hulk of a sunken boat.
of tropic rhythm. Sun, sand, the blue, sparkling waters of the Gulf Stream, blossoms of every hue, and waving palms bring a sense of luxury even to the masses. They are among the State's intangible assets and quicken man's interest in cosmic things. You see this revealed in a State-wide solicitude for flowers, ornamental shrubs and trees, a deeper sense of all that is beautiful in Nature. They bring other episodes and symptoms. Bird sanctuaries abound. Men who used to shoot wild ducks to-day go out mornings to feed them. Many sailfish and tarpon caught for sheer sport are released by sportsmen, for their food value is negligible. Filming movie scenes of game fish being caught is a new form of piscatorial adventure, and as the camera is said not to be intentionally disingenuous, the proof of skill can be later shown by film or print to the doubters at home. Men seek the sun here as moths a lamp. Habits, methods of work, architecture—all are influenced here by steady sunshine. On Jacksonville's humming docks you see checking clerks busy in shirt sleeves in January. At Miami Beach is a large, wonderfully complete public schoolhouse almost without walls, so that its hundreds of youngsters can store up health and education at the same time. At St. Petersburg one sees the younger school children, attired in breeks, absorbing their three R's at desks which stand under the trees. West of Tallahassee one rides past many tobacco fields where plants are grown under "shades." These shades are made by stretching thin cotton cloth over frames of poles and wire, for farmers have found they may best grow certain vegetables under the same properly tempered conditions in all seasons. Tobacco seed, for planting in Virginia and elsewhere, is often grown in Florida, since better seed develops where plants enjoy the longest periods of daily sunshine. Florida long since awakened to the urge of golf and offers scores and scores of good courses upon which tens of thousands play when northern playing would require snowshoes. Strings of big-league baseball teams train hereabout every spring. This fact challenges the old idea that whites are lazy in warm countries. In the pine woods, in the vast tomato and bean fields, men work as hard and as long as anywhere. In north Florida, field workers use the phrase "from kin see till can't see"—from dawn till dark. At Winterhaven I saw a fruit-picking contest. In 3 minutes and 47 seconds a girl wrapped, twisted, and packed a box of 176 oranges to win the offered prize. Like the migratory workers who go from Poland each year to harvest sugar beets in Germany, or the hordes who follow the wheat harvest across our West, Florida has its incoming army of seasonal workers. "Snow-birds" they are called here, because they migrate to miss the snows. Thousands come each winter to work in hotels, stores, garages, and in the handling of the immense fruit crops.

MANKIND DIFERS AS TO WHAT CONSTITUTES ENJOYMENT

Of course, sharp clashes of ideas, to make conversation an adventure, are rare among tourist groups here. They have too much in common. In fact, there's a mass attitude, or attitudinating, and a standard terminology adequate for all popular tourist themes, such as fishing, golf, tennis, pitching horseshoes, the folly of booms, or the "bad weather back home." A blizzard in Pennsylvania, or any northern section from which tourists largely come, is always a front-page story in Florida papers, and with what glee the sun-birds commiserate with their stay-at-home brethren!

One intellectual oasis, however, is the "open forum" at St. Petersburg. In a park there, after the band concerts, crowds of many hundreds remain for organized debate and good-natured harangue. Argument is rife on any theme from egg-laying contests to whether the influence of Ibsen is permanent or evanescent. "At the open sessions we let 'em argue about everything but religion," a city official said. "We had to bar that, although bigger crowds go to church here than anywhere else in Florida. Often the preachers have to deliver the same sermon twice on a Sunday morning, and the second congregation is as large as the first."

"I can confirm that," the fire chief remarked. "We've never had to turn the hose on 'em, but often I've sent men in uniform to keep a big congregation from
PENSACOLA FROM THE AIR IS A FAMILIAR SIGHT TO HUNDREDS OF NAVY FLYERS WHO HAVE TRAINED HERE

Echoing long ago to the cannon roar of defending forts, battling under many flags, pine-scented Pensacola’s past is written large in American history. But to-day, trade rivals tradition. The ancient town, seething once with colonial intrigues, concentrates now on fish, tourists, and turpentine and is, as well, a real social center.
FROM PALATKA TO PENSACOLA, FLORIDA HUMS WITH THE SONG OF THE SAWMILL.

The wide St. Johns River is tidal to Palatka, so that ocean-going vessels reach this busy lumber port via Jacksonville. From here steamers also ply to Crescent Lake. Cypress lumber piles at Palatka.
ONE-THIRD OF ALL AMERICA'S ORANGES GROW IN FLORIDA

Introduced in Spanish times, oranges early became a valuable Florida product, pioneer growers hauling fruit down to trading schooners in ox-carts. Now they are scientifically cared for, grown by the square mile, and shipped by the trainload.

blocking the aisles and jamming the entrance ways."

Socially speaking, in Florida the whole is not equal to the sum of the parts. You cannot add St. Petersburg, for example, to Palm Beach or Miami, because you cannot add unlike things.

PAY YOUR MONEY AND CHOOSE

Life among the idle well-to-do at East Coast resorts, as pictured in Sunday rotogravures, is a familiar theme. Sunburned beauties sprawling under beach umbrellas; self-anointed social queens in raiment that would discount Joseph's coat of many colors, being trundled along under the palms in an "afromobile"; fleets of private yachts and comfortable houseboats at anchor; gay race crowds or dancing groups under moonlit palms—all these are well-advertised aspects of Florida winter-visitor life among those who, with many servants and mountains of baggage, move leisurely north each year, following the march of spring from resort to resort, up and down the Atlantic coast. Just the same, one finds at the principal resort centers like Miami and Palm Beach the finest sort of concerts and lecture series made up of world-famous artists and cultural speakers, and there is an overflowing attendance.

But in all America there is probably no group just like the 150,000 or 200,000 fine type of farmers and small-town folk who visit St. Petersburg. It is an amazing sociological phenomenon, peculiar to this unusual State. It is worth contemplating.

Here flourish 31 different clubs and societies, formed among tourists from various cities and States. There are even clubs of Canadians and Scandinavians, half a world away from their homes. There are dance, dramatic, and sunshine card clubs; clubs of roque, croquet, and shuffleboard players and a Three-Quar- ter Century Club, all of whose members are more than 75 years of age. And there is a municipal solarium, with its Sun Bathers Club—in all, more than 1,000 people—who lie about in little less than
nothing every day, exposed to the sun's rays, to store up health at a minimum cost—and they are serious-minded folk, not publicity-seekers.

Then there is the Green Bench Club. In orderly rows, along the main street, are 5,000 green benches, where 20,000 people sit and sun themselves. It is an institution unparalleled anywhere on earth. The nearest thing to it, perhaps, is the public bench in the Baghdad bazaars, where wool, rug, date, and camel merchants collect in the cool of the evening to smoke gurgling water pipes and gossip about prices and Arab wars.

Huge throngs crowd the parks each season, when the world's champion horseshoe pitching contest is held here; so wide is public interest in this sport that stories about it are handled over the wires by news agencies.

"The Sunshine City," St. Petersburg calls itself. Last year it held a "sun celebration" to observe the passage of 367 consecutive days upon each of which the sun shone.

To show its faith in steady sunshine, the city built the first open-air post office in America; not an "open-barrel" post office, as in the days of the virile, hairy West, but a fine building, with lock boxes opening on the streets and writing tables sheltered by only a roof.

Curiously enough, most of the visitors here appear to be of middle age or past. To accommodate them, ramps instead of steps are built at street intersections and at the entrance to many public buildings. No other city gives more thought to the comfort of its visitors or lives more completely on what they spend. The city even provides paid choirmasters to lead community singing clubs. On Sunday afternoon one sees at least 3,000 people, gathered at the end of a giant municipal pier, singing "Old Black Joe," "Nellie Gray," and other folksongs of long ago. It was plainly an emotional experience to
FOR THE WORLD'S HORSESHOE CHAMPIONSHIP

No participants in Olympic struggles for athletic laurels take their game more seriously than do these skilled hurlers of the lowly horseshoe, who arrive in crowds from the great Midwest each season, to try their skill against all comers, at St. Petersburg.

this vast throng of fine, honest, thrifty, Americans—another phase of national life. It could probably happen in no other country except ours.

FAR FROM VISITING CROWDS

In more remote sections of northwest Florida, distant from tourist trails, rural life is still simple and easy, as in that antebellum South whose spirit it still reflects. Most of its population came here in "mover wagons" long ago, from Georgia and Alabama. On the lower Suwannee one Sunday afternoon I chatted with some old men who sat on the river bank.

"Why aren't you fishing?" I asked.
"We've got nothin' else to do all week but fish," said one. "Sundays we just rest."

In contrast, one night, at Miami Beach, I watched the fleet yapping greyhounds, tended by boys in bright caps, riding coats, and patent-leather boots, racing foolishly after an artificial "trolley" rabbit running on a monorail. A few evenings later, on the shores of Lake Okeechobee, the canine comedy had changed. Now a howling pack of country hounds, whose husky keeper would have snorted at colored coat and fancy boots—honest hounds, with ears and noses cut and scarred from many a combat—were engaged in the matter of hunting wild cats in the islands of palmetto scrub.

SOME PHYSICAL ASPECTS OF FLORIDA

Peninsular Florida is a freak, geologically.

One day, on a fruit farm near Homestead, I heard a loud explosion. "Don't be alarmed," said my host. "That's only somebody setting out a rosebush."

The answer is that much of middle and south Florida is simply a limestone plain covered with shallow sand. To plant trees or make any excavation, blasting is necessary. At other times a big scarifier, drawn by a tractor, is run over the solid rock field, tearing it up as if it were a paved street.

Sinks, or "potholes," which vary in size from a few square feet to thousands of
acres, are an odd aspect of this formation. They occur when the crust breaks. These sinks account for the State's 30,000 lakes, its many subterranean streams, and incredibly copious springs.

From this network of underground rivers comes the astonishing Silver Springs near Ocala. Here is one of Nature's happy moments. Through glass-bottom boats one looks down into a fairyland of fishes, idling among a veritable garden of submarine plants which suggest a jungle seen from an airplane. As the water flows through porous limestone, every atomic particle of coloring matter is strained out, leaving it crystal clear. Open-eyed swimming in this pool is like looking on the sea bottom through the glass of a diving helmet, for the water is almost as transparent as air and the vast spring is like a great open-air aquarium.

Florida's tidal shore line is longer than that of any other State. Key West is so far from Tallahassee, the capital, that in the legislature its far-away member is jokingly referred to as "the Ambassador from Key West." Nearly seven per cent of her area is covered by lakes and rivers—rivers that flow in every direction. The St. Johns runs due north, up State, and shallow Lake Okeechobee covers 700 square miles. The vast Everglades and Big Cypress Swamp to the south are among the natural phenomena of the world.

Since the days of the first white visitors to the Everglades, endless descriptions in many languages have been written of this extraordinary region. To-day, with its partial drainage, upon which millions are being expended, and progressive cultivation plans in work, it is more than ever of public interest. Some day its engineering problems of overflow drainage will be solved, but the day is yet well in the future unless the Federal Government takes charge, as in the Mississippi Valley. No detailed discussion of the Everglades problem, with all its ramifications, can find place in this bird’s-eye survey of the great Commonwealth; "for that," as Kipling said, "is another story."

Briefly, however, this extraordinary re-
gion is not and never was the dark, equator- torial swamp, with boa constrictors dangling from trees to grab at passing animals, so graphically shown in woodcuts which illuminated early geographies.

Yet, with its vast, trackless water wilderness, its almost impenetrable saw grass tangles, its hummocks and wild life, it truly ranks as one of America’s natural wonders.

Running from the southernmost tip of Florida north for 170 miles, to Lake Okeechobee, and measuring about 70 miles east and west, extends a rock-bottomed, shallow basin. Its rim is a few feet above mean low tide in Biscayne Bay. This watery area forms the famous Everglades. It is really a lake and not a mammoth stagnant swamp, as is often supposed; yet no surface water flows into it. Heavy rainfall and subterranean streams keep it clear, fresh, and in motion, for it has many outlets. Besides drainage canals dug in recent times, it is drained into the Gulf of Mexico by the Shark River, the Harney, and others, and from its eastern shore by the Miami, the New, and the Little rivers. An odd aspect of the water is its constant movement, in currents and cross-currents, seemingly caused by downward escape here and there through holes in its rocky bottom to subterranean outlets.

Sharp-edged saw grass, tough as bamboo, is the enemy of all who seek to wade through it. Growing under water, it is pale green, but it turns to a dull yellow as it emerges into sunlight. Winding lanes open through it here and there, but old settlers around the Everglades say only the Seminoles can really “get where they’re going” through these crooked liquid avenues.

A NATURALIST’S DELIGHT

Islands abound. Some are outcrops of the rock basin, overlaid with rich mold, forming sizable cultivable areas. Virgin forests cover many of the islands, with bay, live oak, prickly-ash, papayas, custard-apple, wild rubber, and other trees in profusion. The “strangler fig” vine (the Florida strangler), the morning-glory, and honeysuckle attain great size. There is the coontie plant, too, from which the Seminole extracts flour and starch, and often the pine, and the cabbage palmetto.

Giant ferns, with fronds to feet long, gorgeous orchids, many kinds of air plants and waterlilies, are among the wide variety of wild flowers. A unique flora, indeed, with no doubt many plants as yet unclassified.

Though vandal plume-hunters in years gone by ravaged the bird life, egrets and the roseate spoonbill still breed here. Today the naturalist who scans the ground and sky sees the migratory duck, an occasional heron, the bittern, coot, cormorant, Everglades kite, crane and other waders; or, following a big storm at sea, tens of thousands of seabirds resting and quarreling, anxious to be gone upon their lawful occasions!

Bear, deer, panther, and otter were once abundant. Though these are passing, Seminoles still have a regular hunting season, bringing to market well over $500,000 worth of raccoon, alligator, snake, wild cat, and other skins in a season. But the ancient happy hunting ground is shrinking before the machinery of road-makers and ditch-diggers. Of snakes, a skin-hunter told me, there is no lack. “I can put one ad in a Miami paper,” he said, “and get all the snake skins I want for 7 or 8 cents a running foot.”

But it isn’t alone the Everglades scenery nor wild life that intrigue the Florida farmer of to-day. What he wants, and must have to serve the Nation, is more dikes and ditches, more reclaimed “muck” land for growing sugar cane, tomatoes, and marketable vegetables that will change themselves into dollars upon arrival in northern markets.

This “muck” is a physiographic marvel. It is a loose, black soil of decomposed plant life that is exposed after drainage. In spots it is so soft that mules sometimes wear a snowshoe-like gear to keep from bogging down. Sometimes tractors used in muck must be equipped with extra broad treads. When one of these machines “slipped” its treads, it sank out of sight and was recovered only by a drag line anchored to near-by trees. If allowed to get too dry, muck burns like peat,burns for weeks, smoldering many feet deep. If too wet, crops drown. The problem is to dike a field, and then, with big pumps, hold the water table just where it is wanted by pumping in or out—a simple engineering problem.
HIGH LIGHTS IN THE SUNSHINE STATE

TOGETHER WITH UNEXCELLED SURF BATHING, MIAMI BEACH OFFERS NUMEROUS OPEN-AIR SWIMMING POOLS WHERE MANY AQUATIC CHAMPIONSHIP EVENTS ARE HELD

© National Geographic Society

BEACH PARASOLS BLEND INTO A MOSAIC OF VIVID HUES

Members of the attractive clubs along the ocean front at Miami Beach bathe in the blue, sunlit Gulf Stream and enjoy other healthful exercise when the northern resorts are icebound.
ANY TIME IS BLOSSOM TIME IN FLORIDA

An ever increasing variety of flora flourishes luxuriantly in the soil and climate of our most southerly State. From far tropical corners of the world many exotic species have been transplanted further to beautify the landscape.

WILD HYACINTHS BLOOM IN PROFUSION

Although lending added beauty to the landscape, these flowers are not altogether an asset. Their roots form a mat near the surface of fresh water lakes and sluggish rivers, thus becoming a real hindrance to navigation.
THEIR EXILED FOREBEARS RULED THE MYSTERIOUS EVERGLADES

The Seminoles, now numbering but a few hundred, are a sturdy and self-supporting people who cling to their tribal ways. They still mete out justice in their own way to offenders against the tribal law.

COCONUT PALMS FORM CATHEDRAL ARCHES ON THE WHITE SANDS OF LONG KEY

This tiny isle between Key West and Miami is an angler’s heaven. Here fishermen from all parts of the world pit their skill against the marlin, sailfish, tarpon, bonefish, and many other game varieties.
MIAMI BEACH SMILES ACROSS BISCAYNE BAY TOWARD MIAMI ON THE MAINLAND

Three great boulevard causeways connect the city on the mainland with the municipality beside the sea. Miami Beach is a miracle of beauty and engineering skill as well as an enduring monument to the vision and determination of those who conceived it and converted a mere mangrove marsh into a winter paradise. The white shaft of the Flagler Memorial, erected by Carl G. Fisher, rises in simple majesty from the waters between man-made islands.
Approaching the harbor from a distance, Miami's skyline looks astonishingly like lower New York. Each year tourist trails converge toward Miami, and over them pours a vast army of pleasure-bent and health-seeking folk. Many become so enamored of its charms that they remain indefinitely. Miami Beach, beside the Gulf Stream, is seen across the bay.
PLACID LAKE WORTH

The beautiful stretch of water separating Palm Beach and its island from the mainland is a rendezvous for scores of comfortable house boats and ocean-going yachts each winter.

MIAMI UNIVERSITY STUDENTS GAIN KNOWLEDGE AT FIRST HAND

Advanced classes in biology studying marine life. Equipped with diving helmets, the students walk about the ocean floor of Biscayne Bay 12 feet below the surface and gather specimens.
DOMES AND MINARETS SUGGEST THE LURE OF THE ORIENT

Many different styles of architecture are found in Florida communities. This Arabian Nights motif is at Opa-Locka, north of Miami.

PAPAYAS RAPIDLY ATTAIN PAVOR

Served with salt or lime juice, the meat of these tree melons is delicious. Florida’s fruit-producing area is one of the richest in the world.
SUN WORSHIPERS DOT THE MILES OF GOLDEN STRAND AT MIAMI BEACH

IN A LAND WHERE WINTER NEVER COMES

Florida has proved so attractive to lovers of outdoors from the cold North and Midwest that thousands have established permanent homes there, to be ever in hearing of the song of the Gulf Stream. Indian Creek, Miami Beach.
As in "Jack and the Bean Stalk," plants fairly leap to almost supernatural size when ideal water conditions are achieved. At Canal Point one sees cane growing to amazing heights and potatoes ready for market when only a few weeks old. Around Clewiston, south of Lake Okeechobee, extensive areas of muck are being reclaimed by a cane-sugar ranch. If frost threatens, water is quickly pumped in to raise the temperature. It is a strangely artificial agriculture—temperamental and full of surprises. "Taming these Everglades is like breaking an outlaw horse," said a farm emigrant from Montana. "Just when you think you've got 'em broke, they show you a new trick."

A NATIONAL PARK PROJECT FOR FLORIDA

On the southern tip of Florida, in that most nearly tropical of all areas in the United States, a new national park is planned. This romantic region includes part of the Everglades and is the retreat of many nearly extinct beautiful birds and a widely varied animal life found nowhere else in America. Such creatures as the giant ibis, the Everglades kite, the white heron, the alligator, crocodile, and manatee are all found here; yet, under present unprotected conditions, they are being slowly exterminated. Were this area set aside as a national park, the wild life could be protected as in all great Federal and State parks.

Likewise in this amazing region there now exists a plant life of wild and superbly beautiful palms, orchids, bromeliads, and fascinating climbing lianas. But, like the bird and animal life, these colorful glades and hummocks are threatened with destruction from fires, often left by careless hunters and others, unless the protecting hand of the Government is raised in time to save them.

Set apart, preserved, and made accessible as the Everglades National Park, this area would be visited in time by millions—millions eager for subtropical adventure, but adventure under American skies, amid American customs, and the comforts and excellent direction extended to all by the governmental supervision of the National Park Service of the Department of the Interior. The leading citizens of Florida and many residents of other States are urging this important and needed project, which of course is for all the people of the Nation.

AN ENJOYABLE ROUTE KNOWN TO FEW AS YET

Florida's map resembles no other State's. In all America there is no terrain so unusual, yet often so uniformly monotonous, as one sees en route from Pensacola to Key West. From Jacksonville a small boat may cruise all the way down to the last big key, and even far out to the reefs on the way to Havana, broadly speaking, in sheltered waters. Indeed, scores of yachts and houseboats, large and small, migrate from New York to Florida every fall, following what is known as the Inland Route, through canals to Chesapeake Bay; thence to Norfolk, again entering canals and shallow sounds behind Hatteras to Beaufort, North Carolina; and there, awaiting good weather and sea, slip down outside to Charleston, and then inland again to Palm Beach and Miami, thus to see and enjoy in a leisurely way the living charm of our South Atlantic coastal country, which is little known to train or even automobile travelers.

Shore lines of keys and islands alone measure about 1,000 miles. Certainly, Nature gave the map-makers a real job when she designed Florida. To-day's map, evolved through generations of puckerbrowed cartographers, differs much from one issued in France as late as 1750, showing high mountain peaks in the Everglades!

SCORES OF TROPICAL TREES AND PLANTS HAVE MIGRATED TO FLORIDA

Laved by the sun-warmed, mysterious waters that swirl ceaselessly about it, and sweetened by the soft, pure trade winds that breathe life upon it, Florida is like a giant hothouse. It forms to the imaginative eye a big experimental farm for all America. From 51 foreign lands plants and trees strange to us have been brought here to take up a new home and many are already adapted to our use.

From Surinam to Singapore, Uncle Sam's explorers have searched the nooks and crannies of the tropical world. As men in Bible times went forth in quest of camphor, incense, and myrrh, so these
ON BALMY WINTER AFTERNOONS A ST. PETERSBURG PARK AUDIENCE LISTENS TO THE CITY BAND.

When the open-air concert is finished, lovers of debate remain for an "open forum." Volunteer speakers choose affirmative and negative sides of current questions. Religion and over-controversial themes are barred, yet a mild Hyde Park liberty of speech prevails.
SUNDAY COMMUNITY SINGING ON THE MUNICIPAL PIER AT ST. PETERSBURG

Remindful of the song festivals of central Europe, thousands of tourists from Iowa and Indiana, Pennsylvania and Canada, gather here each Sunday afternoon. Printed on small sheets, the words of familiar old songs are passed to those attending.
ELEMENTARY CLASSES IN THE OPEN AIR

On rainy days, which are rare, the classes of course are held in the near-by schoolrooms. Most Florida cities and towns also have splendid school buildings, but their architecture is invariably planned to give a maximum of air and light, which spell health and happiness.

RAISING FERNS FOR NORTHERN DECORATIONS

There are several varieties cultivated for far-away florists and here are seen many acres grown under slats, as in the case of tobacco.
dauntless botanists have hunted, found, and brought to Florida various exotic plants and trees whose fruits we may use as food or medicine. At the home of one famous American botanist in Coconut Grove, Dr. David Fairchild, was served a vegetable lunch all picked from plants with odd names utterly unknown here two decades ago.

Here is the jackfruit of Ceylon, and the macadamia, a fine table nut from Australia; the chayote vine from the mountains of Guatemala, which bears the favorite vegetable of the Indians of that land; here is Livingstone’s garcinia, a delicate maroon-colored fruit discovered in East Africa by the great missionary; here is the sapote, or chewing-gum tree, from Yucatan, and the lychee, or favorite fruit of South China; here, also, are, of course, mangoes, papayas, and avocados, and the chaya of Central America, whose young shoots are as delicate as spinach.

In pioneering vegetable gardens one sees the popular taro and yautias, reminiscent of hillside taro patches in Hawaii; the manihot, chief food to millions of tropical peoples, who eat it as we do potatoes; great bushes of “pigeon peas” from the West Indies—the pea which, when ripe, forms an ingredient in that famous Bahama Islands dish, “hoppin’ John.”

Besides these, there is the famed m’chapo, or Zulu fig (Ficus utilis), from whose bark Congo women make their dresses; the candlenut-tree from Polynesia and the lebbe tree from the avenue planted by the Khedive in honor of the Empress Eugénie when she visited Egypt.

Here, also, is the Limono ponderoso, or giant lemon. I saw it thriving near Miami, but not as yet on a commercial basis. It is literally too big. A woman who had some growing in her garden told me she “made 14 glasses of lemonade and three pies out of one lemon,” and I doubt not her statement after seeing their size.
THIS WELL-COCONDUCTED SCHOOLHOUSE NEEDS ONLY A CLEAN FLOOR

Going to school should lose some of its hardship for the scholar when the dog seen in the foreground can be so near his young master. Outdoor class at St. Petersburg.
LIKE THE ORNATE ENTRANCE TO SOME VAST VENETIAN PALACE LOOMS THE CIVIC CENTER OF LAKELAND

Rising on Mirror Lake like a fairy city on an iridescent sea, Lakeland, for its size, presents one of the most charming appearances of any city in the South. It is in Polk County, seat of a vast citrus industry.
DREDGING PEBBLE PHOSPHATE ROCK IN THE WORLD'S LARGEST KNOWN DEPOSIT: POLK COUNTY, FLORIDA

Phosphate rock, acid, and commercial fertilizer with a phosphate base are major items in Florida's exports. More than 1,300,000 tons of phosphate are shipped annually through the port of Tampa, and Polk County sales exceed $10,000,000 a year.
ONCE AN INDIAN VILLAGE, TAMPA TO-DAY, WITH ITS MANY FACTORIES AND OCEAN TRADE, IS CONSPICUOUS IN THE COMMERCIAL LIFE OF THE SOUTH

Its waterfront, fragrant with subtropical smells, berths ships from far and near. Swarthy men unload fruit, tobacco, oil, and other imports. Outward-bound, many carry phosphates, turpentine, lumber, and general cargo. Tampa toils, spins, and also profits.
CIGAR-BANDING MACHINE AND TWENTIETH-CENTURY CARMENS

Two girls take the finished and graded cigars, band and repack them in the standard boxes, on familiar display at every cigar stand.

A CIGAR-WRAPPING MACHINE IN ONE OF TAMPA'S LARGEST CIGAR FACTORIES

Two girls operate a machine. The capacity of each of these machines is 4,000 cigars per day. In October of 1929 a production record of more than 54,000,000 cigars was achieved in Tampa.
SPANISH CIGAR MAKERS HAVE EVER HAD A TASTE FOR LITERATURE

One day the lector, or reader, may give way to a radio loud speaker, but that time is still in the distant future.

Another strange visitor is the Monstera deliciosa. It grows a queer, cucumber-shaped fruit. An interesting characteristic of this plant is the big holes in its leaves, like a lace pattern. One wit suggested that Nature provided these holes so that bugs may pass from one side of the leaf to the other at their convenience. The big fruit has a spicy flavor suggestive of apples and bananas.

In his haste to clear land for the sites where new homes and towns now stand in south Florida, man of necessity destroyed much of the original growth of cabbage palms and the dense hammock jungles, with their many trees, strangler figs, and undergrowth of ferns. But for the botanists bringing in beautiful flowers, trees, and shrubs from all over the tropical world, and the richness of the muck soil, these newly settled regions of Florida would be unsightly in their bare ugliness.

Instead, now painted against a background of green grasses many of which are also imported, and now against backgrounds of stucco houses and garden walls, one beholds the riotous brilliance of many-hued bougainvillaea, named for a great French admiral; the Saharan oleander, the gorgeous flowering cassias from Siam, the flame tree of the Caribbean, the red-flowered hibiscus, the poinsettia, and a host of others. Here, too, is the sacred bo tree from India, the remarkable psychotria from the Comoro Islands, which carries bacterial nodules in its leaves instead of its roots.

FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE NATION

From such exotic immigrants of the vegetable world many small plant oases are forming in Florida. About them there also gather many kinds of tropical insect pests, and tiny animals that feed on the plants. So here, to care for these imported plants and trees as well as the vegetable gardens and citrus orchards of Florida, an intensive science of tropical entomology is being fostered. This work against citrus canker and other pests is of measureless value to the whole Nation.

Follow the Equator around the world, and in many cities near it one may see botanical gardens, maintained as show
WHERE THE SUN DOES THE WORK

Solar heaters installed on the roof of an apartment. Fireless heaters are popular throughout the State, which boasts of so many hours of sunshine each day. Water, circulated in the pipes through the heating boxes, is stored in an insulated tank ready for use at a temperature just short of the boiling point.

TINTING THE ELUSIVE PILL

Spraying golf balls with paint in a Tampa factory. Some of the balls are painted bright orange to increase visibility in grass and sand traps.
places only. But there is no other region even approaching south Florida in size where tropical and subtropical plant life is cultivated on so vast a scale, with strict quarantine and funds for fighting parasites, experimenting with new varieties, and raising their culture to a commercial scale. It is easy, for example, to plant apple trees and then take the book-written trail of apple-growing. But to pioneer a new fruit industry, as in the case of the mango, avocado, and papaya, and to have to work out for the first time in history the problems of fertilization, pest combat, as well as the sale of the fruit to a public unfamiliar with it, is quite another undertaking. Florida is doing that and Uncle Sam is helping, advising, experimenting, encouraging with his scientists.

Others, also, are working here, independent of Government aid—working from sheer interest in what Florida, the plant laboratory, can produce. Some of these are men from the North, wealthy through previous activities. Moved by normal man’s love of agricultural adventure, you find among them types of high-gear and well-coordinated mental engines, who put the same skill and science into growing tomatoes, breeding cattle, and fighting plant pests that they once put into building subways or running chain stores. Farming in Florida, as elsewhere, is beset by puzzling problems. Yet, with so many good minds pondering these problems, it is inevitable that many will be solved for the economic good of all.

There is “Mankind’s Friend,” Thomas A. Edison, in his laboratory at Fort Myers. He seeks a native source of rubber. Thousands of latex-yielding weeds, vines, and trees have been tested. In a fireproof vault, on indexed cards, the results of all tests are preserved. Walking through his garden plots, one sees common field weeds of the Middle West—the same obnoxious weeds which we used savagely to pull up and hurl away from the garden patch—being carefully nursed here for experimental use. Beside them grew other weeds, shrubs, and trees from far and near. Season after season the aged wizard’s quest...
A general view of the sponge fishing fleet at Tarpon Springs. Belonging to the animal kingdom, the sponge breathes and feeds by the contraction and expansion of the numerous channels within its body. Sponges fasten themselves to pieces of shell or other objects at the bottom of warm waters and are scientifically planted and harvested year after year, as in the case of oysters.
PLANTING SUGAR CANE IN THE "MUCK" SOIL OF THE FLORIDA EVERGLADES

Certain areas in the Everglades, as on the rim about Lake Okeechobee, have proved suitable for sugar-cane growing. This so-called "muck," when drainage conditions are correct, produces amazingly. Forty to fifty tons of sugar cane per acre have been cut.
goes on in this same laboratory, where in forty years past so many of his great inventions have been perfected. Some day he and his assistants may find a source of native rubber, not necessarily in quantities to meet all our needs, but rubber for use in emergency, when other producing areas are closed to us.

FROM CHINA THE TUNG-OIL TREE HAS COME TO FLORIDA

Besides the culture of new plants, there are costly private ventures in animal husbandry, reforestation, intensive farming, and group efforts at more efficient picking, packing, and marketing methods. From that admirable institution, the Florida Department of Agriculture, at Tallahassee, there issues a steady stream of bulletins and periodicals on what and when to plant, how to raise it and sell it at a profit—and, just think, alleged humorists used to call native Floridians “crackers.”

For decades we have used “wood oil,” brought from China and other foreign countries for use in our paint and varnish industry. In China, besides its use in soap-making and for waterproofing, settings of the burned oil make the “India ink” of commerce. Does it surprise you to know that we import the oil from the tung nut to the tune of $10,000,000 to $15,000,000 annually?

Now, as you approach Gainesville and in the neighborhood of Green Cove Springs, Florida, you may see long rows of tung or wood-oil trees, as flourishing here as in a similar latitude in China. They grow in the most unlikely looking ground and their oily proclivity repels insect life.

Some years ago American consuls in China, cooperating with our Department of Agriculture, introduced the seeds of this tree. True, this industry is only in its infancy. Yet it affords another example of Florida’s value to the Nation as an experimental plant laboratory that will one day not far distant stand out in the development of home industry.

Among exotic fruits that have found a foothold here is the avocado, often called “alligator pear.” In old days South Sea sailors called it “midshipmen’s butter.”

Years ago this fruit was first brought to Florida from Mexico. Since then other selected varieties have been imported. Tons of this healthy, valuable table delicacy are now shipped to Northern and Midwest markets from the Peninsular State.

The avocado grows on a tree and is shaped like a pear, but its taste is not that of a fruit; it resembles more a delicate vegetable or even a nut. Since a taste for it usually has to be cultivated, the avocado has often been compared with an olive. Its food value is very high. In Central America and in tropical isles to which it is native, it forms a common article of food. “No other fruit,” says a great governmental agency, “not excepting the olive, equals the avocado in food value. It is equal, pound for pound, in ability to sustain life, with lean meat.”

ODD AND INTERESTING ARE SOME INDUSTRIES IN THE STATE

No smoke pall hangs over Florida. Peradventure more grime and pungent factory smells would be a welcome tonic for the State’s commercial progress; yet what factories lack in size they make up in variety. Output ranges from toys, turtle soup, and turpentine to shiploads of dressed lumber, phosphates, and cigars. For even more contrast, add many linear miles of snake and alligator skins, wooden shoes, and canned grapefruit jellies and marmalades.

One mill at Jacksonville grinds oyster shells and ships them by the carload to California, to help the digestions of Pacific coast poultry; another makes glass bottles for Cuban breweries.

Palm fronds by the carload go as far north as Canada, for use on Palm Sunday. Palmetto fiber is made into brushes. A college student pays his way by stuffing baby alligators and selling them to tourists. He stuffed 300 in one season—alligators, not babies!

Men wade on the bottom of the sea, picking sponges as a farm boy pulls turnips. They are scientifically farmed and are shipped the world around.

Schooners cruise as far away as the coast of Honduras, catching sea turtles. Unloaded at Key West, these turtles are first branded on the breastplate with the initials of the local fishing company; then they are put into big tanks and fed on
STILL WATERS REFLECT THE GLORY OF FLORIDA'S "SINGING TOWER"

From atop this majestically beautiful structure a superb carillon fills the air with golden melody that blends with notes of the birds in whose sanctuary it stands. The 265-foot tower of steel, Georgia marble, and native Florida stone, is located at Iron Mountain, the highest point in the State. Both tower and sanctuary were the gift of Edward W. Bok to the American people.
SUNDIAL AND SEA HORSE ADORN THE CARILLON TOWER AT IRON MOUNTAIN

The dial on the south wall shows time of day and the day of the month, a table at its base indicating the difference between sun and clock time in that latitude. The colored tile sea horse is symbolic of Florida's marine life.
Gaily colored macaws never fail to interest visitors at Brighton

In April the old-fashioned gardens along the St. Johns River are bright with azaleas.
MASSES OF LIVING FLAME SCREEN A ST. PETERSBURG GARDEN

The bigonia blooms all over the State in winter. Its vivid color has earned it the sobriquet flaming trumpet or flame vine.

SHIPS FROM THE SEVEN SEAS COME TO TAMPA

Phosphate rock is the magnet which draws many great ocean freighters to the fine harbor of Florida's leading west coast port. Extensive deposits are easily accessible to the sea, and more than a million and a half tons were loaded at Tampa in a recent year.
POINSETTIAS ADD THEIR CRIMSON TOUCH TO THE BRILLIANCE OF CORAL GABLES

The "Christmas flower" which dwellers in northern climes think of as a potted plant grows profusely in Florida's gardens.

HERE THE BEAUTY AND CHARM OF OLD VENICE LIVE ANEW

Sarasota is located about 40 miles south of Tampa on the shores of the Gulf of Mexico. It is essentially a city of homes, many of which, like this reproduction of a famous Venetian palace, are extremely luxurious and attractive.
BATHING IS AN ALL YEAR SPORT IN THE "SUNSHINE CITY"

So sure of daily sunshine are the residents of St. Petersburg that one of the city's publishers gives away the entire home edition of his paper every day that the sun fails to make an appearance before it goes to press. Bright costumes on one of the white sand beaches near by.

GUESTS AT A DAVIS ISLAND HOTEL ENJOY THE GAME OF OBSTACLE GOLF

This sub-tropical isle in Tampa Bay is man-made. With a series of small delta islands at the mouth of the Hillsboro River as a base, a land area of more than 800 acres has been built up by modern engineering methods.
FLORIDA'S CITRUS GROVES PRODUCE A VARIETY OF DELICIOUS FRUITS

Many northern breakfast tables draw their winter delicacies from our southern peninsula where grapefruit, orange, lemon, lime, citron, tangerine, tangelo, kumquat, and limequat all thrive. It is the greatest producing area in the world for grapefruit.

SPONGE FISHERS MAKE TARFON SPRINGS THEIR HEADQUARTERS

Several hundred men and about 70 small vessels constitute the fleet that goes out from this port to harvest the waters of the Gulf of Mexico for commercial sponges. A large number of those who engage in this important commercial enterprise are Greeks.
THE STATE MAINTAINS AN EXCELLENT COLLEGE FOR WOMEN AT TALLAHASSEE

Not all of Florida's thoughts are turned to fruit and flowers and sunny beaches, as the increasing enrollment in her institutions of higher education will attest. The State College for Women was established in 1905 and has about 1,500 students.
seaweed; later, some are sent alive to New York hotels, their flippers neatly folded across their breasts and tied; others, guillotined on a well-worn beheading block, are turned into canned soup at Key West; but before any turtle can be taken from the tank he has to pass an official inspection. Turtles may not have flat feet or suffer from nervous disorders, but now and then one is found in no condition to go to market. He is thrown back into the sea. Then, sometimes, a strange thing happens: among a cargo of turtles from Honduras, 700 miles away, one is found with the company's initials already branded on his bony breast. Condemned and thrown back into the sea, turtles, it seems, swim all the way back to Honduras from Florida, only to be caught again!

Near Quincy, in north Florida, is a big building with wheels, rollers, and hoppers, like a flour mill; but it grinds dirt—fuller's earth. Steam shovels scoop up this claylike substance by the acre. It is dried, ground, sifted, sacked, and shipped to oil refineries all over the world. Through this fine powdery dust the oil is filtered. Dry-cleaners use it to take out grease spots. It has many other uses; even the clay used in beauty shops includes it.

In beds of this earth workmen often find the bones of ancient animals. Scientists from the American Museum of Natural History dig up the fossilized body of a mammoth. The remains of saber-toothed tigers, prehistoric little horses, and even of camels ages old, have been found in Florida, according to official reports.

A man sits on a high chair and reads aloud to workers in Florida cigar factories. They call him a "lector." He is an old institution among Cuban cigar-makers, like the public story-tellers in oriental bazaars. Novels, magazines, daily papers—all is entertainment grist that comes to his mill; but news of sports, and especially of baseball, is most in demand. Their brethren in Cuba demand bullfight reports.

"BUT A GOOD CIGAR IS A SMOKE"

Many cigars are made at Key West and some at Miami and Jacksonville, but the industry centers at Tampa, with its 200 factories, big and little. One of them turns out upward of half a million a day. Much of the tobacco used is imported from Cuba. Some is grown in Florida and wrapper leaf also comes from northern States.

Cheaper cigars are made by clever machines, whose movements often curiously resemble the motions made by the hands of a human cigar-maker. More expensive cigars, of the size and shape known to the trade as coronas, royals, perfectos, panetelas, etc., are all made by hand. Three workers, sitting in a row at the same bench, form a team. They are paid by the thousand. This grouping of workers into threes is not done by the management; it is left to the cigar-makers themselves, to choose their benchmates. The finishing touch on every cigar is putting on the wrapper and pasting the closed end shut with a dash of gum.

From the workbench cigars go on to bigger tables, where they are sorted for color and perfection of form. Fancy-colored bands are put on by machines, at the rate of 50,000 an hour, the whole process run by two girls. After being packed, each box is labeled and one of Uncle Sam's green revenue stamps affixed. That, briefly, from leaf to box, is how Florida makes 600,000,000 cigars a year.

IN FLORIDA'S PINE FORESTS

Thick pine woods covered all of north Florida when white men first came. Today, at dawn, in these pine woods, the earth smells as fresh as if it had just been created. The pine was and still is the chief natural resource of the State. Lumber and its allies, turpentine and rosin, are the State's chief manufactured products.

Throughout much of all middle and north Florida you ride through forests of pine and see trees "cupped" or scarified for turpentine. Pungent fumes from wayside stills weight the air. To tap a tree and draw off its resinous gum, bark is chipped off in strips a few inches above ground; then cups of metal or clay are placed under these cuts to catch the gum. It takes many thousands of trees to keep one fair-sized turpentine mill running, which works just as did an alcohol still.

Turpentine and its associated product, rosin, are known as "naval stores" because originally their chief use was in shipbuilding. To-day turpentine goes mostly into paints and varnishes and rosin goes into paper, hard soap, and many other
THE FLORIDA LABORATORY OF A GREAT AMERICAN

Thomas Alva Edison in his experimental laboratory near his Fort Myers home. Here the Wizard of Menlo Park and his assistants are searching for a plant with sufficient rubber content for commercial exploitation. Through the window can be seen part of the experimental garden plots in which grow many hundreds of varieties of rubber-bearing plants.

FORT MYERS WAS A SMALL ARMY POST IN THE EARLY INDIAN WARS

Occupied about 1841 by American troops, the city was named for Col. Abraham C. Myers, later a distinguished veteran of the Mexican War. Its healthful climate, beautiful farming environment, and excellent fishing attract an ever-growing colony from the North.
commodities. A few big mills in the State now grind up pine stumps and other waste lumber and steam these chips in great boilers, extracting not only turpentine and rosin, but pine oil and other ingredients useful in industry and medicine.

"Fatwood" the natives call the roots, stump, and lower portions of the pine, because it burns so readily. A visitor is always amazed at the speed with which a fire can be kindled in Florida with a few splinters.

Besides various pines, Florida also yields much cypress lumber, from a tree which grows with its feet in water. Some of the world's largest cypress mills are here. There is red gum, too, and black gum, though not in quantities, and time was when Florida live-oak timbers were in much demand among northern shipbuilders. This live oak and its cousin, the water oak, are beautiful trees, especially when festooned with long, graceful filaments of Spanish moss, as one sees them along certain stretches of the Suwanee River.

The pine forests are dwindling in Florida. For years trainloads and shiploads have been exported; cities have been built and, most interesting of all, incredible quantities of lumber have been used in making crates and barrels in which to ship fruit and vegetables. In 1880 the State's lumber output was less than 250 million board feet. By 1925 it was two billion feet of pine alone, and in that year more lumber was used in packing fruit than the whole State's output in 1880! During the boom in 1925-6 lumber had actually to be imported.

In a few years more Florida knows she will have to depend on second-growth forests, for the virgin growth will be gone. But she faces this fact thoughtfully and not in dismay. "Consequently," says the State Commissioner of Agriculture, "the most vital question before Florida, in relation to its major area, is reforestation, protection of timber lands, management and selective systems, so that all second growth may play its part in bringing back wealth to the State."

When one considers the number of golf players the ancient game has developed in the United States, then multiplies the total
THE PONIES LINE UP FOR A START AT THE MIAMI JOCKEY CLUB

From the great tourist throng that crowds the grandstand and paddock, there can be no doubt as to the number of horse lovers that journey to the Southland during the winter season.
A BLACK "PEARL" DIVER

The sparkling waters of the Gulf Stream, which lave the southern Florida coast, are so clear that frequently the sea floor far below, richly carpeted with beautiful marine growths, in which queer fishes and other forms of sea life make their home, may be seen from the surface when unruffled by wind.
A DAY'S CATCH BY TWO NORTHERN SPORTSMEN

The giant jewfish, suspended above, is eight feet long and six feet four inches in girth. On the rack and lying on the dock are amber jack, dolphin, barracuda, grouper, kingfish, and mackerel. All but the barracuda are eatable and such catches are generally given to hospitals or hotels.

by perhaps ten, some idea of the army which swears by fishing as a hobby may be imagined and the lure of Florida's teeming waters for the followers of Izaak Walton pictured.

THE LURE OF THE SINGING LINE

Our Government experts may scientifically estimate the hidden supply of coal, ore, oil, and relative natural resources, but no one has the temerity to try to gauge the crop of the fish life of the Gulf Stream, except to prove that there are more than 600 known varieties and others being steadily added to the list. The warm waters off the East Coast and corresponding conditions in the Gulf of Mexico, on the western side, are perhaps unequaled the world around as Nature's own incubator of marine life.

Just offshore on either coast the piscatorial enthusiast finds his happy hunting ground. The sea is alive with such fighting tribesmen as tarpon, sailfish, marlin, albacore, tuna, barracuda, wahoo, amber jack, dolphin, grouper, and many others familiar to salt-water fishermen. On the coral barrier reefs, but five miles off the East Coast, extending from Miami Beach to Key West, endless varieties of smaller fishes abound, finding their food as well as a fair protection from natural enemies in the holes and crannies of the submerged coral ramps. I have seen great schools of Spanish mackerel, kingfish, and the slowly mullet migrating up and down, serving their never-satisfied appetites, but always on the lookout for a thousand foes who lie in wait behind coral head and sea fern to strike.

In the shallow waters near and between the Florida Keys, as well as in adjacent bays and creeks, the fishing fan finds on sand flats the bonefish, that unexcelled gamester for his weight and size in all the salty seas, as well as scores of varieties of more gentle fish bedecked by Nature with all the hues and beauty of the color gamut. For example, the angel fishes, moonfishes, squirrel fish or soldato, porkfish, grunts, yellow tail, sergeant major, parrots, and last, but not least, the gentle
little sea horse, are
yours for the taking.*

Indeed, as were the
thundering herds of
buffalo to our West-
ern plains in olden
times, so to-day are
the countless millions
of the finny citizens of
Florida waters. Here
one may fish with bent
pin or great barbed
hook of steel, depend-
ing upon what is
sought. From an eco-
nomic standpoint, the
day will come when
this unlimited treasure
house of food will be
really drawn upon by
the American people.
Up to to-day it has
been barely touched,
in spite of the tens of
thousands of pounds
of food fish taken
thereabout and shipped
north the year round.

FLORIDA ALSO FISHES
FOR PROFIT

At Key West you
see bounteons of Span-
ish mackerel and king-
fish brought in, to be
barreled and iced and
then away to your dis-
tant table.

From Pensacola
fleets fish for grouper
and red snapper as far away as the coast
of Campeche, in the Gulf of Mexico, let
us say, for purposes of location. At Pen-
sacola you find skippers and deep-sea fish-
ermen from the world’s far places. I
talked to an old-time sailmaker from Por-
tugal. In rig and equipment the Pensa-
cola “smacks” are sharp-modeled hookers
of 60 tons or more, much like the fishing
schooners of the Atlantic Banks. It was
the few bold New London fishermen,

*See, also, “The Book of Fishes: Game
Fishes, Food Fishes, Shellfish and Curious Cit-
zens of American Ocean Shores, Lakes and
Rivers,” published by the National Geographic
Society.

venturing down Florida way in the late
1840’s in their 20-ton codfishing sloops,
who first “wet a line” in this Florida snapper
trade. Now it is a brisk business.

A smack out four weeks will, if the
biting is snappy, bring in 25,000 or 30,000
pounds of snapper. From Pensacola scores
of carloads go north each season. Snapper
fishing is best in winter, but boats go
also in summer, in spite of the fact that
a long calm and intense tropical heat may
mean drifting till all ice on board melts;
then there’s nothing to do but tack for
home—perhaps with no fish at all.

Standing on the magnificent Bridge of
Lions at St. Augustine toward evening,
POMPANO FISHING ALONG THE ATLANTIC COAST OF FLORIDA

This type of angling requires both skill and brawn, for it takes strength and patience repeatedly to cast the weighted bait far out into the breakers.

TAMIAI TRAIL

From the Atlantic to the Gulf of Mexico this splendid highway has been successfully thrust through the mysterious Everglades. The drainage canal that parallels the Trail is alive with small fish and frequently many feathered migrants charm the eye of the traveler.
DIGGING TURTLE EGGS

Hunters find a nest by following the turtle’s tracks on the sea beaches. During certain seasons she lays her eggs in numbers, covering them with sand, where they hatch by the sun’s heat.

EPICUREAN FEASTS IN PROSPECT

While rather rough on the green turtle, the call for his services is loud and far-reaching. He and his brethren are given a more or less comfortable ride by fast steamer to northern markets, but then in good truth they end "in the soup."
KEY-WEST-BOUND OVER THE VIADUCT AT LONG KEY

No, they are not ship's passengers marooned by a pirate crew, but fishing fans, fresh from northern climes, watching their train depart for Key West before unpacking their tackle. Long Key is a world-known fishing camp.
KEY WEST, THE SOUTHERNMOST CITY IN THE UNITED STATES, LIES IN PRACTICALLY THE SAME LATITUDE AS BENGALURU, INDIA.

With its sea-turtle and sponge fisheries, its ocean ferry to Havana, its large, colorful Cuban population, and splendid hotels, Key West is accessible by that magic railway which spans the Florida Keys.
ONCE THE HIDE-OUT OF "BLACK CÉSAR," A PIRATE OF BYGONE DAYS

This coral dot, called Cocolobo Key, is located 25 miles south of Miami. Once, legend says, it was the island lair of a pirate and wrecker who preyed on richly laden ships coming up from Central and South America. To-day it is used as a private club whose members are devoted to sport fishing. Besides all creature comforts, this unique club is equipped with glass-bottom boats for viewing the curious marine growths of the sea floor and it is connected with distant Miami Beach by wireless telephone.

WHERE A MAGIC RAILWAY RUNS OUT TO SEA

Actually, it is built from key to key, tying Florida's mainland tip with far-away Key West; but the illusion is that it runs out into the ocean and disappears. An air view from Lower Matecumbe, looking southwest, to Long Key, four miles distant. These waters are fairly alive with tarpon and sailfish in their season.
"WINGS OF FIRE"

A century or so ago the beautiful American flamingo was indigenous to southern Florida, for the fossil remains have been found. To-day, except for a stray now and then far down on the desert keys, the visitor is indeed a rara avis. After an exhaustive search among the countless islands of the Bahama group, a colony was discovered on Andros. The more numerous rostrate spoonbill is frequently mistaken for the flamingo by amateur ornithologists. A small band of flamingos in captivity near Miami.

you see scores of odd-looking boats cruising in, followed by screaming gulls. Shaped like the fishing boats of Naples and manned often by swarthy men of Minorcan blood, this big fleet catches shrimp. Three hundred and seventeen loaded power boats came in the day I saw them and 90 more were due. Shrimp are taken elsewhere on the Florida coast—at Fernandina, for example—but the industry centers here. In season, an average of 12,000 bushels of dressed shrimp is shipped daily to points all over America.

At night the docks and packing houses and canning factories are ablaze with light. Then singing groups of colored women crowd the water front to earn 15 cents a bucketful cleaning the shellfish, which is done with amazing deftness and speed.

Government figures on Florida’s fishing industry, including the heavy shipments from Lake Okeechobee, show upward of $23,000,000 annually and growing greater each year.

In sheer bulk, phosphate rock is Florida’s major product. Geologists estimate
SOUTHERN FLORIDA WATERS HAVE DRAWN FISHERMEN FROM THE SEVEN SEAS

Greeks are here in quest of sponges, and among the mackerel, turtle, and snapper crews are found sailors, from Yankees and Portuguese to Austrians and Norwegians. A negro boatman from the Bahamas supplies a picturesque touch.

the reserve here at 200,000,000 tons. It is her chief source of mineral income. This product occurs either as rock or “land pebbles.” Steam shovels mine the rock, but the pebble is recovered by hydraulic mining. Most of the rock is exported. At Tampa I saw a four-masted Belgian sailing vessel, a “school ship” training cadets for the Belgian merchant marine, unloading cement and taking on phosphate rock.

The pebble phosphate, carrying up to 77 per cent of tri-calcium phosphate, is largely sold to fertilizer factories. Of the 7,000,000 tons of commercial fertilizer used in America each year, more than half is phosphate.

Cement-making, canning, bakeries, factories for making beverages, clay products, fertilizers, mattresses, boats, furniture, ice, and, curiously enough, a printing and publishing business of more than $28,000,000 a year, are among the growing industries of Florida.

Great impetus has lately come to all local industries by the rise of a State-wide net of power-transmission lines. Commercial current is now supplied, from power-houses which use oil as fuel, to practically every community in Florida. Though Florida is in no sense a manufacturing State, her shop output reaches $267,000,000 a year.

CITRUS GROVES NOW COVER 4,200 SQUARE MILES

Settlers brought the first orange seeds from Spain early in the 16th century, and, as the Indians liked the new fruit and as years passed, they planted scattering trees along the rivers and coasts. As more white colonists came, they set out more orange trees.

About 1700, tradition says, a roving English skipper, Shaddock by name, brought some strange South Sea citrus seeds to this part of the world. From this mere accident of pomelo plant migration came the shaddock’s offshoot, the grapefruit, to develop so hugely in this plant laboratory of Florida. Unknown at first and hard to market, because its very name
ON THE SHORES OF LONELY BIRD KEY THOUSANDS OF WATERFOWL BREATHE

The wingsters who appear to be holding a convention on the ground, those of the black backs and white breasts, are sooty terns. The females lay their eggs on the sand without home-building. Nesting in the coconut palm are noddy terns, close relatives. Bird Key is one of the Dry Tortugas group far to the south.

was misleading, grapefruit now is eaten by increasing millions. Thus can man's food habits be changed by intelligent, if costly, advertising.

Of course, new industries grow slowly, and despite their centuries of existence, it was not till a few decades ago that Florida citrus groves reached a commercial basis. To-day there are more than 22,000,000 trees in the State, of which 80 per cent are bearing. These orchards cover 4,200 square miles. The express companies say that tourists send to "the folks back home" nearly a million small gift boxes of fruit each season.

Since Indians and pioneer whites planted the first trees along the Indian River, the fruit belt has spread to the south. Frosts forced this, and now most groves lie along the East Coast, the middle West Coast, and along the central "ridge" from De Land to Arcadia. Riding north now from Panama City, in the higher, cooler regions of northwest Florida, you also see much new land being set to that hardy little Japanese orange, the Satsuma.

Last season the State picked 20,000,000 boxes of fruit as against 600,000 in 1884-1885. This shows how amazingly the rapid distribution of fresh fruit has grown in this country.

Roughly, one-third of all oranges eaten in America come from Florida; two-thirds are from California. They are exported in vast numbers to Canada, and a trade is growing with England, as indeed with all Europe.

So prodigious, so incredibly oceanic in its golden magnitude is this flood of fruit, that tens of thousands of yellow ice-cars are specially built to handle it, and a problem of the railroads is how to keep these long trains moving without glut or embargo.

From California a veritable deluge rushes over divergent lines that spread out east of the Mississippi like the ribs of a giant fan. At each rib end is a city, from which local dealers again distribute fruit to smaller towns round about.

From Florida, at the same time, a similar fruit flood flows north and northwest,
to meet and compete among 75,000,000
potential customers with fruit from the
West.

How to put a 5-cent orange quickly
into the hands of every man, woman, and
child who has a nickel and wants an
orange is the big market problem that the
American orange grower has to solve—
every season.

Faced with steady increase in output as
additional young trees come into bearing,
Florida growers turn now more and more
to cooperatives, exchanges, and group ef-
fort—the State's really great problem that
requires a superbrain to solve. Higher
standards of grading and packing, prorat-
ing of sales and increasing consumer-de-
mand through nation-wide advertising are
among the aspects of the cooperative
movement.

A NETWORK OF RAILS AND HIGHWAYS

It is like riding a bicycle across the
Atlantic to go to Key West by rail across
the famous Keys. Far below, one sees
fisher boats and, perhaps out to sea, the
black smoke plume of a battleship or a
liner South America bound. As the loco-
motive moves over the long arches that
leap from key to key, you get a vivid idea
of the hard, dangerous work it took to
sink those giant piers in that rushing tide
and throw those tremendous spans across
deep arms of the sea. One viaduct, the
longest, exceeds seven miles.

Down over this seagoing railway tens
of thousands pass every season en route
to Havana.

It was the bold pioneering of imagina-
tive railway builders, as when the Plant
System pushed down to Tampa and the
genius of Flagler drove the spectacular
East Coast line down to Key West, that
really opened up an uninhabited Florida to
settlement. A crisscross of railways cov-
ers it now, and its 8,000 or more miles of
good motor highways and more than 1,000
miles of inland waterways provide a sys-
tem of communications unsurpassed any-
where. By using ferries, one may now
motor all the way to Key West, and then
ship one's car to Cuba.

Nor is Florida a laggard in the vision
of air transportation, for the State boasts
34 airports in its cities and towns. As
early as 1914-15 there was operated a
flying ferry from St. Petersburg to Tampa.
The United States mail flies every day
from Atlanta, Georgia, to Miami, a daily
passenger service links Miami to Havana,
and from Miami to Nassau mechanical
eagles fly triweekly. Miami is destined
to be a great aerial depot for South Amer-
ican service that will surprise the Nation.

A COAST-TO-COAST HIGHWAY

Man's daring and genius in throwing an
arrow-straight highway across the Ever-
glades challenge imagination. The Tam-
ami Trail it was christened, a combination
of the names Miami and Tampa, at either
end. The commercial importance of such
a giant causeway from the Atlantic to the
Gulf is obvious; but few can visualize the
Herculean task of building it. Often sur-
veyors worked waist-deep in water; so
did those who cleared the path of jungle
growth. Then came the drillers, boring
foot by foot down into the hard rock that
lies like a stone-paved prairie below the
watery surface of the Everglades. For
91 miles this path had to be drilled and
blasted!

The amount of dynamite used was pro-
digious. Oxen, four to a cart, hauled the
explosive in; but often rough spots were
met, or deep water where oxen could not
go. Then men shouldered the boxes of
dynamite and floundered with them neck-
deep in water and tangled vegetation.

Following the dynamiters came the giant
dredges, throwing up piles of rock from
the canal which the dredge itself dug.
Then other dredges and steam shovels,
leveling the big heaps of rock, till a good
road was made and top-dressed. Here
now is a rock road laid on a rock founda-
tion, a highway that should, with a little
intelligent upkeep, endure for thousands
of years.

Riding over it now, you see thousands
of birds resting or fishing. In the long,
straight canal which parallels it myriads
of small fish feed or play. Loitering tour-
ists spear them and wild ducks chase
them. One Chicago hunter, coming to
shoot ducks, actually brought live decoys
with him. Fixing a blind, he tied his
decoys out and got ready to shoot. Then,
to his dismay, his decoys began to "dive,"
one after another, and rose no more.
'Gators got 'em!
The Oldest City in the United States Breaths an Atmosphere of Spanish Cavalier Days

St. Augustine dates its history from the latter half of the sixteenth century when the explorer and colonizer Pedro Menéndez de Avilés came adventuring and founded a city on the site of an Indian village. The flavor of the period of Spanish dominion is especially present at carnival time.
BANNERS OF THREE NATIONS WAVE FROM THIS VENERABLE STRUCTURE

The so-called "Oldest House" is the property of a St. Augustine historical society. The colors of Spain, Britain and the United States recall the fact that this city has lived under them all.

CHANGING THE FLAGS AT ST. AUGUSTINE'S PONCE DE LEÓN CELEBRATION

Every few years the city stages a historical pageant commemorating the discovery of Florida by the gallant Spaniard. In the flag ceremony Indians, the original occupants of the State, and French, Spanish, English, and American soldiers, representative of later sovereignties, take part.
RELIVING SCENES FROM QUEEN ISABELLA'S COURT

Ladies in waiting to Her Majesty of Spain are recruited for the Ponce de León pageant at St. Augustine from neighboring cities of Florida and Georgia, as well as from the ranks of local society.

MAIDS OF HONOR WEAR THE TRADITIONAL HIGH COMB AND LACE MANTILLA

Many of the ladies of St. Augustine can wear the costumes of Old Spain with peculiar grace, for their ancestors have in frequent instances lived there since the days of the early settlers from Castile and Aragon.
PAGEANTRY REFLECTS THE ROMANTIC PAST

These ladies are participants in Sarasota's celebration based on the appealing legend of Sara de Soto, beautiful daughter of Old Spain, and Chichi-Oktobee, gallant prince of the Seminoles.
TAMPA'S IMPRESSIVE WATERFRONT COMPARES FAVORABLY WITH ANY IN THE SOUTH

The enterprising city of to-day, throbbing with commercial activity and host to throngs of winter visitors, would hardly be recognized as the village which in 1898 thrilled as American volunteers sailed from this same harbor for service in Cuba. In the three decades which have intervened, Tampa has become a seaport of major importance and the cigar capital of the United States.
CARNIVAL DAYS KEEP FRESH THE MEMORY OF GASPARILLA

PIRATES ABOUT TO DESCEND ON TAMPA

An annual feature of the west coast winter season is the Gasparilla Carnival commemorating the deeds of that bold pirate. The fun makers sail up the bay in their colorful regalia and, after capturing the city, turn it over to the pursuit of merriment.
HIGH LIGHTS IN THE SUNSHINE STATE

BIGNONIA VINES CONVERT A TARPAON SPRINGS RESIDENCE INTO A BOWER OF BEAUTY

CENTRAL AMERICAN FORESTS SUPPLY THE RAW MATERIAL FOR CIGAR BOXES

Among Key West’s principal industries are the manufacture of cigars and the making of boxes for packing. Factories transform giant cedar logs, shipped to the island city from Central America, into containers. Key West is the gateway to Cuba, just across the Straits of Florida.
As in the case of the Trevi fountain in Rome, legend avers that the departing guest who throws a coin into this well and accompanies the offering with a wish to return, will surely pass that way again. The servants probably benefit by the magic effect of the legend on visiting pocketbooks.
Whether you ride into Florida from Mobile over the Old Spanish Trail or come south through Georgia over the Dixie Highway, the same smooth, easy-riding pavement, often lined with graceful pines, sweeps onward into scenes of ever-changing beauty.

To ride down the ridge, as through Gainesville, Ocala, Orlando, and on to Winterhaven, Lakeland, Tampa, and Fort Myers, among lakes and orange groves, is to enjoy one of the scenic journeys of the world. Waving palm trees stand in the vast cabbage patches here just as they wave over the tobacco fields of Luzon.

One or more of the main highways reaches every port in the State. It is easy to see what this means to commerce, compared with parts of China, for example, where coolies still push wheelbarrows of freight a thousand miles to reach the sea. Here, as elsewhere, the truck and motor bus help boats and trains to handle traffic.

WHERE THE TRUCK IS KING

To collect and distribute fruit, lumber, and other freight, Florida now uses more than 40,000 trucks. Millions ride the busses, and in one year 1,236,000 cars are estimated to have crossed the Gandy Bridge over Tampa Bay. Out-of-State motor cars, going south or coming back, cross the great St. Johns River bridge at Jacksonville in a steady stream. During the rush season, cars from the North, spattered red with clay, have poured through Lake City for the resorts farther south at the rate of nearly two a minute during daylight hours.

To save time and distance for this ever-growing stream of motor vehicles, the State has built miles of handsome bridges. One of the most useful is the Victory Bridge over the Apalachicola River. Before it was built, that part of Florida to the west of it was seldom seen by travelers, except those who sported wings and tail feathers.

Florida has no bond issues to meet road costs. Aside from county and Federal aid, roads are paid for from a five-cent levy on gasoline and from taxes on motor cars.

Half-wild cattle snort and "high-tail it" back into the palmetto scrub when you ride suddenly upon them. Native cattle, "mostly hoofs, horns, and tails," as Texas cowboys say, roam by the scores of thousands over the vast open wood range of north and middle Florida. These small, underbred animals are descendants of cattle introduced long ago by Spaniards. As they tug and chew at some of the wild, tough plant life, one wonders how they masticate it without pain from spines and splinters.

HOW FLORIDA IS BUILDING UP ITS CATTLE HERDS

Here the fever tick has long been the bane of bovine life. For decades this pest has militated against both the increase and the improvement of herds. To guard against it, Georgia built a double fence along her Florida line.

Now systematic tick eradication is under way. To date, nearly half the State has been made tick-free and strict quarantine is enforced against counties where the pest still prevails. This and the wide introduction of purebred bulls is slowly building up a better cattle industry. Florida hopes in time to supply at least her own beef, butter, and milk. Results from cross-breeding with the humpbacked, fever-resisting Brahman cattle about Brighton, north of Lake Okeechobee, and Aberdeen-Angus cattle in the Quincy region have been most satisfactory. This has likewise proved successful in the island of Jamaica and other of the English West Indies.

At a recent Liberty County fair the calves of native cows and other varieties of purebred sires were exhibited, weighing from 400 to 450 pounds at eight months of age. Aberdeen-Angus yearlings have been grown here which tipped the scales at 1,300 pounds and more.

Many herds already number 5,000 and upward. They are increasing steadily, as more and more counties are freed of ticks. Over much of Florida, cattle can graze from eight to ten months out of the year; and the best way to make vast areas of cut-over lands yield enough to pay taxes, Floridians say, is to run cattle on them. That program, as well as better fire and tick control, is now a fixed State policy.

Also, to develop additional forage, various experiments are being made, as at the Gainesville station, with imported grasses, such as Napier, Bermuda, Guatemala, and others.
THE BATTLE GROUND FOR A PRIZE OF $15,000

That Florida is golf-minded may be sensed from the scores of splendid courses that spring up on every hand throughout the State and attract their daily thousands when the North is icebound. At Miami Beach one of the open championship events offers a cash prize of a small fortune to the winning professional and a great cup of silver and bronze to the lucky amateur.

In Texas—in our whole Southwest—Spanish occupation left its mark on speech and culture.

FROM FLORIDA SPAIN EXPLORED MUCH OF NORTH AMERICA

And, but for wars, the northern edge of Florida, instead of the Rio Grande, might now divide English-speaking North America from that part which talks Spanish.

But in Florida to-day, except for a few place names and such architectural monuments as the forts at St. Augustine and Pensacola, few traces of Spanish occupation survive.

Yet during three centuries, barring a few sanguinary lapses, this land was Spain’s. From it as a base, as from Mexico, in the heyday of her glory, she explored much of North America. In all the annals of high adventure since the dawn of civilization, there is no narrative more breath-taking than that of Nuñez Cabeza de Vaca, who in seven years of peril and desperate deeds made his way from Florida to Culiacán, in western Mexico—the first white to traverse our continent. From here, too, De Soto set forth on that amazing march of discovery, only to leave his bones in the Father of Waters.

Yet in all the long, romantic list of admirals, governors, gentlemen adventurers, pirates, buccaneers, and wreckers whose names are enshrined in the amber of her history, Florida holds none above that of Ponce de León. All her school children know by rote the tale of his futile quest for youth eternal.

Legends, traditions, they linger on. In all long-settled communities their details are apt to improve with time. But in the excellent library of the historical society at St. Augustine and in a curiously complete private collection at Pensacola one finds crude early maps, time-stained documents, and rare books of travel in Florida dating back to ancient days of Spanish, French, and British occupation. Here is record, not legend. Thus historically, as well as economically, modern Florida comes to
"Skipper," then a three-year-old elephant, pet of a pioneer resident of Miami Beach, loved sea bathing like any normal baby and would play around this private pier, in the waters of the Gulf Stream, for hours daily.

know herself. Likewise, in the library of the State Historian at Tallahassee, there is being gathered fascinating data of incomparable reference value on early Florida.

Taking off from the Navy's Air Training Station at Pensacola, a visitor, seeing the South for the first time, was flown over the city and along its busy waterfront.

"What was that little park we flew over?" he asked his companion after landing.

"That was formerly Plaza Ferdinand," said his pilot. "In 1821 the official act of ceding West Florida to the United States was staged there. And that was Fort Pickens, out there at the harbor entrance, the only Southern fort held by Northern forces during the Civil War. And the two old forts on the beach are Redoubt and San Carlos, built nearly 300 years ago. Boy, we make history fast in Pensacola! The Spaniards, the French, the English, all fought over our town and flew their flags here, till Andy Jackson ran up the Stars and Stripes in 1821. Just now we've got the biggest flying school in the United States Navy—200 planes here at once."

Enthusiasm! Sunlight spawns it in Florida!

"We burned to the ground in 1901," they told me in Jacksonville, or "Jax," as they shorten it. "But you can't keep a good town down. Now our union depot is the finest south of Washington; 112 passenger trains a day come in here, and they can handle 12,000 passengers. We're a leading lumber port of the South Atlantic coast. Twenty-five hundred ships a year tie us to the world's ocean trade and our bank clearings are a billion a year."

LEARNING TO SEE HERSELF

This gateway city is predominantly the industrial center of Florida. It counted for me 472 industries, making 483 different things. Figures are not dull if they reveal a condition. It is interesting, then, that more than half of Jacksonville's residents over ten years of age are gainfully employed, and 19,000 children have savings accounts. In working raw
WHERE PASSENGERS TAKE THE AIR

This Miami airport is modern in every respect, with restaurant, customs, Public Health, Department of Agriculture, and other Government offices.

FEW WORLD CITIES GREW WITH MORE MAGIC SPEED THAN MIAMI

Indians camped where Miami now stands, and in the uprising of the early thirties whites built a fort here; but the railway, in 1896, made the city. Since 1920 its population has grown by 550 per cent. First Avenue and Flagler Street in 1888, as shown above, is indeed a far cry from the towering structures that one sees there to-day.
materials up into finished products, its factories handle more than a third of all the State's output.

To think amid tourist hubbub, to see her own economic destiny through moving crowds, that now is real Florida's earnest aim.

Dog races, speed boats, the last word in beach pajamas, hectic nights in gilded casinos—they are aspects of fleeting tourist seasons.

But 1,411,000 settled people, who make their homes here the year around, look far beyond this year's cash from winter visitors. To-morrow a new generation will pick fruit, fish, manage the banks, and direct the air, land, and ocean lines; to-morrow 150,000 youths now in Florida schools and colleges will run the State—a bigger, busier State. Facing to-morrow, she seeks to improve her mind as well as her farms and cities. World culture once centered about the sunny Mediterranean. Here, also, by blue water and bright skies, man's imagination is released. Seats of learning dot the State.

She makes no effort, of course, to win students from older institutions, such as those in New England. Many come here for reasons of their own, but Florida's chief purpose in State aid to education is to prepare youth for happy, useful life in Florida.

To walk over the fascinating State Agricultural Experiment Station of the University at Gainesville is to see for yourself how useful its training is. Laid out in verdant, velvety squares, you see various grasses brought from far and near. By trial and error, in time the grasses are found which will grow best in this climate and serve best for lawns, golf greens, forage, and other uses.

Bugs are a bane of Florida farmers. And 16 years ago the citrus canker appeared in fruit trees. The only way to combat it was to inspect every tree in the State and burn those affected. This was done.

Little does the average person enjoying fresh fruit and early vegetables realize the constant battle against insect pests, low
GRACEFUL COCONUT TREES HINT AT FLORIDA'S KINSHIP WITH THE TROPICS

West Palm Beach, rising boldly beside Lake Worth—dotted by private yachts and sumptuous houseboats of winter visitors—reveals to travelers' tired eyes a scene of charm and tranquility.
A SECTION OF PALM BEACH AS WILD GESE AND PASSING AIRMEN SEE IT

In the foreground the warm Atlantic surf beats at the feet of a famous hotel and a near-by bathing casino. Stretching behind the hotel is a splendid golf course. In the background shines Lake Worth and other mammoth hotels. Many luxurious private homes stand along the ocean drives north and south of the beach hotels.
SIGHT-SEEING SEAPLANES, SHUTTLING UP AND DOWN MIAMI'S WATER FRONT, REVEAL HER UPTHrustING SKYLINE, WHILE ON THE WESTERN HORIZON BROOD THE MYSTERIOUS EVERGLADES
INGENIOUS DREDGING AND BREAKWATER-BUILDING HAVE TURNED FORMER SHOALS INTO A COMMODOUS HARBOR

Ocean liners entering Biscayne Bay through the Government cut dredged by Army engineers. On the right is the southernmost tip of Miami Beach; beyond, one of the spacious causeways connecting it with Miami and flanked by Star and Palm Islands, both man-made and charming. Miami itself is plainly seen in the distance.
temperatures, and glutted markets that are the lot of those who grow and distribute. These farmers are real friends of mankind, and their splendid spirit and determination in the face of Nature's unkindest blows are both brave and fine.

To fight fruit pests, the experimental farm works hand in hand with Federal and State plant boards. Every ship docking at a Florida port and every airplane arriving from overseas is now thoroughly inspected. "Over half of all destructive insect pests we have were introduced from foreign lands," an official told me, and he gave me a queer little map showing the peninsula of Florida with bugs and worms seeking to enter by train, steamship, and airplane from every direction. Each bug carried a handbag, showing he meant to stay.

Fruits, flowers, nuts, and forest trees, vegetables, domestic animals, poultry—every factor in farming—are studied in this laboratory, and the lessons learned are applied to building up a better country life in Florida.

A great area of south Florida has recently suffered a heavy blow to honest labor, invested capital, and economic need by a visitation of the Mediterranean fruit fly that had to be fought with what amounted to wholesale destruction of valuable prop-

SHELTERING PALMS SEEM TO SPELL RELAXATION AND HAPPINESS

There is a rare charm in the very atmosphere of out-of-door "Coconut Grove" at Palm Beach. Here are to be found many of the socially great and near great of both the United States and Europe during the winter season.
Screaming gulls and clownish pelicans escort Florida shrimp trawlers into port. St. Augustine and Fernandina are centers of the shrimp industry.

Both Federal and State officials rallied their forces to battle the invasion and the best American scientific brains were brought forward to help solve the ruinous problem. Once again the fine spirit of the Florida people was demonstrated.

At Tallahassee there is the Florida State College for Women and industrial schools at Marianna and Ocala. Of private schools, there is Rollins College at Winter Park, Southern College at Lakeland, and the John B. Stetson University at De Land.

Pointing like a long wharf far down at the Equator and tied as she is by air and water lines with Latin America, Florida's commercial destiny is linked with the Tropics. It is only natural, then, that in the new University of Miami many courses should cover Pan-American subjects. Here a large percentage of students are studying Spanish, and to promote mutual understanding of international affairs, instructors from Latin America seats of learning are found on the Miami faculty.

Oh, yes, about the great wind. True, Florida has experienced two devastating visitations of Providence in the past few years that brought the citizens of southern portions of the State to their physical knees and took a heavy toll of life and property. Prior to 1926, however, no storms of such terrific magnitude had been recorded thereabout for a quarter of a century.

**TRUE AMERICAN COURAGE**

Our Nation can point with pride to the unexcelled courage and the dauntless spirit of Florida's people, who, though stricken, were unhewed by misfortune and, rising up, marched on to rebuild and rebeautify. In their gallant hearts and with the help of their countrymen, they "came back." They were not unmindful of the acts of God, over which mere man has no control, that came to their friendly rival, California, across the continent; of the tragedy of the Mississippi; of deluged New England; of Chicago's and Baltimore's fire, and of the winds that have swept Kansas; they "carried on," and to victory, like true Americans.

Yes, Floridians have won their place in the sun.
UR'S KAMPANT RAM RECALLS ABRAHAM'S SACRIFICE

One of a pair of figures found in a grave in the ancient city of Abraham (see text, page 128). The body consists of a wooden core overlaid with a fleece of shell; the mane, beard, and horns are of lapis lazuli, the head and legs of gold. For the first time, this heraldic symbol has emerged in the round and is reminiscent of the ram caught in a thicket, vouchsafed by God to Abraham as a substitute sacrifice for Isaac (Genesis xxii, 1-14).
NEW LIGHT ON ANCIENT UR
Excavations at the Site of the City of Abraham
Reveal Geographical Evidence of the
Biblical Story of the Flood

By M. E. L. Mallowan

With Illustrations from Photographs through the Courtesy of the British Museum and the Museum of the University of Pennsylvania

IN SPITE of all speed records, imagina-
tion is still swifter than wings. Let us, there-
fore, outstrip space and time, and fancy that we are already stand-
ing on the site of ancient Ur, an early fore-
runner of modern Baghdad and once the cap-
ital of the greatest empire in the middle East.

We shall imagine, too, that we have at last made our painful way across the sandy mounds that bury the ancient ruins and are standing on the topmost point of the city's most imposing monument, the Ziggurat, the skyscraper of the ancient East. From the top of this tower that has withstood the shocks of time for 5,000 years, the traveler, whether he be from London, Paris, or New York, may best scan the bleak horizon. Primed as he is with stories of the ancient greatness of Ur, he will, perhaps, realize with a shock that the former metropolis of the Ancient World lies now an abandoned dust heap.

As far as the eye can see, all is desola-
tion: no water, no vegetation, no sign of modern habitation; the only living crea-
tures are a few jackals prowling the ruins in search of food. But if only by some miracle we could project ourselves in the spirit 5,000 years back, what a transfor-
mation would there be!

THE DUST HEAP THAT WAS UR THE METROPOLIS 5,000 YEARS AGO

Let us imagine that the change happens at dusk, at the still hour when the East begins to revive after the exhaustion of a boiling day. Suddenly, instead of the dry sand and the refuse of bricks and pots, the desert transforms itself into a network of canals. We find ourselves at the quay-
side of the grand trunk canal that connects the north with the Persian Gulf. In the dimness of evening the black forms of great barges, moored to the quays by stout creaking hawser, sway rhythmically in the evening breeze. On the banks we perceive the figures of burly bargemen, naked to the waist, clothed in sheepskin skirts.

As we strain our ears, we hear oaths uttered in a broad-sounding, uncouth tongue. It is Sumerian, the speech of the dominant people, and their vitality is attested by the brawn of the barges, the methodical quickness of the scribes who are making their last entries on the bills of lading, and the careful stacking of the great bales of corn, wool, hides, and pot-
tery in the warehouses.

It is only a glimpse caught through the half light of the open shell-shaded lamps, with their wicks flickering in the sesame oil, but it is enough; for all that we have seen is attested by the remains that issue from the soil year after year. Such is the Ur as we may see it in the mind's eye; and it is no fanciful picture, for every detail can be vouched for by the documents and designs, the treasures and tools, that have been unearthed by years of patient spadework.

A glance at the map (page 101) reveals the strategic importance of the ancient city. Ur lies hard by the banks of the Euphrates, in the southern half of the great alluvial plain which has been formed by the deposited silt of the rivers Tigris and Euphrates. Geologically speaking, south Mesopotamia is a comparatively recent formation. It is a land reclaimed from the sea by the fertile mud deposit of these, the two great rivers of antiquity.

About 8,000 years ago, as scientists surmise, the waters of the Persian Gulf had receded sufficiently to allow the neighboring desert dwellers to enter the country and reap the profits of cultivation.
The expedition's house at Ur is constructed of burnt bricks.

Digging the expedition's house out of the sand
Every year, when the Ur party returns to its work in the autumn, three days are spent in clearing the headquarters house of the sand which has drifted against it (see text, page 106).

Sheiks of the Muntafik Arabs, famous in Iraq wars, raids, and feuds
During the World War they fought with their old enemies, the Turks, against the British. Some of their dependents are now employed by the excavators at Ur.
The first chapter of the first book in the Bible tells about this. "Let the waters under the heaven be gathered together unto one place, and let the dry land appear. ... And the earth brought forth grass, and herb yielding seed after his kind, and the tree yielding fruit. ..."

The whole picture is palpably written from the point of view of the man who has watched the gradual recovery of a rich land from the sea and the change from marsh to field.

**ONE OF THE FIRST CITIES BUILT AFTER THE CREATION**

The oldest traditions, too, assure us that Ur was among the first of the cities founded in the land; indeed, according to the Babylonian cosmology, Ur came into being not long after the Creation, and by creation was meant the creation of Babylonia. And, furthermore, Ur was the first city to boast an empire after the Great Flood.

Excavation has confirmed the evidence of the earliest historical records in revealing that Ur was originally a city built on an island in a marsh; its subsequent growth and development are, therefore, all the more extraordinary.

The change which caused Ur to evolve from a mere hamlet to a rich city, second to none among ancient capitals, was due primarily to the genius of the race that exploited the newly formed country. The people were the Sumerians, of whom we caught a glimpse on the quays of our ancient city. Not that the Sumerians were the first to enter this land, but inasmuch as they were the first people in the region who had acquired the art of writing and of metal-working, so they were the first to exploit the country intelligently.

They first built cities; they consolidated their new territory; they instructed their barbarous neighbors in the arts of metalurgy, writing, and of war; they reclaimed the adjacent desert from its primeval

**THE SUMERIANS CALLED THEIR GREAT TOWER "THE HOUSE OF THE MOUNTAIN"**

The ziggurat, or staged tower, was a striking feature of Mesopotamian cities. The Tower of Babel, the most famous of all, was a Semitic edition of the Sumerian version. The reason for the ziggurat seems to lie in the fact that by origin the Sumerians were a mountain people and their gods were gods of the hills, but when they came into the flat plains of the Euphrates they had to build artificial hills on which to worship in the traditional way.
Ur-Nammu built the Ziggurat, his greatest monument, 400 years before Abraham was born.

Arabs are filing up and down its triple stairway. A similar spectacle was probably common 5,000 years ago, when processions of the Moon God's priests and a stream of worshipers went up and down the stairs and across the tree-set terraces to the jeweled sanctuary that crowned the tower. The Ziggurat measures more than 200 feet in length and 150 feet in breadth. The building has a core of solid mud bricks with a skin of inscribed burnt bricks eight feet thick. All the burnt bricks are stamped with the name of Ur-Nammu (see text, page 114). In the sides are "weeper" holes for the purpose of drainage. Had they not been made, the damp absorbed by the core from the upper levels would have burst the burnt-brick skin.
IN UR'S HEYDAY THE GREAT COURTYARD, NOW UNDER EXCAVATION, MADE AN IMPOSING APPROACH TO THE ZIGGURAT

Storerooms line it on three sides. Since the Moon God was a great landowner, his tenants, as well as worshipers, came to the temple to pay rents and tithes in kind, coined money being unknown. Here the countrymen brought their cattle, sheep, and goats, their donkeys laden with sacks of barley, with jars of oil and rounds of cheese, clay pots of clarified butter, and bales of wool. The temple servants checked and weighed everything, and the scribes, making out receipts on tablets of damp clay, handed one to the clamoring peasants and filed the duplicate in the temple archives.
barrenness and applied the waters of the two rivers to their enrichment. Great things came out of small beginnings, and that alluvial plain which lies between modern Baghdad and the Persian Gulf changed from sea to marsh, from marsh to dry land, and, in its final transmutation, into the center of an empire. Nature rang the first changes, but the Sumerians reaped from them, and their ingenuity has made them immortal.

Seven years ago these Sumerians were a race known only to a handful of learned scholars whose lifetime task was the decipherment of their inscriptions. Now the name is familiar to all intelligent laymen who keep abreast with the most recent investigations in ancient as well as modern discoveries.

But even to-day the real importance of our rediscovery of this ancient people is only beginning to dawn upon the thinking world. Could we but imagine that after several thousands of years the civilization of America would collapse under the stress of a series of tremendous catastrophes, and then completely disappear from the memory of man, except in the vague
NEW LIGHT ON ANCIENT UR

MODERN IRAQ IS STREW WITH REMAINS OF ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS

At Babylon, Nineveh, Opis, Hir, Na'far, Chebariz, Thumail, Erech, Kish, and Hatra, as well as at Ur, the spade of the archeologist unearths treasure-trove that helps to translate for modern man the engrossing story of earlier peoples.

What impression would such a discovery make upon the world? It would come as a profound shock to every thinking man; but shocks are not always immediate in their repercussions; a great piece of news takes time to assimilate. Even so, to-day we are beginning to assimilate novel material, and with every fresh discovery we become more conscious of its magnitude.

It is to the credit of America and England that when, after the World War, the opportunity came for excavation in Mesopotamia, both countries used it to the utmost, and seven years' work has abundantly justified the faith and foresight of the promoters of these archeological expeditions. Year after year the joint expedition of the University of Pennsylvania and the British Museum, under the brilliant direction of Mr. C. Leonard Woolley, has thrown fresh light on the dead city
ROUND AND ROUND, PATIENT OXEN FULL THE TIGRIS WATER WHEELS

Oxhide sacks resembling great leather boots are suspended by ropes and are lowered and raised by oxen harnessed to a wheel. Another form of ox-power lift is used in irrigation, wherein the draft animal moves up and down an inclined plane.

ERECH'S RUINS MAY PROVE A TREASURE HOUSE FOR SOME ARCHEOLOGIST

First Kish, then Erech, then Ur had its day of power among the Sumerians, who knew it as Uruk. Erech lies some 40 miles, as the crow flies, northwest of Ur, and is so inaccessible that, with one exception, no modern excavators have given it serious attention; yet within a circumference of six miles are three large mounds and many small ones. The huge surrounding walls, built by that Augustus of his day, Ur-Namru, are still fairly intact. Genesis x, 10, mentions Erech as one of the cities of Nimrod, "mighty hunter before the Lord."
THOUGH KINGDOMS RISE AND FALL, THESE KURDISH FERRYMEN CARRY ON

In Iraq these proud, ancient people live chiefly east of the Tigris, in Mosul, Erbil, and Kirkuk, but parts of their old territory now belong to Turkey and Persia. They fought the Sumerians and figure in their oldest records. This ferry plies the Great Zab River.

AL FALLUJA IS SITUATED ON THE SO-CALLED "BOTTLENECK" OF MESOPOTAMIA

The Euphrates and the Tigris flow close to each other at this point, then diverge (see map, page 101). Over Al Falluja’s bridge of boats most of the cars and caravans coming from Syria cross the Euphrates. In the desert near this town, 50 miles west of Baghdad, is a landing field for the Cairo-Baghdad Air Mail. Near by is the battle field of Cunaxa, where the defeat of Cyrus the Younger led to the immortal “Retreat of the Ten Thousand” under Xenophon.
ANCIENT STOREHOUSES IN BAGHDAD ARE UTILIZED TO-DAY

In the center are bags of wool, which have been brought in from points up the Tigris and along the Persian frontier to be baled for export.

of Ur, and with it on the great people to whom the better-known empires of the Levant, Assyria, Greece, and even Rome, owe their heritage.*

The lost site of Ur had been identified as far back as 1854 by J. E. Taylor, the British consul at Basra, who discovered inscribed clay cylinders belonging to a Babylonian king, relating his restoration of the ancient tower, the Ziggurat, about 550 B. C. Experts at once realized the significance of the find, but it was many years before readers of the Bible were startled into realizing that Ur of the Chaldees, mentioned in the Book of Genesis as the home of Abraham, was in very truth to be indicated precisely on the map. The home of the great Jewish patriarch was hereby definitely proved to be no

* See, also, "Archeology, the Mirror of the Ages," by C. Leonard Woolley, in the National Geographic Magazine for August, 1928
literary fiction, but a city to be ranked among the great capitals of the past.

A FICKLE RIVER MADE AND UNMADE UR

The three pieces of ancient tradition that associated Ur with the Creation, the Flood, and with Abraham are in themselves remarkable, and on all of them we can now throw light that would not have been available seven years ago. But these are mostly concerned with the beginnings of Ur; there is one question more remarkable still that is concerned with its end.

How came a city of such tremendous importance to have been lost to the world for more than two thousand years? For the late literary mention of Ur was made by an obscure writer called Eupolemus, in the second century B.C., and from that date its position seems to have been lost to memory.

The answer is simple. The same factors that brought it into foundation brought it into annihilation. Ur was the child of the River Euphrates and was born in that alluvium whose formation we have already described (see text, page 95). Its position fits the words of the poet Omar Khayyam, for it lay "upon that narrow strip of herbage strown, that just divides the desert from the sown."

Now, that narrow strip of herbage depends upon the river, and the great rivers of the world are as powerful as they are fickle, unmaking to-morrow what they have made to-day. In 5,000 years of Mesopotamian history, nothing is so obvious as the dependence of the great ruling powers on their irrigation system. Sumerians, Babylonians, Assyrians, Persians, Greeks, and Turks stand or fall by their power to control the rivers, and the same problems beset the British mandate to-day.

Ur is no exception to the rule. Once it stood five miles to the east of the Euphrates, but now it stands five miles to the west; so that in the space of 5,000
years the river upon which it owed its dependence, both for commerce and fertility, has shifted its course by more than ten miles. From the earliest days Ur had to be maintained by an elaborate system of canals, whose upkeep taxed to the utmost the organization, wealth, and man power of the community. When these collapsed the city collapsed, too. It is certain that by the middle of the fifth century B.C., when there was no longer a central authority to interest itself in its upkeep, there were not more than a few inhabitants eking out a miserable existence on what had once been the more glorious predecessor of Babylon.

**SANDSTORMS PRESERVED UR FOR THE ARCHEOLOGIST**

Finally these vanished, too, and Ur became so desolate and waterless a spot that there was only one living creature who could be induced to venture near it; it was the rare bird that seems to delight in frequenting the most outlandish and abandoned corners of the earth, that scavenger of ancient remains—the archeologist.

Conditions in the summer are so bad that for five days out of every seven the desert is enveloped in raging sandstorms. A scorching wind drives the fine sand with a violence that knows no restraint, and a man is foolhardy indeed if he attempt to weather the storm. Often the force of the driven sand is so great that the ears begin bleeding from the impact, breathing is difficult, and one cannot even see one’s hand.

Only the Arab, with his uncanny feeling for ground, can maintain a sense of direction. Through tent door and window the sand makes its malicious entry and foils all attempts to read or write by obscuring the written page beneath its dust-brown film. At such times the Arab shrouds himself in his flowing aba, cov-
NOT EVEN THE RAILWAY CAN REVIVE ANCIENT UR

The site is about 140 miles south of Babylon, near the Baghdad-Basra Railway. The station at which archeologists and occasional visitors alight is nearly two miles from the ruins. Formerly Ur lay fairly close to both the desert and the sea and near the junction of the Tigris and Euphrates, but the change in the rivers' courses and in the coastline has relegated the ruins to the desert. Nasiriye (An Nasiriya according to recent official spelling) is a village across the Euphrates from Ur.

ers head, mouth, eyes, and nostrils with his keffiyeh, and resigns himself to Allah.

South Arabian legend tells of a sandstorm so violent that the great city of Ad was entirely buried and never heard of again. In the sandstorms of Ur we realize that the legend of Ad carries with it the stamp of truth. Year after year, when our expedition returns in the autumn, we spend three days clearing the house of the blown sand of the summer, which in places has drifted as high as the roof (see page 96).

THE SUMERIANS INVENTED A PICTORIAL SCRIPT

This will explain how Ur, unlike other great cities, has escaped the plunderers of later days. Babylon for centuries after its abandonment was pillaged for bricks by dwellers in the neighborhood, and other sites near enough to modern habitation have been ruined for the archeologist by Arab depredations. From Ur the Arab has kept so far aloof that the remains have been intact ever since their last evacuation, in the fourth century B.C.

The life of historic Ur can now be accurately fixed between 3500 and 400 B.C. Our main sources are twofold: the material remains and the literary remains.

Some description of the Sumerians' writings is necessary for a full understanding of their history. These people did not use paper or parchment, or the papyrus which is indigenous to Egypt and not to Mesopotamia. When they invented writing they took the most obvious material, the clay from beneath their feet, fashioned it into tablets resembling nothing so much as soap cubes, and thereon inscribed their signs with a metal stylus.

Like all writings, theirs originated as pictures, but rapidly became syllabic—that is to say, the picture, though carved to represent the image which it indicated,
WORKMEN HAULING IN AN UNUSUALLY HEAVY FIND

This was the inscribed stone recording the foundation of a Moon temple by King Bur-Sin in 2210 B.C. The men live on a canal five miles to the east. There they erect a temporary camp each year. When the season's work is over, each family packs its household effects onto a donkey and marches off.

CARE IS USED TO PREVENT LANDSLIDES

Digging proceeds from the surface in a series of terraces, so as to avoid the overhanging of dangerous embankments.
stood for a sound instead. Thus the picture of a bee, to take an English analogy, instead of representing a bumblebee, represented the syllable “be”; so that out of the compounded syllable of a bee and a witch the word “bewitch” could be made. The complexities and ambiguities involved in such a system were enormous, more especially when the Semitic-speaking peoples borrowed the Sumerian script and applied it to their own tongue.

Doubtless the awkwardness of the syllabic system may account for the comparative poverty of Babylonian literature. Those great epics of the Deluge and the Creation had to be handled by the Hebrews, who, having an alphabet, were able to make them the great epics of humanity. The Sumerians had cherished such epics, but their literary powers had been incapable of doing them justice.

The ancient historical data consist chiefly of comparative records derived from the elaborate compilations of Assyrian scribes who worked in the great library of Assurbanipal at Nineveh in the seventh century B.C. These indefatigable workers were engaged in recopying and transcribing histories begun 1,500 years before them, and they have perpetuated for us the chronological tables of the ancient world.

Records of eclipses and the interclash of nations, attested from different and often rival sources, have enabled the modern scholar to check the tables of his ancient predecessor, and though the gaps in history loom large, the repatching of the whole awaits the industry and good fortune of the archeologist, who from day to day unearths more and more of the lost material.

A KING RULED AT UR IN 3100 B.C.

The earliest certain date at which we may arrive is 3100 B.C., the date of the accession of Mes-Anni-Padda, the first king of the first dynasty of Ur. That is a date fixed by the consensus of modern scholarship to a margin of a hundred years on either side. We must admit the margin of error, but, in comparison with
Between 180 and 300 men are employed at Ur, according to the type of work on which the expedition is engaged. In the excavation of the cemetery, where the closest supervision is required, only a comparatively small gang can be handled, but on the excavation of a large temple, where thousands of tons of soil devoid of ancient material must be shifted, more men can be engaged.

the period involved, it is infinitesimally small.

"THE HERO OF THE GOOD LAND"

Even before Mes-Annî-Padda, our earliest historic king, we know of the names of royalty who were great powers in the land. From Ur the discovery of royal names inscribed on vessels and cylinders in the ancient cemetery takes us back to an approximate date of 3500 B.C. That there were kings in existence before that time is certain, but their names lie hidden, and we must wait until the middle of the fourth millennium B.C. reveals a well-developed civilization with historic names.

By that time the Sumerians, as we see them in Ur, were goldsmiths who could produce objects of use and beauty—daggers, helmets, and tools—unsurpassed at any period of history. Three years ago we unearthed the dagger of Prince Mes-Kalam-Dug, a name which signifies "The Hero of the Good Land." The dagger, which lay with about 150 other objects against the side of his coffin for more than 5,000 years, looked, when the soil was brushed away, like the finest production of the Italian Renaissance.

After Mes-Annî-Padda, the first historic king, there follow 2,500 years of history whose span we cannot possibly bridge in so confined a space. Let us content ourselves with a few of its most important aspects.

Of the first dynasty, which fell before the attack of a neighboring city about 2900 B.C., we know that its commercial relations took its merchants over vast tracts of Asia. Extensive use of gold, silver, copper, tin, and stones, such as cinnabar, lapis lazuli, diorite, and obsidian, all unknown to Mesopotamia itself, proves that it must have maintained commercial relations with Asia Minor, Egypt, Syria, Persia, the Caucasus, and possibly Afghanistan and India. The kings whose trade led them so far afield were Sumerians.

Most of the fourth millennium B.C.
A NEAT HAND WITH A DAGGER IS OFTEN A NEAT HAND WITH A PICK

The workman in the Near East cannot always be selected according to European standards of reliability. No references are offered and none required.

THE GREAT DEATH PIT IN THE CEMETERY AT UR

The large shaft grave in the foreground contained 74 human victims, 68 of them women (see text, page 123.) The ancient surface lay about 20 feet above the floor level, which has here been reached. Also in the foreground is one of the trial pits, at the bottom of which the Great Flood deposit was discovered (see text, page 117).
SATURDAY, PAY DAY AT UR

The men have a wonderful faith in the account book, which they say cannot lie. Their illiterate veneration for the written word is perhaps inspired by their reverence for the Koran, "the Book" as they call it.
**She Bakes Bread the Way the Sumerians Did**

In addition to the beehive-shaped bread oven, the builders of Ur also had cooking ranges of fire clay with flat top and circular flues.

**Some of the Men Who Do the Digging at Ur**

After seven years' association with archeologists, many of the workmen enjoy being photographed, but the Bedouin still shuns the camera.
was typical of Mesopotamian history; it was a long period of wars between rival city states, during which Ur suffered an eclipse. At each of these cities excavation has revealed something of their heyday, and as one after another has fallen to the clash of arms, the archeologist rescues from the debris the trophies of their former rule. Thus the finest statues found at Ur were those buried beneath the ruins of the temple sacked by the soldiers of Babylon.

After 600 years of darkness, Ur re-

vived for its last and greatest period of brilliance. In 2300 B.C. emerged a ruler by the name of Ur-Nammu, who once again established Ur as an independent city. Not only did he claim to be "King of Sumer and Akkad, King of Ur, King of the Four Quarters of the World" (that is to say, his kingdom was roughly the equivalent of modern Iraq), but he claimed to have "made straight his way from below to above." In other words, he marched by force of arms from the Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean.

THE GOLD LYRE FOUND IN THE GREAT DEATH PIT

The most remarkable of four lyres discovered together (see, also, text, page 128). The wooden core had perished, but the mosaic inlay, executed in white shell, red limestone, and lapis lazuli, lay undisturbed in the soil, so that the whole could be restored to its original form and dimensions. The uprights have gold bands alternating with some of red, white, and blue mosaic. The front half of the crossbeam, to which the strings were attached, was plated with silver. From the front of the sounding box projects the bull's head shown on page 126. This harp, found in January, 1923, now belongs to the Baghdad Museum of Antiquities.
THE PROTOTYPE OF THE MODERN MOTOR-CAR MASCOT

The model of a solid-cast ecliprum ass which decorated the rein ring of Queen Shubad's chariot pole (see, also, illustration below.) Nowhere is the Sumerian's mastery of metals better shown than in sculpture. The illustration is four-fifths actual size.

A GOLDSMITH'S MASTERPIECE FROM A ROYAL GRAVE

Man's material needs in the next life are much the same as in this one, reasoned the Sumerians, and the richer the man the richer the equipment provided for him in his grave. As goldsmiths the Sumerians had few equals. They created objects of use and beauty, such as daggers, helmets, tools, or this spouted and fluted gold vase (one-half actual size) from Queen Shubad's grave, which rival the finest products of the Italian Renaissance.
it all the most important temples was traced for its entire circuit. This formed a great rectangular enclosure about three-quarters of a mile long and nearly a quarter of a mile wide.

Almost without exception, the temples were devoted to the worship of the Moon God Nannar, or to that of his wife, Nin-Gal, the "Great Lady," as the term implies. When one sees Ur hathed in a moonlight so brilliant that one can read without difficulty beneath its beams, it is not hard to understand how the city came to be devoted to its cult.

Outstanding among the buildings of Ur was the Ziggurat, a tower (pages 97 and 98), crowned with palm gardens and a chapel to the moon. There is some possibility that it may contain under it a treasure chamber or foundation deposit of an ancient king. To burrow beneath it will be a task of the future.

When, in 2170 B.C., Ibi-Sin, the last king of the dynasty founded by Ur-Nammu, was taken prisoner by the Elamites from Persia, the doom of Ur was sealed. A new city and a new people, Babylon with its Amorite, or west Semitic stock, had at the same time come into its own and nothing could stem the rising tide. Thenceforth Ur became subject to Babylon.

The Sumerian element was banished from the city to hide its shattered remains in the marshes of southern Mesopotamia and to lie in a seclusion from which it has

This bull's head projected from the golden lyre

It is the finest sculptured head of its kind ever unearthed as a product of the ancient world (see text, page 128). The head is of hammered gold; the eyes are of shell and lapis lazuli. The weight of the soil above has crushed one side a little. The photograph was made before restoration (see illustration, page 114). The Sumerian Moon God is called "the young bull of heaven" and the crescent horns are his emblem. His blue lapis lazuli beard is extolled in religious poetry. The illustration is two-fifths actual size.

But more than this: he was to Ur as a builder what Augustus was to Rome. Only, whereas Augustus converted Rome from a city of brick to a city of marble, Ur-Nammu converted Ur from a city of mud brick to one of burnt brick. It is this period that has revealed the most splendid architectural remains.

The labors of the expedition have been chiefly concentrated on the central portion of the city. In the first year the great inclosing wall that contained within
not yet emerged. Among the marsh Arabs of to-day we occasionally discern the Sumerian type. To that marsh which he first found upon his entry into the country 8,000 years ago, he has forever retired, and remains as difficult of access, as independent and resentful of interference from the outside world, as he is reluctant to interfere with it.

About 550 B. C., Nabonidus, the last king of Babylon, installed his daughter as high priestess at Ur, and when she opened a museum of antiquities the days of the once great city were numbered. All these things were symptomatic of an artificial interest that could not arrest the decline and fall.

AN ASTOUNDING DISCOVERY MADE IN A BANK OF CLAY

During the course of last season's campaign came the most astounding and the least spectacular discovery ever made at Ur. The discovery itself was made in the ancient cemetery, the site that has yielded the most magnificent and oldest treasures, containing burials that were laid down as far back as 3500 B. C.

The cemetery itself lies in a very ancient rubbish heap that has accumulated
A STAIRCASE LEADING DOWN TO THE CEMETERY

The great depth of last season's excavations was a considerable tax on the strength of the basketmen, for it involved the constant ascending and descending of steep staircases; but the rewards unearthed were ample compensation.

at the foot of one of the highest mounds in the city. This rubbish heap was obviously older than the cemetery, for it had to be completed before the graves could be dug into, and one would suppose that its character had to be forgotten before the inhabitants could consent to bury their royalty and distinguished men within it. It therefore became all the more interesting to see what lay underneath that ancient rubbish heap itself.

The trial pits furnished astounding evidence; and yet, as it was laid bare, it was presented in as simple and unobtrusive a form as could be imagined. There was no glitter of gold or royal grave—merely a clean, water-laid bank of clay eight feet deep, and beneath it again the remains of the most primitive civilization of Ur.

This ruined civilization consisted of relics that have always been regarded as the most primitive type of Mesopotamian implements—painted pottery, clay sickles, flints, terra cottas, and obsidian chips, with a sprinkling of metal—the products of a primitive people entirely distinct in their characteristics from the later Sumerian occupants of the country. And all this had been obliterated by that clean, uniform stratum of water-laid clay, the result of a single deposit and not of a series.

WAS THIS THE GREAT FLOOD OF GENESIS?

The meaning of the stratum became instantly obvious. Our clean bank of clay was the deposit of a great flood that had wiped out the primitive civilizations beneath it.

The casual observer might argue that such a find was only to be expected in a country whose two great rivers flooded annually, and that our clay bank merely indicated an ancient local flood. True, it was an ancient and a local flood in a sense, but there is every reason to believe that it was something very much more than this: that it was the great Biblical Flood related in the Book of Genesis, a flood that afterward came to be regarded not as a local but as a world flood.

The extraordinary importance of this discovery cannot be overestimated, and it is therefore all the more necessary to point out the salient features to those skeptics
who will wish to disbelieve. The point to be considered is this: Does this flood discovered beneath the earliest known remains at Ur represent the World Flood, or does it not? It is well to remind ourselves here that our investigations are only at the beginning, inasmuch as they were made at the very end of last season; but that makes it the more remarkable, in that all the available evidence goes to prove that our flood involved a national and not merely a local catastrophe. Let us summarize what we know about it.

First and foremost, the remains beneath the flood deposit are the oldest and the deepest ever found at Ur. That is proved from the amount of soil cleared from the surface and from the age of the remains above.

Secondly, the particular type of civilization obliterated by the flood never again appeared; its outstanding characteristics, in particular the brilliant painted pottery, were wiped out from everyday use.

Thirdly, above the flood deposit came a new people, the Sumerians, who had just learned to write and whose earliest legends spoke of a great flood. The flood that they described was handed down to later tradition and finally became crystallized in the Genesis account, which corroborates the old tradition in almost every detail.

It is exactly at this moment, after a catastrophe which must have disorganized entirely the primitive village settlers of Mesopotamia, that we should expect a new element to appear in the country. The flood accounts admirably for the sudden rise of that highly civilized Sumerian element, a people who had migrated from the East and obtained the ascendancy at the most opportune moment. The memory of the flood accounts for their skill in architecture, their consistent erection of buildings on high terraces, and their construction of the Ziggurat, which was simply an earlier edition of the Tower of Babel. The discovery of that flood stratum
A BLIND ARAB MINSTREL BEGS FOR ALMS AT UR

The flute and trumpet, harps large and small, the lyre (see illustration, page 114), the drum, tambourine, and cymbals were known to the Sumerians. In the temples, in separate chambers, priestesses taught music to girls who wished to adopt it as a profession.

harmonizes the evidence of legend, history, and geology in the most amazing manner.

THE SUMERIAN NOAH RELATES HIS ADVENTURES IN THE ARK

To show the literary parallel of the Genesis account, we may quote extracts from one of the early Babylonian tablets written in the wedge-shaped cuneiform script. Ut-Napishtim, the Sumerian Noah, tells of his adventures within the Ark:

Six days and nights
Raged wind, deluge and storm upon the earth. When the seventh day arrived the storm ceased

Which had fought like a host of men:
The sea was calm, hurricane and deluge ceased.
I beheld the land and cried aloud:
For the whole of mankind were turned to clay:
Hedged fields had become marshes.
I opened a window and the light fell upon my face.
When the seventh day arrived,
I brought forth a dove, and let it go:
The dove went to and fro:
As there was no resting place it turned back.
I brought forth a raven and let it go:
The raven went and saw the decrease of the waters.
It ate, it waded, it croaked (?) it turned not back.

I offered sacrifice.
The gods smelt the savour.
The gods smelt the goodly savour.
The gods gathered like flies over the sacrifice.

The resemblance in detail to the Genesis account is remarkable, and the picture presented is pregnant with the atmosphere of Babylonia. The account is, as it were, saturated with the clay and marsh of an alluvial country; there is the receding of the water, the oncoming heat, and the gathering of the flies. How vivid is the story in its simplicity!

That story must be supplemented with further evidence from the soil. We cannot but wish to know more of this flood. Its effect on the imagination has caused it to survive to the present day in legend, so that the ark represented on stone plaques of 5,000 years ago is still the plaything of the 20th-century child.

Apart from the discovery of the flood, last season's work in the cemetery con-
tinued to yield magnificent loot. It was the Sumerian belief that a man's material needs in the next life were much the same as they are in this one, and the richer the man the richer the equipment provided for him in the grave. The most splendid period for funerary offerings seems to have been about 3300 B.C., when wealth was well distributed and abundant and the royal house lavished not only gold and silver but men and women, too, as the accompaniment of a king or prince.

GRAVES REVEAL HUMAN SACRIFICES

These shaft graves, with their human sacrifices, most interesting, if most gruesome, of all methods of burial, proved as abundant in 1929 as hitherto, and there was evidence concerning the funeral rites which were more interesting and instructive than any yet known.

One of these graves consisted of a shaft dug to a depth of 30 feet below surface level. At the bottom was a single chamber surmounted by a dome, the earliest intact domed tomb chamber known in the world. The entrance led to an open court and the construction reminded one of a miniature mosque.

The dome had been erected over a wooden ceiling which had eventually crashed onto the brick floor, covering up the five occupants. Four were servants and the fifth was a woman, most probably of royal blood, if we take into account a cylinder seal inscribed with the name of King Mes-Kalam-Dug (see text, page 110), from the same shaft.

The principal occupant was dressed in the brilliant court costume of the period. She wore a headdress of gold ribbons radiating in seven strips from the center of the head, a wealth of gold poplar leaves strung with carnelian and lapis lazuli beads, and around the neck gold
Ox-Carts Have Been Found in the Earliest Royal Graves at Ur

The Sumerians also used oxen at the plow and on the threshing floor at harvest time. The horse was yet unknown in Mesopotamia. Cattle, goats, and sheep provided milk, cheese, and the sour cooking butter which the East loves. Meat was probably a luxury only for the rich, though the poor might taste it occasionally at sacrifices on feast days. In modern Iraq the use of wheeled vehicles is still restricted, away from the main lines of travel, and the most common means of transport from outlying districts are pack mules and camels. This ox team works at Mount.

chains and carnelian beads. Her cloak was fastened at the shoulder by a heavy gold pin with a curved head surmounted by a carnelian bead; she had gold earrings and finger-rings; at her hand was a fluted gold tumbler.

Last but not least, she possessed an engraved gold cylinder seal, the first of its kind ever found in Babylonia. On the seal were depicted men carrying offerings, one of which was a lyre surmounted by a bull's head, exactly similar to those found in the other graves.

Evidences of Funereal Feast

Numerous were the vessels of copper, stone, and clay, but the offerings in the court outside the tomb and in the filling above the dome were more interesting still.

The court itself was littered with animal carcasses, including a sheep. At this stage the grave had been filled in again with earth halfway up to the level of the dome; then fires had been lit in the four corners and numbers of earthen vessels and ashes indicated that a funeral feast had been held. Then, again, earth was shoveled in, and at various stages there were dependents, butchered to serve their mistress in the next world, and more offerings in the shape of clay vases.

Among the other offerings higher up in the shaft, within a brick vault, was a wooden box containing two superb gold-bladed daggers and the cylinder seal inscribed with the name of the king, before mentioned (see text, page 121). The vault that contained this box had been destroyed by later intrusive burials, but it is probable, from the analogy of other graves, that the structure had been surmounted by a funerary chapel, within which commemoration sacrifices took place from time to time. The meaning of those sacrifices we shall consider in
THE "MAHAILA" IS THE MOST COMMON TYPE OF CARGO BOAT SEEN ON THE TIGRIS AND EUFHRATES

Miniature boats discovered in the ancient cemetery at Ur prove that this type has been in use for at least 5,000 years. The mahailah has a high, forward-sloping mast, a huge rudder, lateen sail, cut-away barbed prow, and a poop boarded over for the crew.

a moment (see text, page 128). We shall pass first to a rapid survey of a second holocaust of human victims found about the same time in the near neighborhood.

This again consisted of a shaft grave measuring 27 by 25 feet, and contained no less than 74 victims, 68 of whom were women. A sloping ramp led from the surface into the bottom of the shaft.

A CARPET OF GOLD JEWELRY

The treasures lavished on the dead were remarkable for splendor and number. As we cleared the shaft to the level of the floor, it appeared almost as if we were treading on a carpet of gold, such was the wealth of jewelry. The women, lying in ordered rows, were decked out after the fashion of the principal occupant of the domed chamber. Hair ribbons of silver or gold were almost invariable and many of the gold ribbons bore marks of exquisitely fine network, the veiling now entirely decayed that had once shrouded the head.

So great was the weight and quantity of jewelry on the heads that the women must have worn wigs that were both large and substantial. Indeed, the last traces of the wig—a dark, powdery, crumbling
A PROPHET'S TOMB AND A MOSLEM SHRINE

The mound of Nehi Yunus, at Nineveh, is the legendary burial place of Jonah, who thundered at the wickedness of the great Assyrian capital. Up to the present native fanaticism has made excavation impossible here.

FLOOD CONTROL ON THE TIGRIS

The land between the two great rivers of Mesopotamia has often been submerged, so the experiences of the ages call for precautions to-day. Reed mats are being used to reinforce the banks.
Zuweir comes of an African family formerly enslaved by the Arabs. He keeps the men lively by performing the part of official buffoon. Despite invasions by Semites, Sumerians, Kassites, Medes, and Persians, Mesopotamia’s population is about the same to-day as it was 5,000 years ago, the only new racial type being the Negro.

An Arab mason is fashioning the voussoir of an arch with a metal adz similar in type to the copper adzes the Sumerians used in 3000 B.C. Though the arch in building was unknown to Europe until Alexander’s conquests, Ur’s Sumerian citizens of 3000 B.C. had doorways arched with bricks set in true voussoir fashion.
HIT BELIEVES THAT IT OCCUPIES THE SITE OF THE GARDEN OF EDEN

The town, on the border between the alluvial and the stone country, stands on a low hill of mud 70 miles from Baghdad, a place of heat, insects, and nauseous fumes from its bitumen wells (see illustration, page 121).

ARAB TRADITION SAYS THAT THE INFANT MOSES WAS SET ADrift IN SUCH A "GUEFA"

"Round like a buckler and freighted with casks of palm wine," so Herodotus described this ancient river craft of the Tigris and Euphrates. They are circular and basket-shaped, about six feet in diameter, and are woven from willows, coated outside with bitumen. The famous Greek historian and traveler also tells that they floated downstream from Armenia, each bearing a live ass, and that on arrival at Babylon they were pulled apart and the ribs of willow, date palm, and pomegranate sold with the merchandise. The swift current here on the Tigris at Baghdad spins the craft around like a top.
Arabs at Mosul are loading keleks to float down the Tigris. The use of such rafts, made of inflated goatskins, held together by poles, and covered with a platform of straw mats, is very ancient in the Land of the Two Rivers, for they are depicted on Assyrian bas-reliefs. They come down to Baghdad laden with wool, pottery, grain, and other commodities. At Baghshad the rafts are broken up, their wood furnishing some of the city's fuel supply. The skins, when deflated, are sometimes sold to harness-makers, but are usually taken back home. Across the river from Mosul is the site of Nineveh. It is best known as the Assyrian capital, but the Sumerians may have lived there before they migrated south to Ur.
substance that still has a certain cohesion—can always be distinguished over the skull and around it.

The six men, perhaps the funeral bodyguard, were ranged in a row against the front wall of the shaft. The women lay in rows across it, and in three corners were buried the principal treasures.

THE FINEST SCULPTURED HEAD OF THE ANCIENT WORLD

In one corner lay a curious object, unfortunately in a lamentable state of preservation. It consisted of a number of wooden poles overlaid with silver, surmounted with copper spear blades, and a central pole inlaid with mosaic of shell, red sandstone, and lapis lazuli, silver plating and gold bands alternately. Along it were shell rings attached to shell knobs. This may have been a collapsible tent, a conjecture supported by the fact that against it lay a number of women less brilliantly attired, in skirts edged with shell rings not unlike those worn by Eastern ballet dancers.

One might well hazard a surmise that beneath the tent was enacted a funerary dance, or even a passion play, to the accompaniment of harps and song, the prelude to the sacrifice, for in the adjacent corner lay a series of no less than four instruments of music, all lyres, of gold, silver, copper, and mosaic. The strings radiated downward from the top horizontal bar into the sounding box. The most magnificent of the four had a top bar of silver and wood, the uprights being decorated with bands of gold, and of red, white, and blue mosaic. The sounding box was edged with a similar incrustation, and the whole surmounted by the golden head of a bearded bull, the finest sculptured head of its kind that the ancient world has ever produced (pp. 114, 116).

If we look at it from the point of view of the goldsmith, we behold an object of a technique still unsurpassed in our age. To the sculptor it bespeaks a feeling for life and form that reveals the highest qualities of glyptic art, while to the historian it provides a grim witness to the scenes of sacrifice and death whose awful tenor we may but dimly conceive.

In another corner of the pit lay an object never before unearthed in the round. It consisted of a pair of rampant rams browsing on a golden thicket. These were broken and crushed by the weight of soil piled into the shaft immediately after the depositing of the offerings; but, like the harps, they are being carefully restored to their original shape. One of them now stands to within a few millimeters of its original dimensions (see page 94).

The rams are linked to the thicket by silver chains and their forelegs rest in the crook of a branch. The bodies consist of a wooden core overlaid with a fleece of shell; the mane, beard, and horns are of lapis lazuli, the heads and legs of gold, and the belly overlaid with silver. This heraldic symbol, well known from engravings on exquisite shell plaques, reminds us irresistibly of the ram caught in the thicket, vouchsafed by God to Abraham as a substitute for his son Isaac.

These two graves, so rich in human victims typical of the most important burials, raise interesting problems. First of all, were they royal burials? If so, where was the king? In any case, why is there such a scarcity of kings? Secondly, why this predominance of women, and what, exactly, was their business in the graves?

These are questions that still baffle scholars. For the present, they can receive only conjectural answers, chiefly because of the extreme scarcity of literary material for the period. The Sumerians, in spite of their advanced technical products, had not yet developed the historical sense; they have given us only a few names of the occupants of the graves, and even later tradition has only the most meager information about these early practices.

ANCIENT KINGS OF UR FEARED TOMB ROBBERS

As to the kings, we must remember that the earliest and most imposing of the tombs, the vaulted chambers built of limestone, have all been plundered, and the plundering in many cases took place very shortly after the burial. It is, therefore, probable that the kings’ immediate successors took all possible precautions to avoid disturbance, and may well have been content to be buried in an unobtrusive manner, so that the later tomb robber, whether common pilferer or archeologist, could not identify him.
Unearthing ancient treasures is only half the battle. The most elaborate care has to be taken in packing to protect articles, often extremely fragile, against breakage.

For these Sumerians believed that if the body was disturbed the soul was disturbed, too. Even in later times there was a pathetic fear of the disturbance of a man's handiwork, so that kings would bury in the ground curses on those who should in after time efface their monuments. The fact remains that these graves, plundered and unplundered, have all the marks of royalty about them, even though royal names may in themselves be very scarce. But nothing has ever been found in Mesopotamia that so much resembled a royal cemetery as this one.

Again, there is the possibility that in some of these shaft graves the human and even the material victims may have been offered as a substitute for the king. In the great shaft grave that contained 68 women and only 6 men, we remarked that the pair of rams reminded us of the ram caught in a thicket, sent by God to Abraham as a substitute for his son Isaac (see text, page 128). Why, then, did the king require sacrifices? And why did he require women to accompany them?

Now, we know that in Sumer from the earliest days god and king were virtually identified, and it may be that, as among animistic worshipers all over the world, so, too, it became incumbent on the Sumerians to sacrifice a king for the good of the community. Two things are certain: that in the earliest rites there was a divine paramour whose conjugal relationship with the king was as much part of his religion as it was of his physical welfare, and that, similarly, the sacrifice of women was connected with these mystic rites.

Herodotus, the Greek historian and traveler, who visited Babylonia in the fifth century B.C., tells of the nightly intercourse of king and priestess in the shrine on top of the Tower of Babel, of which the Ziggurat at Ur is an earlier prototype. The queen found in one of the royal chambers two seasons ago lay in the embryonic position, and there is every reason to believe that, as in these burials material needs were supplied as far as possible to afford a continuity of comfort in the world to come, even so physical and religious rites were continued, too; for what
was more essential to the welfare of the king than his harem?

**ANIMAL SACRIFICES SUBSTITUTED FOR HUMAN**

But, as was to be expected, the expensive and barbarous method of sacrifice was abandoned at an early period. Already by the first dynasty of Ur, in 3100 B.C., the practice seems to have died out. Whereas in the domed grave animals and humans were sacrificed together, in later times, the animals assisted alone at the funerary sacrifice. There is a significant text from the later Babylonian liturgy which says: "The lamb is the substitute for humanity; he hath given up a lamb for his life; he hath given up the lamb's head for the man's head!"

It is strange that Babylonian tradition contains no reference to these early holocaustic practices. A casual reference in a later Babylonian text speaks of the sacrifice of a man's son in connection with the non-fulfillment of a contract.

But there was one late ceremony enacted in Babylon which was a possible relic of the predynastic custom. Berossus, a Chaldean priest, writing some time in the third century B.C., refers to a Babylonian festival called the Saccæa, adopted by the Persians of the Achaemenid dynasty. Both men and women then spent the night in an ecstasy of drink and debauchery. But, more to our purpose, we shall translate from a passage preserved in the Greek of Dio Chrysostom:

"Taking one of the prisoners who has been condemned to death, they set him on the throne of the king and they invest him with royal raiment, and for the days of the festival he enjoys debauch and the concubines of the king, and no one hinders him from acting after his own desires. But thereafter they strip him of his raiment and he is beaten and hanged!"

Sir James Frazer, the distinguished anthropologist, considers this a relic of bygone days, in which the king himself was sacrificed to make way for a younger substitute. Indeed, it is incredible that anyone should have been allowed to violate that holy of holies, the Eastern harem, were it not for some all-powerful religious reason.

Such slender threads of evidence are all we possess to enable us to weave the underlying texture; so we must hide our time. Further excavation can alone help to unravel the meaning of these intriguing, baffling problems.

**WOMEN IMPORTANT IN RELIGIOUS RITUAL**

One more fascinating phenomenon in these burials is the predominance of women. The discovery of these graves which contain a majority of women gives rise to three possibilities. They may have represented a fertility sacrifice whose implications are unknown. They may have contained the king disguised as a humble individual, the better to avoid disturbance. They may have contained a substitute for the king, so that he might, as it were, bury his old age and his harem and renew his house and his virility.

At all events, throughout Sumerian history women occupy a position of authority and independence remarkable among orientals. Monogamy was maintained in principle if not in practice, for the importance of replacing the family stock made concubinage permissible. But the legal wife's status was jealously guarded. She had authority to control her own slaves, to engage in business of her own, to act as a witness in the law courts, and to run her husband's estate in his absence. In general, if we compare her disabilities with those of a Semitic woman, we must give extreme credit to the Sumerian system.

And what was the reason for this independence? Strange as it may seem, the Sumerian hecatombs of women afford a clue. The importance of the woman in Sumerian religious ritual was paramount, from the high priestess who enjoyed union with the king on the Ziggurat shrine to the colleges of priestesses that were so remarkable a feature of religious life. In fact, their function at the religious sacrifices was perhaps the price they had to pay for a position of honor and esteem in a great oriental society.
ORGANIZED FOR "THE INCREASE AND DIFFUSION OF GEOGRAPHICAL KNOWLEDGE"

TO carry out the purposes for which it was founded forty-two years ago the National Geographic Society publishes this Magazine monthly. All receipts are invested in the Magazine itself or expended directly to promote geographical knowledge.

ARTICLES and photographs are desired. For material which the Magazine can use, generous remuneration is made. Contributions should be accompanied by addressed return envelope and postage.

IMMEDIATELY after the terrific eruption of the world's largest crater, Mt. Katmai, in Alaska, a National Geographic Society expedition was sent to make observations of this remarkable phenomenon. Four expeditions have followed and the extraordinary scientific data resulting given to the world. In this vicinity an eighth wonder of the world was discovered and explored—"The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokers," a vast area of steaming, spouting fumeroles. As a result of the Society's discoveries this area has been created a National Monument by proclamation of the President of the United States.

AT an expense of over $50,000 The Society sent a notable series of expeditions into Peru to investigate the traces of the Incas race. Their discoveries form a large share of our knowledge of a civilization existing when Cesar first set foot in Peru.

THE Society also had the honor of subscribing a substantial sum to the expedition of Admiral Peary, who discovered the North Pole, and has contributed $50,000 to Commander Byrd's Antarctic Expedition.

NOT long ago The Society granted $25,000, and in addition $75,000 was given by individual members to the Government when the congressional appropriation for the purpose was insufficient, and the finest of the giant sequoia trees of California were thereby saved for the American people.

THE Society has conducted extensive excavations at Pueblo Bonito, New Mexico, where prehistoric peoples lived in vast communal dwellings before the days of Columbus; it is sponsoring an ethnological survey of Venezuela, and is maintaining an important photographic and botanical expedition in Yunnan Province, China.

TO further the study of solar radiation in relation to long range weather forecasts, The Society has appropriated $55,000 to enable the Smithsonian Institution to establish a station for five years on Mt. Bruggener, in Southwest Africa.

Watch a hundred men "catch" the Century

You may learn a lesson from the time they carry!

STAND at the gate of the Century any day for fifteen minutes before she pulls out. Watch the parade of prosperous, energetic men as they board this famous flyer. Financial kings — business barons. They pay extra fare to travel on the Century. Their time means money. Every minute must work. Their watches must be accurate. They ARE! Out of 84 Century travelers we interviewed, 69 were either exact or within a scant half minute of exact time!

Many of them, of course, had Hamiltons. The Century herself is timed by Hamiltons. There is something about the unerringly accurate of a Hamilton that appeals to the man whose brain works methodically.

We don’t say that carrying an accurate watch is the simple answer to a man’s success. But we do insist that successful men are accurate-minded. And a surprisingly large number of them carry Hamiltons, “the Watch of Railroad Accuracy.”

Let us send you a copy of "The Timekeeper," the interesting little booklet showing a complete line of beautiful Hamilton models. Address Hamilton Watch Co., American manufacturers of high-grade watches, 882 Columbia Ave., Lancaster, Pa., U.S.A.

Top—The "RALEIGH"—In 14k filled gold, yellow, green or white; plain (as shown), $55—engraved $57.

Boatman—The "FARRAGUT"—with a modish new secondeter dial. In 14k filled white or yellow gold, $95.
You get more out of Traveling with FILMO
THE PERSONAL MOVIE CAMERA

Traveling becomes much more than "coming and going" when you take along Filmo, the personal movie camera. Your interest in everything you see is stimulated immeasurably by the prospect of seeing it again, in theater-clear movies with Filmo Projector, when you come back home.

And not the least of the joys of personal movie making is in the knowing that "what you see, you get" with Filmo—accurate, dependable, sturdy. You will always find Filmo on the Ile de France or aboard the Century, or wherever the precision and balance of superior handicap is appreciated.

Built to fit the hand, Filmo offers you a simplicity and an ease of operation you could expect only as the result of an experience such as Bell & Howell's 25 years in the manufacture of professional movie cameras for the major film producers of the world.

The new Filmo Traveler Combination Outfit is a complete ensemble of everything the traveler needs for making and showing personal movies. Camera, projector and accessories come in four compact cases of Bengal Cobra leather, a handsome and distinctive group, at $1,135.60. Filmo 7B-D, shown in use, is priced at $245 and up with smart Sesame-locked Mayfair case. Ask your dealer to show you these and the other Filmo models at lower price. Or write today for literature.

All Filmos Take 50 or 100 ft. Films
For black and white pictures, Filmo Cameras on Eastman Safety Film (16mm.) or the yellow box—both regular and panchrome—obtainable at practically all dealers' handling cameras and supplies. Filmo Cameras and Filmo Projectors are adaptable, under license from Eastman Kodak Company, for use of Eastman Kodak color film for home movies in full color. Cost of film covers developing and return postpaid, within the country where purchased, ready to show at home or anywhere with Filmo Projector.

Bell & Howell Co., Dept. M, 1804 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
New York • Hollywood • London (B. & H. Co., Ltd.) Established 1907
ASK BRYANT OWNERS
what they think of
Bryant Heating. They
will duplicate these
voluntary comments.

“We think it the greatest
material blessing we have
ever enjoyed.”

“If it were not for our
Bryant, I think we would
be back in an apartment
again.”

“I’d give up my personal
automobile before I’d
give up my Bryant.”

“We went away last
month for a week, leav-
ing a new maid in the
house. With any other
heating plant I’d ever
heard of we couldn’t
have dared do that. She
never even saw the boiler
while we were gone.”

“I am everlastingly
grateful that you kept
prodding me until I in-
stalled my Bryant.”

“Let me know if any
neighbor of mine shows
any interest in a Bryant.
I’ll give him enough
heavy argument to sell
him, hands down.”

A larger, cleaner home,
within the same
four walls . . . .

A Bryant Boiler is “as clean in the
everest as it is in the picture.”
It brings no dirt or grime into the
house and generates none. It is
silent and odorless in operation.
Completely automatic in control,
it eliminates the ups-and-downs of
temperature so conducive to colds
and other ailments. And it re-
quires not an extra square foot of
space for storage purposes—fuel,
refuse or tools—only the floor
space required by the boiler itself,
without screening or partitions.

Set aside an adequate portion
of the basement for laundry and
storage and the rest of the base-
ment can then be transformed
into a spacious addition to the
livable area.

Let us send you full particulars
of a heating plant so completely automatic in opera-
tion that “you can let your pup be your furnace man.”

THE BRYANT HEATER & MFG. COMPANY
17860 St. Clair Avenue
Cleveland, Ohio
23 1/3 Hours from New York

The Atlantic Coast Line operates 17 passenger trains into Florida every day during the winter tourist season.

It has 2058 miles of standard railroad in Florida—more than a third of the State's total mileage.

Its network of lines reaches and supplies efficient transportation to every important tourist and trade center of Central, South and West Coast of Florida, and through direct connection with the Florida East Coast Railway to all East Coast Points.

The double-track sea-level main line between Richmond, Va., and Jacksonville, Fla., is protected by every proved safety device found anywhere, including automatic signals, and, part of the way, automatic train control. All necessary traffic areas in Florida are double-tracked.

The splendid transportation facilities of the Atlantic Coast Line and its connections make possible the highest type of freight and passenger service between Florida and the North and West.

Atlantic Coast Line
The Standard Railroad of the South

General Offices:
Wilmington, N. C.
Day by day a great new BUICK family is merging with the old . . . .

The man who thrills to possession of his first Buick . . . and the man who as eagerly awaits delivery of his tenth . . . are as one in their praise of Buick.

Both take particular pride in their Buick ownership . . . and both introduce Buick to others just as they would introduce a friend.

Thus, there are two groups of Buick enthusiasts, each steadily increasing and each sharing the same preference for Buick . . .

First, there is that great army of owners who have driven Buicks over a long period of years . . . who have owned five, ten or even twenty Buick cars . . . and whose combined purchases, year after year, exceed the total annual production of any other fine car.

And then there is that other important group who formerly bought other cars but now are turning to Buick . . . because they drove a Buick belonging to a friend . . . because they realized the quality meaning of Buick's tremendous sales leadership . . . or because they were impressed by the outspoken praise of Buick owners.

The two groups eventually become one, as more and more of these owners proceed to buy Buicks again and again. Thus, day by day a great new Buick family merges with the old; and together they buy from two to five times as many Buicks as any other fine car, from $1200 on up to the highest price.

The world knows of no other motor car which enjoys such complete sales dominance in its price class together with such warm and widespread owner loyalty. And Buick owners, reflecting that loyalty, will tell you it is because there is no other motor car like Buick.

BUICK MOTOR COMPANY, FLINT, MICHIGAN

Canadian Factories
McLaughlin-Buick, Oshawa, Ont.

Builders of
Buick and Marquette Motor Cars

WHEN BETTER AUTOMOBILES ARE BUILT . . . BUICK WILL BUILD THEM
HAVANA—NASSAU—BERMUDA CRUISES
by Red Star Line

Down where the sun begins, and life is leisurely and gay. 11-day cruises. Three beguiling picture ports lying beyond reach of Winter's icy hand: Havana, carefree capital of the Caribbean; Nassau, where the holiday spirit tarries the whole year through; Bermuda, charming winter rendezvous. Stop over at your pleasure and continue your journey on the next round of the S. S. LAPLAND, popular cruise liner. Sailings from New York: Jan. 11 and 25; Feb. 8 and 22; Mar. 8. $175 up.

MEDITERRANEAN CRUISES
by White Star Line

Imagine 46 days of luxurious cruising on a great ocean liner sailing away to regions steeped in history and romance — Madeira, Gibraltar, Algiers, Monte Carlo, Naples, Athens, Constantinople, Syracuse! In addition, the Holy Land, age-old yet ever new and fascinating, and five days in Egypt, a ribbon of green between two seas of sand. From New York: S. S. LAURENTIC, Jan. 9; Feb. 27; S. S. ADRIATIC, Jan. 18; Mar. 8. $695 up First Class; $420 Tourist Third Cabin; both including complete shore program.
You are paying for a Packard

Why not own one?

Just because the first cost of one automobile is lower than another it does not follow that operating and upkeep costs are lower. And the fact that a car costs twice as much at first does not mean that final cost is twice as great—it is no greater if the car is driven twice as long. Apply these facts to your present motoring costs and you will very likely find that you can enjoy the luxury of Packard transportation at no increase in expense.

CLEVELAND OWNERS FIND IT TRUE

Most operating and upkeep expenses differ but little as between a Packard Standard Eight and any car down to half its price. Gas, oil, tires and garaging cost virtually the same for either car, any place in the United States.

Repair expense for the Packard is naturally less. Packard’s advanced motor and centralized chassis lubrication systems protect built-in precision—make frequent repair work unnecessary. Yet when repairs are needed they are quickly and economically made, due to Packard’s simplicity of design.

The items of license and insurance, despite the higher value of the Packard, differ but little in the various states and cities.

In Cleveland, for example, license cost is the same, while the usual coverage for fire and theft, collision, property damage and personal liability runs but a few dollars more per year. The higher fire and theft rate for lower-priced cars accounts in great part for the fact that the total difference is so small.

Depreciation, the one big item of ownership cost, does not penalize the Packard owner in Cleveland. Cleveland figures prove that the average life of Packard cars turned in to Packard dealers is nearly half again greater than that of the lower-priced cars turned in.

Cleveland motorists, like motorists in every city, have discovered that Packard transportation costs no more. There, seven out of ten purchasers of Packard Standard Eights turn in other makes of cars to join the Packard family. And once a Packard owner, always a Packard owner—for in Cleveland, according to records, only four percent of Packard owners have ever turned to other cars.

Why not look into the costs of Packard ownership in your city and compare them with your present motoring expenses? Your Packard dealer will gladly assist you. You probably will find, as so many motorists have, that the luxury, distinction and satisfaction of Packard transportation may be yours at no greater expenditure.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR COMPANY
DETROIT · MICHIGAN

ASK THE MAN WHO OWNS ONE
THE great Arlington Memorial Amphitheatre symbolizes the whole nation's measureless desire to express and perpetuate its gratitude to its defenders in all wars.

For this supreme purpose only the best was sought after—not the most costly, but the finest, the most inspiring and beautiful. They who planned strove to create a memorial of matchless splendor and significance so that it should endure and be cherished through unnumbered centuries. They built it entirely of Vermont Marble.

Older than the nation is the tradition of Vermont Marble's excellence. In simple tablets and sculptured mausoleums, in noble buildings, in homes where beauty also abides, and in all forms of garden furniture, Vermont Marble represents established culture, serene permanence and sound economy of investment. It is strong, enduring and beautiful. Specify Vermont Marble. There are varied types from many famous quarries for every architectural, decorative and memorial purpose . . . always available in every American community. Write for detailed information.

VERMONT MARBLE
Like a Conquering Army

THESE BOOKS

have marched triumphant through the centuries

THE LIBRARIES of the old world
and the new are crammed with
volumes, shelf on shelf, which a
thousand men in a thousand lifetimes
would never find time to read. And mil
ions more volumes have passed forever
into oblivion, not even to find shelter in
the archives of public libraries.

Yet these books have come thundering
down through the centuries, influencing,
teaching and delighting mankind with
their indomitable power. They are as new
and invigorating as when their immortal
authors instilled in them the breath of
eternal life.

Emerson once said, "Would that some
charitable soul, after losing a great deal
of time among the false books, and
sifting upon the few true ones which
made him happy and wise, would name
those which have been bridges or ships to
carry him over the dark morasses and
bitter oceans, into sacred cities, into
castles and temples."

It was one of the monumental achieve-
ments of America's greatest educator,
Dr. Charles W. Eliot, to bring together
the truly great books, to sift the pure
gold from the mass of writing the ages
have produced. For forty years President
of Harvard University, Dr. Eliot realized
the need of a library collecting everyone
the culture which a university strives to
give.

The Five Foot Shelf (Harvard Classics)
is the magnificent result of his inspiration
and knowledge. These books are the
criterion of all literary selection. Through
them people have found that the classics
are not dull, but intensely stirring; not
beautiful antiques, but lively, stimulat-
ing modern thought with vital applica-
tion to everyday life.

In this wonderful library are the
writings of great immortal authors.

The busy man and woman of today
need not stumble through hopeless
masses of reading matter, for in The Har-
vard Classics are the books that live for-
ever, the books that have as proud pos-
sessors more than a quarter of a million
intelligent ambitious families.

These books stand for stimulation of
thought and, above all, endless enrich-
ment. They are the books which have
won for themselves the well-deserved
tribute, "A liberal education in fifteen
minutes a day."

P. F. Collier & Son Company has
published good books since 1875. By the
famous Collier plan, you can pay for
these books while you are reading and
enjoying them.

CHARLES W. ELIOT, forty years Pre-
vident of Harvard University, Editor of the
famous Harvard Classics.

---

This FREE booklet

The certificate is for your convenience. Be-
fore you spend another penny for books,
get a copy of "Fifteen Minutes a Day"—the
famous booklet that tells how to turn wasted
minutes into growth and increased power.
It's ready and waiting for you. Sending for it
does not obligate you in any way.

P. F. Collier & Son Company,
256 Park Avenue, New York City
No. 901-HCA

By mail, free, send me the booklet that tells all about the most
famous library in the world, Dr. Eliot's Five-Foot Shelf of Books
(The Harvard Classics), and contains Dr. Eliot's own plan of
reading. Also, please advise how I may secure the books by small
monthly payments.

Mr.
NAME

Mrs.  Miss

ADDRESS

THIS IS YOUR CERTIFICATE FOR THE FREE BOOKLET
The Kind of Fishing You Like Best
Is at its Best Now on the

GULF COAST

Hundreds of fresh-water streams and lakes are full of trout, bass, and redfish, while the waters of the Gulf are alive with almost every kind of fish that swims the seas—Spanish mackerel, speckled trout, sheepshead, blackfish, and tarpon. Splendid and inexpensive accommodations are provided for the complete enjoyment of all kinds of outdoor sports—hunting; golf on perfect courses; swimming in outdoor pools (and in the surf on the warmer days); boating; horseback riding; motoring amidst the most beautiful of natural surroundings.

The Gulf Coast is a land of moderate climate and every day sunshine. An ideal place to recuperate and bring back red corpuscles to your blood.

Excellent, modern hotels—moderate in their charges—dot the Coast from Northwestern Florida to New Orleans—America’s most interesting tourist city. The season is now. Write today to R. D. Pusey, General Passenger Agent, Louisville & Nashville Railroad, Room 422-C, Ninth and Broadway, Louisville, Kentucky, for information and descriptive booklet.

LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE R. R.
SPRING—IN THE
MEDITERRANEAN
RAYMOND - WHITCOMB
CRUISE

Sailing April 8 members of this cruise will preface continental travel and the Passion Play at Oberammergau with visits in Spain, besides Cadiz, Seville and Malaga, to energetic Barcelona—In France, the Riviera and medieval Carcassonne—North Africa, Sicily, Naples, Venice, of course—and lovely Palma de Majorca—Malta and the Dalmatian Coast. S.S. “Carinthia”, $725 and up.

Send for the booklet
“Spring Mediterranean Cruise”

Round the World Cruise
North German Lloyd S.S. “Columbus” January 21, 1930. $2000 and up.

Winter Mediterranean
More complete this winter than ever before. Sailing on the S.S. “Carin-
thia”—January 23, 1930. $1000 and up.

Land Cruises to Mexico and California on the Raymond-Whitcomb special

Land Cruise Trains

RAYMOND - WHITCOMB
126 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass.

New York, 670 Fifth Ave.; New York, 225 Fifth Ave.
Boston, 165 Tremont St.; Philadelphia, 1601 Walnut St.
Chicago, 176 N. Michigan Ave.; Detroit, 424 Book Bldg.
Los Angeles, 423 W. Fifth St.; San Francisco, 230 Post St.

Agents in the principal cities

RUSSIA - (MOSCOW
AND LENINGRAD) VIA
RAYMOND - WHITCOMB
CRUISE

Leningrad and Moscow, old and new Russian capitals, are visited on the 1930 Raymond-Whitcomb North Cape Cruise, long popular as an ideal summer vacation and distinctive approach this year to Oberammergau and the Passion Play. En route Iceland—the North Cape—Norwegian Fjords—Bergen and afterwards Stockholm and Copenhagen, June 24 on the S.S. “Carinthia”. $800 and up.

Send for the booklet
“The North Cape Cruise”

Round South America
A cruise sailing February 1 on the Cunard S.S. “Samaria”. $1250 and up.

West Indies Cruises
On the new Holland-America “Statendam”. Sailing Jan. 9 (16 days); Jan. 29 and Feb. 25 (25 days). $200 and up.

Land Cruises to California and Hawaii on the Raymond-Whitcomb special

Land Cruise Trains

RAYMOND - WHITCOMB
126 Newbury Street, Boston, Mass.

New York, 670 Fifth Ave.; New York, 225 Fifth Ave.
Boston, 165 Tremont St.; Philadelphia, 1601 Walnut St.
Chicago, 176 N. Michigan Ave.; Detroit, 424 Book Bldg.
Los Angeles, 423 W. Fifth St.; San Francisco, 230 Post St.

Agents in the principal cities
The Modern Vacationist Knows His Below Par Season... Therefore Cunard-Anchor West Indies Cruises are appropriately scheduled...

Cunard meets the rising intelligent demand for short winter vacations... For wise life-loving people who know that 12, 16, 18 or 26 days of tropical sun adds more years to their lives and more lift to their minds than a year's expensive medical treatment... They realize that basking in a sea-washed port is the perfect winter solution for 'wet-feet nerves' and routine office doldrums... they know that Cunard presents the colorful diversion of the West Indies at less than summer vacation prices. They are the pioneers of a new vacation movement... and the roomy comfort of Cunard state-rooms... the suave perfection of Cunard service... the gala atmosphere of Cunard lounges and verandah cafes... these are demanded by the modern vacationist as necessary holiday equipment.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sailing Date from New York</th>
<th>Steamer</th>
<th>Duration of Voyage</th>
<th>Minimum Rates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 6, 1930</td>
<td>s.s. Carinfa</td>
<td>16 days</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan. 16, 1930</td>
<td>s.s. Caledonia</td>
<td>26 days</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb. 15, 1930</td>
<td>s.s. Caledonia</td>
<td>26 days</td>
<td>275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar. 15, 1930</td>
<td>s.s. Caledonia</td>
<td>18 days</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr. 12, 1930</td>
<td>s.s. Samaria</td>
<td>12 days</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MEDITERRANEAN CRUISE
The superb Cunarder Mauretania sails from New York Feb. 20 and calls at all of the most fascinating ports at the height of their seasons. Minimum rates from $810 up.

See Your Local Agent

CUNARD-ANCHOR WEST INDIES CRUISES

HAVANA Smartest City in America

Havana... brilliant, sophisticated, charming... with all the fire, gaiety and color of old Spain... all the culture, grace and suavity of Europe... all the luxury, comfort and modernity of the U.S.A... is the smartest city in America. Here is the ultimate in resort life, satisfying the American yen for foreign travel. To the lover of sports... to the out-of-doors enthusiast... Cuba holds many attractions, in addition to those of her capital city. There are hundreds of miles of smooth new motor highways dipping over the hills into the curiously quaint villages and countryside... easy roads to new vistas of beauty, new pleasure opportunities, new hunting and fishing thrills, discoverable only here in the Pearl of the Antilles. Down through the provinces of Pinar del Rio, Matanzas, Santa Clara, Camagüey and Oriente, across the Valleys of Yumuri and Vinales, lie panoramas of breath-taking splendor; majestic peaks and far-foothing mountainsides... dark with the shadows of great forests of Granadilla, Majagua, Royal Palm and thousands of other tree-monarchs of the tropics, vast plantations of tobacco, sugar and coffee... ancient towns... it's an exciting experience that awaits you. The hunting season is open in winter. Quail, duck, deer and many denizens of the tropic wilds you've never seen before... sporty, big-game fishing from Havana to Batabanó... a thousand wonders to exhilarate you. Here's a vacation trip that's different! A trip abroad... not far from home. Plan this winter to mingle the gay life of Havana with the joyous freedom of the tropic hinterland. Try living for a change.

For information, etc., any travel bureau, any railroad, steamship or airline ticket office or the National Tourist Commission, Havana.
Welcome

THE GENERAL ELECTRIC SPECIALIST

He is a refrigeration expert and can be of great service to you

He's a specialist—not a salesman. He comes to your home to tell you how to preserve your family's food safely and healthfully. He will help you plan a regime that is easier and far more economical.

Of course you want all the modern conveniences and comforts of electric refrigeration. And here is the man qualified to clarify your problems and answer your questions. How large a refrigerator...what type of refrigerator...how to get the most convenient payment terms...how much you can expect to pay for current...what about servicing...what sort of company guarantees the refrigerator?

The General Electric specialist is chosen for his courtesy and his ability. He is trained to help you. Listen to his story. You may be confident that he will lead you toward pleasanter and more economical housekeeping. Welcome him when he comes.

May we send him to you?

We shall be happy to send a General Electric specialist to you right away if you will write us. Address Section R-1, Electric Refrigeration Department, General Electric Company, Hanna Building, Cleveland, Ohio.

Join us in the General Electric Hour, broadcast every Saturday evening at 9 P.M., E.S.T. on a nation-wide N. B. C. network.

The small family model sells for $215 at the factory. Conveniently spaced payments can be arranged.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

ALL-STEEL REFRIGERATOR
If it is a trip to Europe these booklets will help you!

Instead of long discussions with hotel clerks, ticket agents...in place of wrestling with "ask me another" problems in European timetables, all the details of the trip can be included in an American Express Escorted Tour.

There are no vexatious disappointments and delays when you join one of these companionable little groups. You merely choose the tour which you like best and sail away with ever-ready, courteous American Express service accompanying you. More than fifty itineraries to select from—through England, France, Italy, Germany, etc., including the Oberammergau Passion Play. The booklets below will tell you about the accommodations, itineraries, and complete cost. Send the coupon today.

American Express
Travel Department

65 Broadway, New York City
58 E. Washington St., Chicago
Market at Second St., San Francisco

American Express:
Please send booklet of tours checked.
☐ Quality Tours $1,100 to $2,000
☐ Popular Tours $400 to $1,200
☐ Special Oberammergau Tours $411 up

Name
Address

American Express Travelers Cheques Always Protect Your Funds

Sail westward to Japan, the "source of the sun", the land where spring gladdens the earth with her beauty. It is the only ancient civilization which has more than kept abreast of modern progress and invention, and yet guarded the romance of an undying past.

Here from the vantage ground of European hotels, fast trains, smooth roads for motoring, you capture the enchantment of a land more dramatic and picturesque than any opera. Throngs of pilgrims go gaily toward the cycle of blossoms—the cherry blossoms in April, the azaleas and wisteria in May. Actors wear grotesque masks at vivid classic dramas. Geisha girls dance like bright butterflies. Tea-shops glow with light and color. Historic Fujiyama towers toward the blue sky.

And there are outdoor sports, fishing and game hunting, tennis and golf the year round. It is a land of unfolding wonder and delight.

All details of your trip, including a carefully planned itinerary of Japan's interest points, arranged without charge. Write today for fascinating booklet on Japan.

Steamship Lines operating between the United States and Japan: Nippon Yusen Kaisha, Oshika Shosen Kaisha, American Mail, Canadian Pacific, Dollar Line.

JAPAN TOURIST BUREAU

©/o JAPANESE GOVERNMENT RAILWAYS
1 Madison Ave., New York City
and ©/o NIPPON YUSEN KAISHA
545 Fifth Ave., New York City
or offices of American Express Co. and
Thos. Cook and Sons.
or any tourist or steamship agent.
A new, fast train carrying standard Pullmans and dining car leaves Nogales every day except Saturday. 48 hours, Nogales to Guadalajara. Thence overnight to Mexico City.

Through Pullmans from Los Angeles via Tucson and Nogales. Or, if California is not to be visited first, those from the east on Sunset or Golden State Route can board the through Pullmans at Tucson, Arizona.

Perhaps you know the world is small—that in January there's more than one languorous breeze astir with whispers of forgetfulness. Maybe before this you have looked across a cafe table the Old World has fragranced.

But surely you have stifled a yawn at tales of old familiar, tourist-worn paths to winter's summer sun.

Southern Pacific's invitation to a new January June-land is written in new train service now in effect down the West Coast.

It surrounds you with a comfortable bit of the America you know—modern Pullmans, a dining car styled by Southern Pacific—and swiftly speeds you through the newest Old World. Mexico!—the little known, the little understood. A land of mysterious origin and vast antiquity. Still medieval, yet in many ways as new as tomorrow.

Come while it is unspoiled. Come before the sightseeing bus crowds out the ancient carriage—(even now the tractor crawls past the oxen and wooden plough). Dine under palms to the music of Old Spain; look out on a sun-filled sea that tumbles white to a lazy shore—before the sign goes up, tourist-conscious, "Por Americano."

Southern Pacific Railroad Company of Mexico

Write to O. P. Bartlett, 310 South Michigan Blvd., Chicago, for illustrated book, "West Coast of Mexico."
Cairo—the magnificent, the mysterious. The thrilling, throbbing Orient. Cairo, the ancient—the unchanged civilization of a thousand years. Bournous-clad men. Veiled women. Carnival-like Bazaars. Hustle and Bustle. Dark, narrow streets. Mosques, Minarets. Arabs, camels, donkeys, hawkers. A gasp, a laugh, a thrill every second. Faster than you can take it all in. That is Cairo.

And Cairo is only one feature of a wondrous itinerary, which includes the unfrequented Balearic Islands, Malta, Corsica and Cyprus... the fascinating cities of Casablanca and Barcelona... also Madeira, Gibraltar, Algiers, Monaco, Naples, Sicily, Greece, Turkey, and the Holy Land. Generous stay-over privileges. Return is via North Atlantic by Majestic, Olympic or Homeric.

**THOS. COOK & SON**

585 Fifth Avenue, New York

Philadelphia \* Boston \* Baltimore \* Washington

Chicago \* St. Louis \* San Francisco \* Los Angeles

Toronto \* Montreal \* Vancouver

in co-operation with

**WAGONS-LITS CO.**

---

**Your January Investments**

To meet your January investment needs, we have selected and purchased widely diversified and well secured bonds, yielding as high as 7%. Our list includes first mortgage bonds, originated and safeguarded by us, secured by properties in the larger cities of the United States—securities in which we have specialized for a quarter of a century. We offer also sound bonds of other types—railroad bonds, industrials and utilities. Those who are now receiving maturing principal and interest, dividend payments and funds from other sources will find these suggestions particularly helpful.

Write for Booklet A-1108

**S.W. STRAUS & CO.**

Investment Securities | Incorporated

**STRAUSS BUILDING** | **STRAUSS BUILDING**

565 Fifth Avenue | Michigan Ave.

24th St., New York | 24th St., Chicago

**ESTABLISHED IN 1882**

---

**Vertex File Pockets**

are firm, durable, expansible filing containers. Placed in any vertical filing system in the place of the overcrowded folders, they will demonstrate at once—

- how to keep your files in a neat, orderly condition.
- how to save clerks' time in filing and finding.
- how to save filing space.

If there is room for improvement in your files, there is room for "Vertex" Pockets. Send the coupon below for a Free Sample.

--- CUT HERE ---

Please send me for trial in my files a free sample of the Bushnell Parnell "VERTEX" File Pocket as described in January, 1930 National Geographic.

Name of Firm

Address

Name and Position of Person Inquiring

Letter Size or Legal Size Desired?

To ALVAH BUSHNELL CO., Dept. G

13th & WOOD STREET DOES PHILADELPHIA
Travel "Cabin" . . . the modern way to Europe!

In the famous transatlantic fleet of the United States Lines, headed by the Leviathan, World's Largest Ship, are five magnificent cabin liners . . . George Washington, America, Republic, President Roosevelt and President Harding. On these ships there is no class distinction. The ship is yours—from stem to stern. Golf, tennis, gymnasiums and vast promenades to play the miles away by day . . . dancing, movies, and fascinating festivities to speed them by night . . . Service? Splendid . . . from a steward who speaks your own language.


NEW YORK TO LONDON . . . $100
A triumph in economic transportation! Sail any Thursday on one of five American Merchant Lines ships—American Merchant, American Shipper, American Banker, American Trader and American Farmer. London in 9 days. Stops at Plymouth also when carrying U. S. Mail. All outside staterooms . . . fine, fresh food . . . broad play deck . . . full "run of ship." Stateroom with private bath only $25 extra.

UNITED STATES LINES

For complete information see your local agent or our offices: New York, 45 Broadway; Boston, 75 State Street; Chicago, 61 W. Jackson Boulevard; Cleveland, Hotel Cleveland Bldg.; Detroit, 1514 Washington Boulevard; St. Louis, Jefferson Hotel; Philadelphia, 1600 Walnut Street; San Francisco, 691 Market Street; Los Angeles, 548 South Spring Street; Minneapolis, 312 Second Avenue, South; Seattle, 4th & University Streets; Pittsburgh, 703 Liberty Avenue; Washington, 1027 Connecticut Avenue;

THESE LINES OFFER A COMPLETE FREIGHT SERVICE—SPECIFY AMERICAN SHIPS FOR YOUR FOREIGN TRADE
The Best Barbers use a
J.A. Henckels Razor

...and now you may shave with blades of the same fine steel.
The finest razor steel the world produces, fashioned by J. A. Henckels, Solingen, into super-sharp, long-lived safety razor blades that will give you a speed and comfort of shaving you had not thought possible.

Twin Blades are not only made of the very finest razor steel, they are hand-honed and hair-tested, to ensure absolute uniformity. No other razor blade approaches them for the original keenness of edge nor for their ability to stand up for shave after shave.

You will find Twin Blades in the fine cutlery, hardware and department stores that sell the famous J. A. Henckels Twin Brand cutlery. Also in the better drug stores. Get a package today—for the quickest, most comfortable shave your face has ever felt. The coupon brings a trial blade.

Admiralty Super-10
A Brand-New Receiver for the Radio Connoisseur

This new Admiralty Super-10 is the very type of Modern Radio Research Engineering. We believe it represents final superiority over any Receiver now being manufactured or even contemplated for broadcast reception. Strictly custom-built, this great new Model meets fully the requirements of those who want the best. It is in fact the Highest Class Receiver in the World.

Exceptional Features

Cordless literature on request
NORDEN-HAUCK, INC., Engineers
Delaware Ave. and South St., Phila., Pa., U. S. A.

How much should I lay aside for Life Insurance?

HERE is the actual program of a young man, 28, married, with two children.
His income is $3,000 a year. How much of this should he lay aside for Life Insurance?
The annual premium amount to about $600, leaving a balance of $4,400 for the support of his family, an easy proposition for ambitious young parents looking to the future.
What does he get for his $600?
An estate of $30,000, $5,000 to be paid in cash at his death, the rest held in a trust to provide $100 a month to his widow during her lifetime.
If you are interested in arranging an estate for yourself, let us help you make your plan.

Joh Hancock
Life Insurance Company
Of Boston, Massachusetts

Inquiry Bureau, 197 Clarendon St., Boston, Mass.
I am interested in building an estate along these lines. Please send booklet, "This Matter of Success".

Name
Address
M. Co.

—OVER SIXTY-FIVE YEARS IN BUSINESS—
A MORNING in Spring. . . . The snowy linen of breakfast table reflects the shimmering sunlight which dances in through casements never closed. . . . Through the gnarled branches of a great banyan tree a lazy wind whispers with fragrant breath of secrets garnered during a magic night.

Nowhere else on Earth does Spring pour her favors with such lavish hand. . . . For each of Man's senses she gathers delights, distributes them in abundance. . . . from luscious pineapples cool with morning dew from great island plantations, to the lilt of lapping waters when the touch of moonlight is on the land and Nature's cadence is caught in the strains of sobbing steel guitars. Each day the miracle is repeated. Each night the magic mystery is renewed.

Go this Spring. Let no worry of heat that comes with the wane of Winter in other lands disturb you. The cool delights of day give way to the cool comforts of night when the warmth of blanket is welcome. Hawaii is only four to six days away from the gateways of the Pacific on liners as proud as any that float. The trip itself is an epoch. . . . a symphony of sun and sea and sky.

Hawaii Tourist Bureau
( Honolulu, Hawaii, U. S. A.)
for full information write to
1104 Monadnock Building, San Francisco, Calif.
655 E. Chamber of Commerce Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.
or communicate with

LASSCO Line from LOS ANGELES in Southern California
750 SOUTH BROADWAY . . . . . LOS ANGELES
521 FIFTH AVENUE . . . . . NEW YORK
140 SOUTH DEARBORN . . . . . CHICAGO
605 MARKET STREET . . . . . SAN FRANCISCO
215 EAST BROADWAY . . . . . SAN DIEGO
609 THOMAS BUILDING . . . . . DALLAS

MATSON Line from SAN FRANCISCO Portland and Seattle
535 FIFTH AVENUE . . . . . NEW YORK
140 SOUTH DEARBORN . . . . . CHICAGO
215 MARKET STREET . . . . . SAN FRANCISCO
725 WEST SEVENTH STREET . . . LOS ANGELES
1519 FOURTH AVENUE . . . . . SEATTLE
271 PINE STREET . . . . . PORTLAND, ORE.

Any travel agent will gladly give you full particulars and arrange your bookings.
NEW visions, new plans come with the New Year. Visions and plans of permanently memorializing our loved ones by the erection of an everlasting Family Mausoleum or Memorial Tribute are in keeping with the finer things in human nature. If such plans interest you for this year, there are suggestions for you in the pages of "Modern Memorial Art." This valuable treatise will be mailed at your request.

At right: E. H. Putton Mausoleum, of rugged and substantial construction, of Stony Creek Granite, erected in Kensico Cemetery, New York City.

At left: Of striking beauty, with subdued, blended coloring, of Stony Creek Granite, the Eustis Shaft is in Lakewood Cemetery, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

The DODDS GRANITE COMPANY
Established 1864
1336 New York Central Bldg., NEW YORK CITY
Chicago Studio:
BUILDERS BUILDING
LaSalle Street and Wacker Drive
Quarries and Manufacturing Plants
MILFORD, MASS., KEENE, N. H.
STONY CREEK, CONN.

On your trip to California,
Florida, Egypt, Hawaii or anywhere —
this compact Leica will take
the most remarkable pictures

IF YOU wish to travel "light" and still have the finest of photographic equipment, there is no camera like the Leica. So small that it fits vest pocket or purse, yet so perfect mechanically and optically that the most minute details are clearly recorded. Always ready for instant use—and it performs under the most difficult photographic conditions.

Proof of the Leica's superiority is shown in enlargements from its negatives. Details, high lights and shadows that escape the ordinary camera's eye are caught by this unusual camera—and enlargements to 24 x 36 inches preserve and accentuate the beauty of any picture.

Leica Cameras are widely used by scientists, engineers, explorers, amateur and professional photographers—for snapshots, portraits, photomicrographs and other exacting photographic work. Several Leicas are being used by members of Commander Byrd's Antarctic Expedition—others were used on the Graf Zeppelin's flights.

36 pictures on a single load of standard cinema film. Each negative is of double frame size—the first camera to have this valuable feature and the smallest roll-film camera with focal-plane shutter. Exposures of 1/20 to 1/300 sec. Equipped with the famous Elmar Anastigmat F 3.5, 35 mm. lens. Inexpensive to operate. Positive film strip may be used for screen projection. Ask your dealer to demonstrate it to you or write us for illustrated catalog.

E. LEITZ, Inc., Dept. G-7,
60 East 10th St., New York, N. Y.
Please send me Catalog 1166 on the Leica Camera.

Name
Address
Rip Van Winkles

REMEMBER Washington Irving's lovable, irresponsible Rip Van Winkle? How persistently he tricked himself! Time and again when temptation was too strong and nature too weak, he would lift his glass and say, "I won't count this one".

There are many Rip Van Winkles in the world right now—some are weak in self-control; some are sadly behind the times in a matter of vital importance to them. They are the unfortunates among the million diabetics in the United States today.

Old Rip's giant spree put him to sleep for twenty years—but "food sprees" are bringing death to present-day Rip Van Winkles because they lack self-control or lack knowledge as to what insulin can do for them.

Thanks to insulin, a diabetic is not confined nowadays to a scanty, spirit-breaking diet. He can have varied and much more appetizing food than was allowed in the old days. But even now, if he fails to find out what he should eat and drink—or if he fails to be steadfast in obeying orders—he practically commits suicide.

When diabetes attacks, it has come to stay. It rarely gives up. A diabetic has one of two choices, either to put up a cheerful, continuous fight or weakly surrender. Half-way defense spells defeat. But a courageous, unyielding fight is almost sure to win.

One great danger is that with the aid of insulin and correct diet, the diabetic feels so much better that he is lulled into a false sense of security. He takes liberties with his diet or neglects to take the insulin as directed. Then, with crushing swiftness, diabetes may claim another victim.

Thousands of diabetics are not even aware of the fact that they are in danger because they have not had a physical examination which would have revealed the presence of this old enemy of mankind and because, also, during most of its course, diabetes is painless.

Of the 20,000 deaths caused by diabetes last year in the United States, 8,000 were of the acute type ending in coma. Yet a world-famous specialist says, "Diabetic coma is always preventable and nearly always curable... Many of my patients have actually lived longer than would have been expected of them had they been normal, healthy people".

The death rate from diabetes is rising. It can be forced downward. The Metropolitan's booklet, "Diabetes," together with recently published information for physicians and their patients on prevention of diabetic coma, will be mailed free on request. Ask for Booklet 130-N.

Metropolitan Life Insurance Company
Frederick H. Ecker, President
One Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.

"Mention the Geographic—It identifies you."
CONTINENT-COVERING CANDY

Travelers are still registering surprise that Whitman's chocolates, bought in the most distant parts of the continent, are up to the high mark of the same candies bought in New York or Chicago. People who live in distant parts have long ago learned that the stock of Whitman's in the local store is handled with care and sold with dispatch.

Not satisfied only to make fine chocolates right, Whitman's have built up a distribution through a network of selected agencies (nearly twenty thousand careful merchants). Each one serves fresh candies and is supplied direct from Whitman's.

Because of their popularity, Whitman's do not linger on the dealers' shelves. Success begets success. Every fresh and pleasing package sold increases the prestige of Whitman's. We take every possible care to see that the quality put into every package remains till the candy is eaten. Whitman's is the quality candy most called for—and is therefore freshest. Each package is doubly guaranteed—by us and by the dealer.

To send Whitman's quickly to distant points, step into the nearest Postal Telegraph office and file your order. A uniformed messenger will deliver the package.

Whitman's Chocolates & Confections
TO FIND DEALER LOOK UNDER "WHITMAN'S" IN THE BELL TELEPHONE CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY
Always something new in such a variety of soups!

Something new. Something different. Welcome words to the harassed meal-planner! Just glance through the complete list of Campbell's Soups and see how rich it is in real suggestions for your daily menus. Soups of the Occident and Orient. Soups that are seldom made at home, yet never fail of a welcome. And Campbell's Tomato Soup, of course—the prime favorite of them all! 12 cents a can.

Look for the Red-and-White Label
A Reduction
in Long Distance Telephone Rates

An Advertisement of the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company

On January 1, 1930, there is effective a reduction in various long distance telephone rates in the Bell System which on the present volume of calls means a saving of more than $5,000,000 a year to the telephone-using public in the United States. This is the fourth reduction in long distance rates within a little more than three years. On October 1, 1926, they were reduced by $3,000,000. On December 1, 1927, a reduction of $1,500,000 went into effect. On February 1, 1929, there was a reduction of $3,000,000.

These reductions are in accordance with the aim of the Bell System to continue to furnish the best possible telephone service at the least cost to the public. Earnings must, of course, be sufficient to permit the best possible telephone service at all times and to provide a reasonable payment to stockholders with an adequate margin to insure financial safety. Earnings in excess of these requirements will either be spent for the enlargement and improvement of the service, or the rates for the service will be reduced. This is fundamental in the policy of the management.
—for helpful
investment counsel

Solid knowledge of investment conditions throughout the world—close familiarity with securities of all types—daily experience in meeting the needs of thousands of investors—all these are back of National City counsel. Representatives at our offices listed below will gladly help you select good investment securities for your available funds or advise you on your present holdings.

The National City Company
National City Bank Building, New York
INVESTMENT SECURITIES

Offices: Albany, Atlanta, Atlantic City, Baltimore, Birmingham, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Hartford, Houston, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Louisville, Memphis, Miami, Milwaukee, Minneapolis, Newark, New Orleans, Oakland, Omaha, Pasadena, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland, Me., Portland, Ore., Providence, Rochester, St. Louis, Saint Paul, San Diego, San Francisco, Scranton, Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma, Toledo, Washington, Wilkes-Barre, Montreal,
Toronto, London, Manchester, Amsterdam, Geneva, Tokyo, Shanghai.
The Indian Detour

A NOTHER delightful break in transcontinental rail journey to or from California — either two or three matchless days by motor in the Spanish and Indian country of northern New Mexico.

Santa Fe-Harvey Company management throughout. Rates cover every expense en route for motor transportation, courier service, meals and hotel accommodations with private bath.

2-day Puye detour $40
3-day Taos-Puye detour $57.50

Living History in Scotland

In the land of Bonnie Prince Charlie and the bold Jacobites ... of fascinating Mary Queen of Scots ... of Rob Roy and Roderick Dhu ..., history and romance come to life.

Scotland is more beautiful and for English-speaking people more romantic than any country in Europe.

Make your way first to Euston Station in London and plan your trip to Scotland by means of Circular Tours over the London Midland and Scottish Railway. All that is romantic and beautiful in Scotland lies on the L.M.S line.

LMS

LONDON MidLAND AND SCOTTISH RAILWAY OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Performance only Chrysler gives!

Even the greatest of Chrysler's previous accomplishments—epochal as they have been—are completely overshadowed by the new Multi-Range Chryslers. In them, power, speed, acceleration, economy and safety are raised to the highest degree. New and larger engines, down-draft fuelization, and the exclusive Multi-Range transmission and gear shift create performance never before even closely approached.

And there's new beauty in these marvelous cars—new comfort, too, in their larger, roomier, exquisitely upholstered bodies, with fitments by Cartier, the famous international jeweler.

As pacemakers of performance and criterions of style, the new Multi-Range Chryslers transcend even Chrysler's previous best so decisively that they leave no basis for comparison.

FEATURES:—Larger, more powerful engines ... 7-bearing counter-balanced crankshaft ... multi-range four-speed transmission and gear shift ... down-draft carburation ... Chrysler weatherproof four-wheel hydraulic brakes ... paraflex springs ... rubber spring shackles ... hydraulic shock absorbers ... oversize 6-ply balloon tires ... roomier bodies of dreadnought construction ... metalware by Cartier et Cie.

All Chrysler models will be exhibited at the National Automobile Shows. In addition, special displays during the New York Show, January 4th to 11th, in the Commodore Hotel and during the Chicago Show, January 25th to February 1st, in the Balloon Room and lobbies of the Congress Hotel.

MULTI-RANGE

CHRYSLER

From $2195 to $3475 77  From $1595 to $1795 70  From $1295 to $1525 66  From $995 to $1005
MUCH MORE WELCOME THAN MAGELLAN

He discovered the Philippines...and brought the gifts of fire and sword. You will bring the gift of American friendship...to these summer isles of romance in dark purple spheres of sea...and with modern life and sport in gay Manila. You'll go on joyously to the undying romance and the modern hotels and railroads and sports of Japan. Your tour will bring you the gift of friendly peoples and the thrill of bright-hued panoramas.

Your first discovery will be the superb ships of the N. Y. K. Line to:

JAPAN, CHINA, AND THE PHILIPPINES, WITH STOP-OVER AT HONOLULU

It will be your finest gift. You enter the luxury of magnificent suites, the exercise given by well-equipped gymnasiums, the refreshment of lovely swimming pools. You dine from an exquisite cuisine, to suit every taste, and served by stewards who speak English and join in merry dances and entertainments.

Regular sailings from San Francisco and Los Angeles:
- $280-$300 up. from Seattle and Vancouver direct to the Orient. $375 up. ***Round-the-World in either direction with privilege of stop-over, $510 up. including rail fare. ***Around-the-Pacific Tours. Rates from $452.40 up.

For detailed information, sailing schedules and descriptive literature, write Dept. 9

NIPPN YUSEN KAISHA
NEW YORK . . . . . 104 Bridge Street—545-5th Avenue
CHICAGO . . . . . . 130 East Monroe Street
LOS ANGELES . . . . . 605 S. Grand Avenue
SAN FRANCISCO . . . . . 251 Market Street
SEATTLE . . . . . . 1404 4th Avenue

Our general agents or any local railroad or steamship agent

NYK LINE

How Many Days Have You Seen the Sun this Winter?

There's Sunshine, Health and Comfort
All the Year in the Pikes Peak Region

Winter months average more sunshine than others, although the yearly average is 23 days every month. In winter less than four days a month when the sun does not shine—seven days a month that are entirely cloudless.

Such bright, hazeless, warming sunshine will give you a new idea of what physical comfort a winter can bring. There's comfort, health, rest, new vigor in such a climate.

Booklets on "Winning Health," "100 Winter Days," and information about city, homes, schools, etc., and gladly on request to:

THE WELCOME CLUB
507 Independence Building
Colorado Springs, Colo.

Havana
by EXPRESS STEAMERS

For fifty years "Ward Line" has been synonymous with "Havana." All the genius, topaz spirit of the New World is captured beforehand on these great American liners. Their menus, their superbly ventilated accommodations, their niceties of service—all bear the stamp of long experience in the Havana run.

9-17 Days—$165 up—All Expenses
All shipboard and Hotel expenses together with interesting automobile sightseeing trips in Havana included.

MEXICO CITY—25 Days—$275 up
Including all expenses — Sightseeing tours at Havana, side trip to Merida, hotel accommodations and sightseeing trips in Mexico City.

For information and illustrated literature address:

WARD LINE
Pl. of Wall St. (Pier 13, E. R.)
545 Fifth Ave., N. Y., or any Authorized Travel Agent

"Mention the Geographic—It identifies you."
NOW, GEOGRAPHICS BOUND NEAR YOUR HOME!!

These 26 associated binders use the new beautiful Albrecht Super-Covers

SELECT the binder nearest you. (We guarantee his reliability.) Send him your Geographic Magazines by parcel post or prepaid express, specifying Albrecht Super-Covers. He will bind them in a regular permanent binding that by its beauty will add to your bookshelf one of the most attractive bindings ever offered.

Only $1.50 per Volume in Albrecht Super-Bindings

Plus parcel post postage from nearby bindery

This newly designed Albrecht Super-Cover de luxe is brown, richly embossed, as shown in the photograph above. Each cover binds a volume of six numbers. Lettered with 22 kt. gold on backbone. Sewed in the strongest manner. Opens flat. Covers of strongest waterproof material obtainable—last indefinitely.

Also Beautiful Self-Binding Covers

These 26 associated Albrecht Agencies also can supply a loose-leaf cover of the same design and material in which you can temporarily bind six current Geographies as they reach you without interfering with later permanent binding in Albrecht Super-Covers when each volume is complete.

Loose-leaf covers, $1.50 each, plus parcel post from nearby bindery.

Binding or Cover Must Satisfy You or Money Refunded

LIST OF ALBRECHT AGENCIES FOR GEOGRAPHIC BINDING

Los Angeles, Calif., Pacific Library Co., 770 E. Washington St.
San Francisco, Calif., Foster & Fosterick Co., 444 Bryant St.
Denver, Colo., Dieter Bookbinding Co., 1130 23rd St.
Atlanta, Ga., National Library Co., 411-19 Spring St. N. W.
Chicago, III., Hehn & Hoth, 1226-28 S. Sacramento Ave.
Chicago, III., Brubandt & Walters Bookbinding Co.

Indianapolis, Ind., National Library Co., 848 S. Meridian St.
Des Moines, Iowa, Hertzberg Bindery, Inc., East Grand Ave.
Louisville, Ky., Kentucky Book Co., 319 W. Liberty St.
New Orleans, La., Walter W. Eckert Co., 941 Fayette St.

Falkirk, Scotland, Dunn & Wilson, Ltd., Bellevue Bindery

Baltimore, Md., Joseph Rutnicka, 606 N. Eutaw St.
Detroit, Mich., Mack & Orth, 1636 Bouain St.
St. Paul, Minn., Woldorf Bindery, 502 Prior Ave.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Chivers Bookbinding Co., 134 Nassau St.
New York, N. Y., Dees & Tandan Co., Inc., 429 E. 149th St.
E. Cleveland, O., National Library Co., 1720 E. 133rd St.
 Muskogee, Okla., Master Bookbinding Co., 129 Times Place
Portland, Ore., Davie & Holman, 111 Second St.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Andrew G. Werth, 802 Sandusky St., N. S.
Austin, Tex., Chivers Bookbinding Co., 413 Congress Ave.
Salt Lake City, Utah, Utah Library Bindery, 363 Sixth Ave.
Spokane, Wash., V. J. Languille Co., 611 W. Third Ave.

Albrecht Covers Manufactured and Guaranteed by

THE ALBRECHT COMPANY, Baltimore, Md.
TO MIAMI
AND
HAVANA


AMERICA'S FAVORITE
"WINTER TONIC"

WHERE THERE'S SUNSHINE
THERE'S HAPPINESS

Sunshine
at ST. PETERSBURG

THREE words—to give you the secret of the most popular "winter tonic prescription" in America! And what pleasant "medicine" it is! Sunshine to light your way about playgrounds almost every day (360 days of sunshine a year!) Sunshine to drive away that "tired feeling" which comes of winter hibernation. Sunshine to bring the glow of vital health to children. No wonder this is called the City of Happy People! Here you'll find a winter replete with rich experiences. You'll find just the kind of a home you want at rates to suit every taste and purse. Your children can be placed in the city's schools without cost. Coal bills you'll save will pay the way to St. Petersburg's sunshine. Don't you want to know more about it? Write today for free information and booklets. Address: L. P. Deadrick, Chamber of Commerce.

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET

THE SUNSHINE CITY
St-PETERSBURG
FLORIDA

"Mention the Geographic—it identifies you."
Over the boating horizon comes the 1950 Chris-Craft fleet, sweeping before it all previous conceptions of water motoring luxury. A distinguished flagship leads the way, a 48-foot luxury cruiser, fast, spacious, perfectly appointed. A 58-foot cruiser follows, then come fast commuters, luxurious sedans, swift, stylish runabouts, all are 1950 Chris-Craft, the largest fleet offered in the history of motorboating. On they come, your fleet, for you to choose the craft that meets your needs. Critical inspection is the one and only way to know the great developments in speed and luxury. Let your Chris-Craft merchant describe the 1950 fleet. Orders now, guarantee on-time delivery. Illustrated literature mailed on request by Chris Smith & Sons Boat Company, 761 Detroit Road, Algonac, Michigan.
OVERNIGHT

from San Francisco or Los Angeles

You turn the page

600,000 years....

Take the Sierra’s towering granite peaks, world-

famed waterfalls, and an eight-mile meadow floor

to play on ... cluster them in a pattern that will

remain the marvel of ages, and you have Yose-
mite’s valley of giants!

It is yours to see ... even to live in, economically ...

on each California trip.

In winter, a week-long holiday of fascinating out-
door sports, staged with mile-high walls for a

back-drop ... in spring and summer, the horse-

back, motor and hiking tours up into lordly High

Sierra ... in autumn, the thrill of Indian Field

Days, and sunny rambles along russet-glowing

trails. All year you play!

Do you want fine living? It’s here, in the colorful

Ahwahnee, aristocrat of National Park hotels. Rates

from $10 a day, American Plan. Other all-year ac-

commodations from $1.50, European.

Merced, California, is your mainline stopover

point—three hours by motor coach through Sierra

foothills of ’49 fame. All-expense tours, from $30

to $75.25 cover 2 to 4 days in Yosemite—if time is

short. Your travel agent will plan a Yosemite stopover.

For scenic folders, write Dept. 170, Yosemite Park

and Curry Co., Yosemite National Park, California.

Californias finest vacation—

YOSEMITE

& MARIPOSA BIG TREES

“Mention the Geographic—It identifies you.”
“Afford it?
--we couldn't afford to be without it”

If you are still holding to a less efficient heating method, you are paying for the advantages of Electrol without enjoying them.

The fuel economy, labor-saving convenience, cleanliness and healthful comfort of Electrol Automatic Oil heat are amazingly low in cost—much less than you would expect.

The selection of Electrol by people to whom cost does not matter and the enthusiastic praise of owners everywhere may have caused you to think that this finer burner commands a higher price. A mistaken idea—as any owner will tell you.

Electrol's distinguished performance and long trouble-free life make it not only outstanding as an oil burner value, but also acceptable as a practical form of heating for any home.

Electric ignition... electric throughout... entirely automatic, Electrol represents automatic oil heat at its best. Governed in every phase of its quiet operation by the exclusive Master Control. Sizes for every home. Convenient terms. May we send you descriptive literature?

ELECTROL INCORPORATED
227 East 45th St., New York City

ELECTROL
The OIL BURNER with the Master Control

LISTED AS STANDARD BY THE UNDERWRITERS' LABORATORIES
MEMBER
OIL HEATING
INSTITUTE
RECOMMENDATION FOR MEMBERSHIP

IN THE

NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC SOCIETY

The Membership Fee, Which is for the Calendar Year, Includes Subscription to the National Geographic Magazine

PLEASE DETACH AND FILL IN BLANK BELOW AND SEND TO THE SECRETARY

To the Secretary, National Geographic Society,
Sixteenth and M Streets Northwest, Washington, D. C.:

I nominate:

[Name]

Occupation:

[Occupation]

Address:

[Address]

for membership in the Society,

[Signature]

Name and Address of Nominating Member
South With the Sun to SAN ANTONIO

By rail, motor or plane, follow the sun south to San Antonio, this winter, where every day is crammed with new adventures!

Step softly through the portals of ancient Spanish missions into the storied past of San Antonio... then out into the brilliant sunshine and explore America's last great frontier—motoring over miles of matchless highways ribboning South and West Texas.

The air is tangy, as rare old wine and from the blue Texas sky a beneficent flood of healing sunlight pours over the countryside. U. S. Weather Bureau Records show that for 26 years the sun shines an average of 168.4 hours in January (nearly six hours of each short January day!)... February, 166.9 hours; and March 210.4 hours—for spring comes to South Texas with March!

There's all Outdoors to play in... miles of bridle paths through the leaty stillness of great parks... polo... tennis... golf... fishing... and other summer sports all winter!

Follow the sun south to San Antonio and learn anew the joy of living.

MOLLOY MADE GEOGRAPHIC BINDERS

Bind your 1930 Geographies as they arrive—no sewing, no gluing. Richly embossed covers of finest artificial leather with titles and volume number stamped in real gold. Stiff, waterproof, and washable. Each Binder holds six issues. Price only $3.65 a pair or $2.00 for a single Binder, postpaid in United States, Canada, or Mexico.

10-DAY APPROVAL

If you live in the United States we will send Molloy Geographic Binders on 10-day approval. Customs regulations require cash with foreign orders. Be sure to specify year and volume number when ordering. Binders now ready for all years 1910 to 1930, inclusive.

EXAMINE THEM FREE

The David J. Molloy Company
2863 North Western Avenue Chicago, Illinois

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY BEFORE YOU FORGET

THE DAVID J. MOLLOY COMPANY
2863 North Western Avenue, Chicago
Please send me approval samples of Molloy Geographic Binders, Volumes ________ Year ________.
Within ten days I will pay for them at the regular price of $3.65 a pair, or $2.00 a single cover, or return the binders to you.

Name
Address

Full payment and postage must accompany foreign orders. Foreign remittances returned if binders are not satisfactory.
EUROPE'S SHOP WINDOW

EUROPE'S shop window in 1930 is the great International Maritime, Colonial, Transport and Flemish Art Exhibition to be held at Antwerp, the historical Belgian city, and one of the largest and most modern ports in Europe. The Exhibition, which will be open from April to October of this year, is being supported by the Belgian, British and French governments. Get booklets from Dorland, 205 East 42nd Street, New York City, or any travel bureau.

APRIL - OCTOBER

WEST INDIES

De Luxe Cruises
11 DAYS
ALL EXPENSES $150 and up

Top Porto Rico! To Santo Domingo!
"Islands of Enchantment" - garden spots of tropical loveliness enriched by four hundred years of Spanish splendor.

Sailings every Thursday. Luxurious S. S. "Cosmo" or "San Lorenzo" your home for entire cruise. Wide range of accommodations and faultless service. Stop-overs permitted. Fascinating motorsight-seeing trips in and about San Juan and Santo Domingo City included in rate.

PORTO RICO LINE
Cruise Department, 25 Broadway, New York
Or any Authorized Tourist Agent

For Wall Decorations in Library or Living Room
Decorative MOORE PUSH-PINS

LARGE 3 for 10c
MEDIUM 4 for 10c
SMALL 6 for 10c

No hammer needed. Won't mar woodwork, wall paper or plaster.

MOORE PUSH-PIN COMPANY
Philadelphia
Originators of Moore Push-Pins, Moore Push-in Hangers, etc.

Let Your Home Planting Problems be Solved by Green's Landscape Architects

They are experts with thorough knowledge of plant life. They know blooming periods and the correct effects obtained by proper combinations of varieties. Why not let them design the plantings of your entire grounds? Complete details explained in Green's new 64-page catalog

It's distinctly different—illustrated in Nature's own colors. Many new varieties "Approved by Green." Write for this free catalog today.

GREEN'S NURSERY COMPANY
17 Green Street Rochester, N. Y.

EUROPE
EGYPT - PALESTINE
WINTER SPRING SUMMER
Send for Booklet
TEMPLE TOURS
443-D Park Square Building Boston, Mass.

Whatever your question...
WEBSTER'S NEW INTERNATIONAL DICTIONARY
contains an accurate answer. 455,000 Entries, 2,700 Pages, 12,000 Biographical names, 32,000 Geographical subjects, 6,000 Illustrations, Regular and India Paper Editions. Write for specimen pages, etc., mentioning Geographic to G. & C. MERRIAM COMPANY, Springfield, Massachusetts.

"Mention the Geographic—It identifies you."
FEELING SLUGGISH?

Maybe you are eating too many heavy dishes. Winter diets should be just as well balanced as summer ones. They need crispness for both variety and health!

Tomorrow morning, try a crisp, ready-to-eat cereal. Kellogg’s Corn Flakes and milk or cream, with canned or preserved fruit added. See if you don’t feel better! Kellogg’s Corn Flakes are remarkably easy to digest. And appetites respond to their crispness and flavor. Order a red-and-green package from your grocer. Made by Kellogg in Battle Creek.

Kellogg’s
Corn Flakes, Rice Krispies, ALL-BRAN, Pep Bran Flakes, Kellogg’s Shredded Whole Wheat Biscuit, Whole Wheat Krumbles, Coffee Hag—no caffeine-free coffee.

Cash’s Names

To present line of laundry, to save arguments as to ownership, to positively identify both clothing and owner, there is nothing like CASH’S NAMES. Woven with fast-color thread on fine cumbrie tape, CASH’S NAMES are neat, permanent, economical. Order from your dealer or agent.

Trial Offer

Send 25c for one dozen of your own first names woven in gold thread on fine cumbrie tape.

J. J. Cash Inc.
1331 S. Wabash, Chicago

Kunderd Gladiolus Book

FREE

GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY ISSUE

Receive free the 50th Anniversary Book listing the foremost collections of Gladioli in the world. A. K. Kunderd, recognized as leading Gladiolus hybridist, the originator of the popular Racemataze and the Lacinataze Gladioli, introduces 135 new varieties this year. Over 300 Kunderd varieties are listed, 64 drawn in color. Anniversary collections are offered at special prices. Send for your—FREE—catalog today.

A. K. KUNDERD, 131 Lincoln Way West
Indianapolis, Indiana, U. S. A.

Please send me your Golden Anniversary Gladiolus Book FREE.

Name__________________________
Street or R. F. D.________________
City___________________________
State__________________________
MOST COMPLETE CRUISE OF THE MEDITERRANEAN


SCENIC ROUTE TO EUROPE VIA NORTH CAPE


Both Cruises on the splendid S.S. Colagric, specially chartered from the White Star Line, and under personal direction of James W. Boring. Membership of each limited to 480, first class only. Rates cover all necessary expenses, including stopover return tickets.

Inquire of local agent or Dept. M 31

JAMES BORING'S TRAVEL SERVICE, INC 730 FIFTH AVE. NEW YORK

Legal-Legical!

Obviously, a legal ink is a logical ink for business use also. Higgins' Eternal, long used by prominent lawyers, will impart equal permanence, clarity and protection to all usual and unusual writing, outlasting the paper upon which it is written. Be sure to use it upon all important business writing and records!

Made only by CHAS. M. HIGGINS & CO. 211 Ninth Street, Brooklyn, N.Y.

At all Dealers

HIGGINS' Eternal black writing

Jet Black - Never Fades - Proof Against Chemicals For Steel Pens & Fountain Pens

El Paso
TEXAS

In the Land of Sunshine and Better Living

For recordless centuries, this most favored climatic area of the United States, has been peopled. Relics of the basket makers' art are found in scores of caves near El Paso. Later the pottery makers knew this land and bands of roving Indians made winter camps at the crossing of the Rio Grande. Last year 70,000 persons visited Carlsbad Caverns, a National Monument.

Today, four centuries since Cabeza de Vaca found this haven of sunshine, thousands of travel-minded visitors each year make El Paso their winter headquarters for forays into this historic, romantic, pleasure-inviting Southwest borderland. Here you may visit a foreign country 6 cents and 6 minutes away.

Here you spend a most delightful season... enjoy every outdoor sport... bask in healthful sunshine... have all the comforts of a metropolitan city of 117,000 population... a city that recorded $25,000,000 in industrial expansion last year. May we send you a picture story of El Paso and the New Southwest?

Gateway Club, 326 San Francisco Street, El Paso, Texas.
Please send booklet: "El Paso in the Land of Better Living."

Name
Address
THIS YEAR NORWAY

See the land of THE VIKINGS—golden in legend and scenery

THE NORTH CAPE FOR MIDNIGHT SUN AND NORWAY'S GLORIOUS FJORDS

All never-to-be-forgotten sights unequalled in any other part of the world

Travel the Luxury Way by the B. & N. Line, Norwegian Royal Mail M/Y "STELLA POLARIS" (6,000 tons)

The latest pleasure cruiser NORWAY IS BUT A DAY'S RUN FROM ENGLAND ACROSS THE NORTH SEA

The "Stella Polaris" sails always between the outer belt of islands and the mainland, and you get an INSIDE VIEW. No other Midnight Sun cruise offers such advantages with the minimum of open-sea travel.

From Newcastle-on-Tyne June 23rd, for 16 days, including Iceland for Millennium Celebrations, arriving back in Bergen July 9th, Newcastle July 9th.

From Newcastle-on-Tyne July 10th, Bergen July 12th, for 13 and 11 days, arriving back in Bergen July 22nd, Newcastle July 23rd.

From Newcastle-on-Tyne July 24th, Bergen July 26th, for 20 and 18 days, including Spitsbergen and to Ice Wall of Pole, arriving back in Bergen August 12th, Newcastle August 13th.

Inclusive fares from $229—16 days; $185—12 days, and $283—20 days

CONSULT YOUR TRAVEL AGENT IN ANY AMERICAN OR CANADIAN CITY AND ASK FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET, OR MAILED FREE ON REQUEST TO:

SCANDINAVIAN TRAVEL BUREAU 280 Broadway, New York

"Mention the Geographic—It identifies you."

Dreer's Garden Book

AN endless source of interest, these winter evenings, when the planning of your summer garden affords so much enjoyment. The 1930 edition is filled with cuts of Flowers and Vegetables and sound cultural advice.

A copy free if you mention National Geographic

HENRY A. DREER, 1306 Spring Garden St., Phila., Pa.

Bind Your National Geographics

Let Us Start a Handsome Library For You

Return this valuable publication as a permanent source.

Send Them To Us!

Have them artistically bound in best quality library buckram, any color.

55 years experience assures entire satisfaction. Special low price of $1.50 per volume containing 4 volumes.

Write for samples of materials. No obligation.

We also handle all types of miscellaneous binding.

THE BOOK SHOP BINDERY
348-358 W. Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois

Scenic Cruises to and from CALIFORNIA

28 Day Cruise — 9 Days Alaska, 19 Days Alaskan Tours

28 Day Cruise — 9 Days Alaska, 19 Days Alaskan Tours

GRAACE: PABAMA MAIL LINE
10 Hanover Square, New York

EUROPE

THIS year as never before Europe offers wonderful opportunities to visit unusual and delightful places. Plan now to see the PASSION PLAY at Oberammergau, with its historic background and religious scene.

INDEPENDENT ITINERARIES

Arranged to leave at any time and to visit places of your own choice. Moderate rates—explore Europe for just $25.

CONDUCTED TOURS

Leaving at convenient dates. Include all principal points of interest. All expenses, no extras, from $199.

A personal service second to none.

Write now for booklet G-2.

Simmons Tours
1328 BROADWAY (at 34th St.) New York City
Announcing

HOUSE PARTY TOURS
THROUGH EUROPE
BY MOTOR & 1930

At sensationally low prices!

NOW you may see Europe as the leisurely traveler does...from the seat of a de luxe motor coach which carries you on highways and byways to all sorts of fascinatingly interesting places...the quaint little towns and romantic countryside, as well as the great, glittering capitals!

Small parties. Average motor journey, seventy-five miles a day. Cars depart from your hotel, take you direct to your next stop. Luncheon en route at picturesque inns. Generous opportunity for individual sightseeing, shopping and idling.

Tour prices as quoted include round trip ocean passage on famed Canadian Pacific steamships; accommodations and meals at good hotels; motor trips and sightseeing programs; all tips abroad; admissions to galleries, museums, etc., and services of couriers, lecturers, chauffeur and guides.

THE PASSION PLAY
and Five Countries by Motor

ALL EXPENSES $395

See Normandy, Paris, Burgunds, Switzerland, Austria, Oberammergau and the Passion Play, Munich, Nuremberg, Heidelberg, Cologne, Brussels, Antwerp.

"ALL-OF-EUROPE" TOUR
by Motor, including Passion Play

ALL EXPENSES $995

Here is an ideal tour for the traveler who wants to see all of Europe quite thoroughly in two and a half months. Itinerary includes England, Holland, Belgium, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Czecho-Slovakia, the Passion Play, Switzerland, Italy and France, with special emphasis on the Shakespeare Country; London, Rhine Region, Berlin, Tyrolian Alps, Grande Alpine Tour, Italian Lakes and Hill Towns, Rome, Florence, Venice, Naples, Italian and French Rivieras, Route des Alpes, the Chateau Country and Paris.

Ask for Booklet "E30"
describing these and hundreds of other fascinating tours priced from $335 to $997.
Sent free on request.

Art Crafts Guild Travel Bureau has shortened its name, enlarged its organization, broadened its service.

The
TRAVEL GUILD
Address Department 307 INC.
180 North Michigan, Chicago
521 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Paris • London • Naples • Brussels • Rome

NEW de luxe
GOLDEN STATE LIMITED

Direct— to the Sunny Southwest
Shortest and best way Chicago to El Paso, Juarez, Tucson, Chandler, Phoenix, Indio, Palm Springs and Agua Caliente—quickest by many hours.

Winter Paradise—palatial hotels—delightful ranches. Days of golf, tennis, polo, horseback riding, ranch sports, interspersed with hours of luxurious ease;—and nights!—A Venetian night was never more entrancing than the shimmering, starlit desert!

No Extra Fare
Superfirst—Expressing the Umost in Travel Luxury.

Convenient Schedule—Minimum daylight hours en route—Only 2 days Chicago to California—3 days from Coast to Coast.

Rock Island Southern Pacific Golden State Route—direct low altitude, warm winter way to Los Angeles and San Diego. Through sleepers from St. Louis and Minneapolis.

ROCK ISLAND
THE ROAD OF UNUSUAL SERVICE

For detailed information, mail this coupon

Rock Island Vacation Travel Service Bureau
750 La Salle St. Station, Chicago, Ill.

Please send me literature descriptive of Arizona and California and full information regarding travel schedules and services via Golden State Route.

Name ________________________________

Address ____________________________________________
Deaf Hear Again
Through New Aid
Earpiece No Bigger Than Dime Wins
Enthusiastic Following
Ten-Day Free Trial Offer

After twenty-five years devoted exclusively to the manufacture of scientific hearing-aids, the Dictaphone Products Co., Inc., 909-A, 220 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y., has just perfected a new model Acousticon that represents the greatest advance yet made in the re-creation of hearing for the deaf. This latest Acousticon is featured by a tiny earpiece no bigger than a dime. Though this device, sounds are clearly and distinctly transmitted to subnormal ears with wonderful benefit to hearing and health alike. The makers offer an absolutely free trial (at 10 days to any person who may be interested, and a letter will bring one of these remarkable aids to your home for a thorough and convincing test. Send them your name and address today! Add.
Running Water
for Only a
Few Cents
per Day

LUGGING water by the bucketful is a
thankless task when a few cents worth
of electricity or gasoline a day will sup-
ply your household, your summer cottage or country
estate with all the running water you can use.
You will be surprised how little it really costs to install.

Myers Water Systems
Designed to meet every need from the smallest home to
the largest estate or institution. For deep or shallow
wells; for operation by hand, windmill, gasoline engine
or electric. Myers Electric Water Systems are completely auto-
matic — self-starting, self-stopping, self-oiling.

The nearest Myers dealer will be
glad to give you minutes of cost. Send
for his name and interesting booklet.
The F. E. Myers & Bro. Co.
99 Orange St. Ashland, Ohio
Pumps for every purpose,
Hay Tools, Door Hangers.

FREE. The Secret of Beautiful Floors!

Way with old-fashioned floor-waxing
methods... with their sticky, dirt-
catching "false luster." Stop hiding your
floors under layers of embedded, ground-in dirt
and gummy polishes.

Permanent "new-floor" beauty is now yours!
The amazing Fluorola method, startlingly new,
burnished your floors to a brilliant beauty.
The new Fluorola automatically applies Fluorol-
wax directly to the floor from containers within
the brushes. This vital feature, exclusive with
Fluorola, eliminates all hand labor!

Visit your dealer for convincing
demonstration and write us for
new booklet, "The Secret of Beau-
tiful Floors." The Fluorola Cor-
poration, Dept. A-507, York, Penna.

Your NATIONAL GEOGRAPHICS
Deserve These Beautiful Bindings

At last—a binding that opens flat as a bound
book! Now you can easily bind your National
Geographies yourself in a few minutes. And
add a beautiful, permanent set of books to
your library. See for yourself how superior
is this patented ARENDs binding.
Colors ready for years 1914 to 1930.
Each holds six volumes. Ten days
from trial. Mail coupon today.

ONLY $3.48
PER PAIR

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

Clip and mail this coupon
before July 1st of next year

Address

Portage required in U. S. and Mexico. Foreign countries extra.
Newspaper subscriptions subject to terms and conditions.
Remittances returned if bindings are not satisfactory.
Sunny winter vacations in the old haunts of the Conquistadors

**TUCSON**

("Too-saw-son")

**Historic Tucson**, cradle of Western civilization ...with purple mountains, glorious deserts, Spanish Missions, Old Mexico scenic background...is America's newest sportland in the Old Southwest. Here "winter" means blue sky and sunshine... hunting, riding, golf (all-grass courses), dude ranches, country clubs, shops, theaters, schools, University, the oldest and largest municipal airport in U. S. A.

Write Sunshine Club for free booklet. Reservation in hotels, etc., and personal service to visitors is gratis. Winter rates on Rock Island and Southern Pacific Lines—NOW

**TUCSON**

**Sunshine-Climate Club**

**Arizona**

904 Old Pueblo Bldg., Tucson, Arizona

Please send me the free "SUNSHINE BOOKLET".

---

Treasure Isle Beckons

Swaying palms. Flowering oleanders. A blue, blue sky and an emerald sea. And all about you... the verve and thrill of a semi-tropical winter. As you amble along sandy bridle-paths that fringe the sea you share the light-heartedness of your mount—for the weather's just right for comfort. Diversions aplenty await you—a golf, tennis, boating, fishing, hunting, surf bathing and scores more things to do. Come! and bring the family. For interesting booklet, write to Dept. 120, Chamber of Commerce, Galveston, Texas.

---

**Sound—Therefore Productive**

*That every advertisement in The Geographic must be wholly safe for readers—to act upon, and recommend, needs no iteration.*

The National Geographic Magazine does not permit its name to be associated, even indirectly, with advertising of any other standard.

Nor is it accidental that so many readers write that they find these advertising pages an intensely interesting as well as thoroughly trustworthy source of buying information as to products and services that add to their comfort, pleasure and efficiency.

For the constant endeavor is to make the advertising pages truly a well-edited Business News Section for our 1,250,000 Geographic families.

Under its Selective Advertising Policy The Magazine rejects each month many advertisements solely because they do not convey information sufficiently applicable and valuable to the readers to gain their favorable reaction.

For The Magazine feels that it has no right to waste its readers' time and attention—whether in advertising pages or in editorial signatures.

The Geographic is known also by the advertising it does not print.

**National Geographic Magazine**

Washington, D. C.
See More of America

This Summer in Glacier Park

Come and see for yourself this enchanted land of craggy peaks, of sky-mirroring lakes, of high evergreens. Here is the America you've missed—an America of scenery incomparable. If you fish, there are swift mountain streams and lakes teeming with gamy trout; if you hike, or ride, there are hundreds of miles of beckoning trails to be explored. If you make photographs, or movies, you'll have a time deciding what to shoot first. For here is beauty, and majesty, and the lure of the untouched wild! Two palatial Great Northern trains serve you to Glacier Park and the wonder-land of the Pacific Northwest... the new Empire Builder, and the luxurious Oriental Limited.

New, profusely illustrated literature awaits you—see the Great Northern agent in your own town, your local ticket agent, or write direct to Great Northern headquarters at St. Paul.

The New EMPIRE BUILDER
The Luxurious ORIENTAL LIMITED
No Matter How Distinguished a Home You Plan, J-M Asbestos Shingles Will Adorn It—and Will Bar Fire And Weather Forever

It does not always seem easy to decide about roofing. Various types appear to have certain advantages. Yet the choice becomes simpler if you ask “What roofing has all the features desirable in a roof for my house?”

For example:—

What roofing is absolutely fireproof—is unharmed by temperatures that will raise it to white heat? What roofing is everlastingly resistant to every variety of weather? What roofing offers every desirable color combination? What roofing is sturdy, substantial, pleasing in texture and general appearance? What roofing can be used equally well over an old roof or on a new house? What roofing represents the truest economy?

And finally what roofing combines all of these essentials? The answer is, of course, Johns-Manville Asbestos Shingles.

No roofing other than monolithic Asbestos Shingles can offer you all these advantages.

No House too Large;
None too Small

Look at this attractive home in Oakland, Who could ask for a better looking roof? Imagine the satisfaction of the owner in knowing that built into every shingle, along with its pleasing appearance, is the everlasting ability to combat fire and weather successfully. Would you not be glad to have this same security, this same practical charm grace your own home?

Your own lumber or building supply dealer has Johns-Manville Asbestos Shingles or can get them for you. Meantime while making your plans for building or remodeling you need your free copy of the "New Book of Roofs." Send the coupon for it now.

The J-M Trade-mark is the Stamp of Quality

In both industry and the home Johns-Manville contributes to safety, comfort and lower costs. J-M Insulations cover the range from 400° F, below zero to the highest industrial temperatures. They include Asbestocel, the scientific insulation for home heater pipes. Other J-M articles of importance are Asbestos and Asphalt Shingles, Industrial Flooring, Built-up Asbestos Roofs, Packings and Refractory Cements. In thousands of offices and auditoriums noise has been subdued and good acoustics provided by J-M Sound Control Methods and Materials. Motor Car Brake Linnings and Allied Friction Materials are also at their best under the J-M trade-mark.

Mail Coupon for Booklet

JOHNS-MANVILLE CORPORATION
New York, Chicago, Cleveland
San Francisco, Toronto
Branches in all large cities

Please send me "The New Book of Roofs."
A S 4 A.

Name:

Address:

B-4-1-1
Do you have your table linen washed "somewhat clean"?

For your table linen you tolerate only one standard — thorough cleanliness. You have — should have — the same standard for your rugs and carpets.

It is only because you use surface-skimming cleaning methods that dirt piles up deep in your rugs. The moment you begin to use the deep-cleaning of The Hoover that dirt is removed — and kept from further accumulation. Freed of this gritty, fiber-wearing dirt, your rugs last longer and look newly beautiful.

And you are saved endless time and effort by the swift, easy cleaning of Positive Agitation — for The Hoover removes more dirt per minute than any other cleaner, with less expenditure of human energy!

The more thorough cleaning of The Hoover is only a part of the service it renders. Its scientific care of floor coverings improves their appearance very markedly, by removing the unsightly thread and lint, lifting and straightening the rug nap and brightening the rug colors.

Ask your Hoover dealer for a free trial or home demonstration of The Hoover and its efficient dusting tools. Two Hoover models. Only $6.25 down including dusting tools; balance monthly. Liberal allowance for your old cleaner.

THE HOOVER COMPANY
NORTH CANTON, OHIO
The oldest and largest maker of electric cleaners
The Hoover is also made in Canada, at Hamilton, Ontario

© 1928. The Hoover Co.
A revelation in realism
from a whisper
to a brass band

SCREEN-GRID RADIOLAS
—built by the RCA engineers
who created Screen-Grid Radio

RCA Screen-Grid Radiolas in all models give you the superb tone and realism that have made Radiolas a synonym of radio perfection. Why? Because they are built by the RCA experts who created screen-grid and gave it to the radio industry.

Screen-Grid Radiolas are not an experiment. Years were spent in the RCA research laboratories perfecting the Screen-Grid Radiotrons and the special screen-grid circuit which made screen-grid radio possible. RCA engineers then designed a screen-grid set in which interfering foreign noises were eliminated without dulling the high and low notes, and narrowing the musical range.

Tone quality—first essential of fine radio—need not be sacrificed to gain the great advantages of screen-grid. Without tone quality this advanced type of high-power radio is only a makeshift.

When you buy a Screen-Grid Radiola you get super-power screen-grid performance as you have a right to expect it—plus all the qualities of fine radio reception that are guaranteed by the famous RCA trade-mark.

RCA RADIOLA 46—The acknowledged leader in screen-grid “all-electric” radio, A cabinet model with built-in RCA electro-dynamic reproducer. For alternating current $135 (less Radiotrons). For direct current $145 (less Radiotrons).

RCA Screen-Grid Radio also in Radiola 44—a compact and beautiful table model. $75 (less Radiotrons).

For those who wish music from the air or record, RCA presents Screen-Grid Radiola 47, the all-electric combination of Screen-Grid Radio and Phonograph. $175 (less Radiotrons).